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foreWord (

The 'Center for Vocational Education has a history of providing in- .

service education, on a national basis, for those vpcatIonal'educators re-,
spohsible for coordinating and conducting personnel development programs.
The 1975 National Vocational Education Personnel Development Sentinar was held
in Omaha, Nebra'ska, October 28-31,1975. This was the ninth ima series of
such seminars which have been conducted annually by The Cente*.

The theme for the 1975 seminar was "Industry-Education Innovations in .
Personnel Development." Six major objectives guided the development and

' execution of the seminar. They were: C1) to increase knowledge
j)ersonnel development models a6d strategies used in bUsiness and industiy;

(2) to increase knowledge of selected.irldustry-education cooperative programs
for personnel development; (3) to identify functiodal guidelines for the
operation of selected industry-education'cooperative programs of personnel
development; (4) to generate potential methods for inereasing involvement

* -

of business and industry in presei-vic-eand in-service personnel development
programs; (5) to increase knowledge of innovative strategies for vlanning.TN
instruction in personnel development programs; and-(6) to increase pforma-*
tion about available research and development produCtS for use in perS nel
development programs.

The above objectives were realized through a number of.ieleyant pres-
ent:ations, Tenel.discussions, special interest grOup meetings, and exhibits.'
All .seminar activities were conducted and /or fadilitated by a-cadre of

c
'representatives from business, industry, education, aqd various other appro-.

priate organizations and.agencies. 4

The major seminar presentations and retorts are contained within this
.

publication. It is o r hope that these documents will be of value to all
vocational educators who-are. concerned,(eit5bAdirectly or indirectly, with
Personnel development program

.' Recognition is due Daniel E. Koble, Jr., research and development Spe-
cialist The Center fordirecting the 1975 seminar./ Appreciation- is also
extended to Center staff members DaliAG Ator, Kay Adams, Pat j,ewis and Mark
Newton.for their assistance in coordinating and cOnducting the seminar. The

eh. cooperation and assistance provided by the program planning committee and The
,Americari Society for Training and Development ds also gratefully acknowledged.

1'

7 e
Robert E. Tayior
Director

a

The Center for Vocational Education

6 at
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Industry and Education Sand: Together
L -

"by John `W. Thiele
, \

O

It is a real pleasure being _here this morning tokkeynote this important
end timely seminar. 'PAs you all now know",I Ilve a double barreled inelkest .

in the necessity of industry and education Working together.to solve pFoblems
_ which face all of us during the last qu'arter,of this century, te an,kndustrial
relations executive and also as the chairman-of. the National-Ad Pory Z:cuncil

1,On VOcational EdUcation, I see the urgent and pressing' need'for industry and
edu6ation to stand together to successfully meet these challenges. .

4.0*

Our ountq is facing a period-of limited. resources. The recent aware-.

ness on the part of the general population that we are facing an energy
crisis, that we, have to generate new sources of-energy, and that new technology
is peing, and will continue to be, develdped, has prksented new considerations
and "coricerns for all of us. We are only beginning to consider national
piicies.in fields of nuclear, solar,, geothermal,and other alternative energy
source fields, mass transportation, and new energy - sating techniques in a.itos

,_and construvtion,.,There is no question the impact of the energy situafion.will
shave a great influence on theeConomy which in turn will affect every person
in this room - -your job, your income, in fact, the entire future for you and
you'r faraily.

-This is a threatening, yet exciting,-new.Hfrontier." If we Uon't meet.'

these challenges of the future, the results will be economic and social, less
technical development and higher unemplOrent, lower income and lower standard
of livings lower funding for education and'other social programs.' We would .

a.11 have to readapt to a lower and very different leVel of living.

We have to learn to-make the best possible use ofnatufal resources,
and I think we have to-learn to make the best possible use of human' resources
as'well. We've got o train people to become as productive as possibl and
.t,C, utilize their to nts so they can enter and remain in the economic main-

' "stream to-their fuI est potential.
0

:kr

The educatio df America's adult.popUlation is one 'of the major challenges
to our education a system_today. In its broadest sense, adult education
encompasses many target groups; includins those enrolled in basic adult-7.
or remedial--edlication, arts and crafts, and-other leisure-oriented (;ourPes,

/0

*John W. Thiele is Director of Industrial and Community Relations,
Whirlpool Corporation,'/ Fort Smith, Arkansas. He is ,also Chairman of The
Natj.onal Advisoy Cou ci on Vocational Education.

?
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as well'as vocational, and manpower
however, adult education is'related
A large group includes those 6n the
management development programs

/

training'programs. Far the MOst%part:
to job training'and car,eer advancement.
job who are enrolled in reinIng.or.

.. C

Dr. 'Thurman J. White, a readirig adult educalor; predicted that l'By',1980:.
20 percent of'the adult'population will be committed to at least one program
of part-time study. 'Adult education will emerge as a major concern of social'.
scientists,, and 'easier, learning 4 less time' will be made possible by edu-' .

cational technology." ,
. , '

,

As we enter our nation's bicentennial, the primary focus'of our.educa-
-Ntionarpolicy may well be the education, the reeducatior and the continuing
educatiOn oft America's adult population. At one tifile,.many looked upon adRlt't

education as a temporary program, necessary to makeup for failures in other

-4. areas, and resetved pretty much for the poor and the ignorant. This was never

. wholly true and is less and less valid 'as a deScriptiOn of adult education.
Adult education will take a leading role'in modern educational systems. The

N pphasis will-not be on'remedial education, brit on-continuing and developmental .

education. Such training Can have significant effect upon the quality of.

life as well "es the-quality of ourYprodUctive processes.
a )

,... A

1.

.

'We must Coudinate our education programs at all levels, s% that they

,work in tandem, rather than at randoM. We must also coordinate education
policy at both the federal and'state level with °IF manpower, economic, and

,

social policies. .

Our nation's economy is undergoing severe changes`';' from which we will
probably rleverrecover, in the tradi-t-i_oLIaland accepted sense of the term y.

"economic recovery." These changes will'have.fgr=reaching effects on all
aspects of onr national life. As the, concept oflaisseznfaire was long ago
ruled invalid in economicaffairs, so must-we now abandon laissez -faire in
,education and other related aspects of our society, and adopt a comprehenkive
'policywhich recognites the complex interrelation between education, the
world of work, the economy, and social problems. F,

If we, as a nation, develop such a logical and coordinated p6licy, which
would include,the full realization of the career eduCation conceptqand a '

continually increasing emphasis on adult education, then.the opportunities
and.respOnsibilitiee of vocational edu'catbrs-will vastly expand.

o

In January, the National AdvisoryCouncil-Assued a paper on "The,Challenge
to Vocational Education in the EconomicCrisis,'wh*h most of you have,seen,

think that several of the'recomme9dations the'puncil made then apply
directly to this,meeting, to thee need for cooperation that we are addressing.

4
ti

In a time of severe economic crisis, which If are now experienbing, wet
cannot continue business as usual. The disruptions experienced;by industry,.
labor, and.goveFnment are not temporary phenomena which will be corrected

4

I



when the next quarterly
now laid ofywill never
will not ,t'normalize" in

must recogni/e -that the
patterns and basic indus

11

I

economic forecast is issued. Many workers who are
return to their former occupations Conditions
the sense of a return to the formeL statusiicluo: We

present economic upheaval will seriously affect work
tries.

At

Already the effects of these cha!iges are beginning to pe,felt in every
household in the country, and in our various institutions. Future shock is
here. FroM now on it will not be uncommonfor workers to change job skills
several times ina working lifetime. Our educational system bears a special
responsibility to help us absorb some of the Impact.

We all n eed to become seriously involved in de
skills are needed in the rapidly changing job marke
future--§.Aphat. we can provide_ accelerated training
will result in employtent.

C

termiping exactly what
t--both now, Sand in the
or mini-courses that

411.
.We need to open the classrooms, td utilize jndustry on-the-job t raining

resources and allow students to lrn through an industry-edudation coopera-
tive arrangement,, so they are prepared fOr new and emerging occupations as
technology advances.

We need to work together in order, to coordinate p grams withother
agencies, such as CETA, Department of Gomrderce, etc., to prevent duplication
and waste, wherever possible.

We need to phase out obsolete programs which are not relevant to current
labor market deiands.

And finally, we need to utilize our available and limited financial
resources for the best possible end -=the utilization of our human resources.-

The-United States has long been proud of its resources, and particularly
the--gkills and productivity of its p9ople, but"today we have the highest
_rate Of unemployment experienced since the Depfession, aid several other
countries, including Sweden, Germany, and Japan, have pagsd, us in productivity
gains. 4

The largest.'proportioh cAlour population is lOcated in the smallest
proportion of space, the urban centers. The National Advisory Council has
been very concerned with the problems 'of urban vdbational educatien. We

.
published a report last year on'the findings from our hearings in major

.

Cities, and some of the concernswexpressed are similar to the general
statements f have made- -the difference for urban areas is that the problems
acre- particularly concentrated. FoneXample,',we know that in our cities
we are,not reaching those who need v6cational education the most, because
eacifities are often antiquated, programs outmoded, and teachers' skills nged
,to be updated. To add to this complexmaze of problems'is the growing loss
qf\job OpportUnities in the cities due to Outmigration of jobs.

4

5
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.For these reasons, we especially need the real'involvement of.edUcators,
business,industry, and labor people in these urban centers.

Rural areas have as many Problems, and we cannot overlook the concerns
of these people, who often attend isolated schools with a minimum of vocational
course offerings. Communication and transportation are barriers for many,
rural people who need and want vocational education and job training so that
they can enter the labor market. Business and industry often depend upon the
rural pools of manpower, so they have much at stake id assuring that adequate
,vocat/onaleducation is provided in rural areas, as-well as in our cities.

4
Vocational educatiod has expanded considerably since the enactment of

the '63 Act and tlie '68 Amendments. The range of course offerings has
broadened to meet labor market demands, and theiComprehensive Employment and

'Training ACt-10ETA) has filled many of the ghpV(insocial demarids*Now there
is consideration. of further leq-islation for the concept of Career education

oas an "umbrera".term, Which included both academic preparation and Vocational
-education. .But this concept, the emphasis on increasing career. awareness
and awareness of occupationa opportunities, provides further challenge to
vocational education. It is-good stprt toward assisting individuals to

vmake choices that will be more satisfying. Now vocational education must
Provide training to match those expecations., Students--adults as well as

. young people--are coming to vocational education as an entry-point, to
_enter the world of work. Whilevocational.education is concerned with educating
the student as .an individual, ultimately we are expected to proyide train*ig

4 .

for jobs.

I've-givL you my views on the problems we face, and on the'challenges
before us. Now I'd like to focts on some possible solutions:

Those of us in business and industry have4been saying 'fbr years--"Giv
us the trained people welneed, and we'll hire them because we have jobs."
Nocational. education has been saying--"We can provide the training." But

eif vocational educators and businesimen only state their expectations, if
they don't communicate, if they don't coordinate, we'll all be doing a
disseryice to each-other and the students, missing the opportUnity to contrp---
ute a great deal of talent toward solving the country'S problems of iimite
resources.

I
Oneof the most important ways,in whigh concerned djndividuals in busi-

ness and Industry may assist the educational community is throughaadvisory
committees--particularly the local crafts or trades advisory committees'. '

We can provide input to local schools to develop and-implement programs that
are based upon current technology; to design pre- and in-service teachei
training prograffist an&veryloftzn supply equipment to implem nt our, advice,
Industry can UTing teachers'into shops and plants in order t shelp them to
become'updated in their skills. Am:I...industry-education, through cooperative

education programs, can provide the-opportunity for students to ain valuable
on-the-job experience that cannot be obtained in the classroom.

.1. 12
t

.
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However, business and indtstny can't successfully complete this job alone
( We need the active interest, participation and support of organized labor..

, ) .

.
.

. .. . .
.

I would suggest to you that thisrmutual area of interest in education and
4' the development of our national human resources is an excellent opportunity
.for rndu4try and labor to.work togelkler. It representsla- plateau:of commpn
interest work where we can work together to improve, our edtcstional delivfry

..., t . 1 _
system. , . , 1 ,.., - e

.
1

There is a side benefit to i olving buss and labor ih therdevelop- r
,,..'

ment Of educational programsT-edu..tion gets the opportunity tO g.i.ve us the
cAeFeto see firsthand what eduk : "Lin can produce. I'm talking about'more

.

"than meetings, more than 'advice, more than sharing concerns. 14m talking,-. ,.
about becoming actively involve ,in solutions, in programs, in %+,7orkiKig to-

gether' to share our knoWledge and Skt'Ils.,

Therf is a need tor-us'all to become involved at all leyelsbecause we
have so much at stake,and so much to, gain. As we approach the bicentennial- -

0 200 years.,a, a nation, our country faces serious problems and challenges.
We-hawelimited financial and natural resources. We have wasted .human re-
sources., The energy Crisis, the economic reality of massive unemplpyment,
social demands, an'cralgthan-effecti'Ve political solutions . . . all repre-
se4 problemscand lowertntrardi of living-sand all present challen9'es to

'each of us. So I offer you--all of the participants in this conference, '

those from industry and labor, as well as those from education--a challenge'
thStis Vqry specific. The challenge I offer is chat we ,4ild upon o\r
strengths, and our successes, and thaeainkages that already exist between
us. Le us fully utilize the opportunity we-have at this conference t
listen tq each other, as well as to talk: Be well awar ,that each has, much
to offer the other, and that, ulti tely, we are all concerned with, deve oping
'sound'vocati6thal education programs for the benefit of individual studen s

and.with more effectively utilizing all_the resources of our great nation,,

4
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An Overview-of Personnel Development -

in Bustness. ancj 1dustiY.
by Charles C. Drawbaugh*

This assignment was conceived td provide vocational educatois with an
overview of the.ck-rent.status of personnel development in,business and
industry aoss the United States. The definition of the word "overview"
would' proeit one to make a few generalizations about the topic as an approach
to satisfying the requirements of the aesighment. However, the scope of
personnel dvelopment in business and industry is that enormous andthe_
structure so varied that nine cannot readily grasp an overview of it. It,

:.therefore,-becomes a formidable task not only for one, o present thOrover-
'view but als6,for you to comprehend 'it.

Or

Ah obvidusbeginning, now that the challenge has been aCc ted, is do
declare,the perspective from which the paper took shape and to specify limits
and establish penimeters which make the task somewhat more manageable. The
perspective, or viewppint of course, that of a vocational educator with
experience in public school education rather than in business and Industry
training: Public education and industrial training are similar in many ways;

to major difference is In instructional settings., The vocational education
perspective; with its set of pedagogical biases, iilcounterbalanced in this-.

paper with conclbilons, issues, rends, and projectiOns'about corporate
training discovered in the sear& for information.

Information and materials were gathered primarily through an intensive
review of the current literature, a number of interviewsmith industrial

/ trAkhers, and limited visits to corporate training sites and learning labora-
,tories. Fk concerted effort was made to favor the use of printW materials -
generated in_the late f9604s and early 1970's; however,, those produced earlier
were not disregarded if, for,exampler-they represented-landmark research or

led an information gap. 0
-

The outlinedevelaped for the paper estaW.ishes parameters-within which
thereport4was researghed and written. A historical sketch of the training
Movement from.apprenti,Thips to human resource, development reveals the

ti

*Charles C. Drawbaugh is Professor of E6cation, Department of Vocational-
Technical Education, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

9,
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emergence of a vast and important part of the'corporate structure. .The body ,

of i.he'outline focuses ort trainees, tAining, and trainers in the language

of business and industry or on studefts, instruction and teachers in the

jargon of public education. More specifically, the broadened headings of

Human Resource Pool, 'Human Resource'Develbpment, and-Organization and Manage-

ment of Training provide the overview of.tiie.state of the art of personnel

development in business-and industry. Summary statements will be made which

are assessed to have an impact on the 'future dittction of human resource

development in both business and industry and in public vocational education.

Included will be those predictions on the topic ventured by futurists.

Historical Sketch

Tr aining for work in early America was apcomplis'hed primarily throtigh
.apprenticeships which were the common method of traininl.in Medieval-Europe.
The apprentice was indentured to a matter vaftSman for a period of time to

learn a trade or professi5h and become a journeymari or professional practi-.

tioner.such as a doctor or lawyer. "Indeed;" wrote Patten (1971), "apprentice-

ship was the method of leariing' before aspects or subject matter to be

/ learned, were.identified,,,AS6lated; -arld packaged as related instructiop

to bo taught. in group situations in a classroom.."
,

.

It follows naturally\ that artisans and craftsmen would form guilds for'

. the purpose Of exchanging ideas and controlling common interests for their

own mutual benefit. Guilds, according to Steinmetz (1967), ,created private

franchise.and'at the same time established quality' standards of products
through quality standards of workmanship. These yeomanry guilds became the

, foretun4ler of the modern -day labor union."

.Factorr,schools came into being just prior tho the turn ofthe century.

The rapid growth in businesd and industry demanded mdrp 'master craft itlen

than could be produced through the individualized.apprenticeship pr cess.
The term "factory school" connote group ifiStruction and use of t printed

subject matter and course content to supplement on-the-job train "Such,

, companies as Western Electric, Ford, and Ilationti Cash Register...;ere in .eld

forefront of this educational activity." (Steinmetz, 1967]

The early 1900'6 were marked'by federal legislation for zocational

education, the beginning of industrial training associations ind a period

Of ;15,i,a4 job training by bu'siiess and industry until' spurred to do more
as a rsult of the World War I crisis. Correspondence schools emerged during '

the era and were supported as an additional means fof training employees.

I

Again during the Great Depression,yeari trainingkwas negleoted-by.

business and industry since the supply of trained manpower exceeded the needs.
.Governmental concern -relative to these conditions of the times was reflected

in the establishment of the Civilian Conservation Corps and the National

. % Youth Administration which offered meaningful work an_d job training for young
e

workers and students.
,

,

S
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TheWergency created by World War II stimulated a flurry of training
activity in-the factory and shipyard. The mid-1940's wergotaracterized by
the "J" programs. The Job Instructor Training (JIT) program was developed
to-train,line supervisors how to train workers. The three -day course was
given to almost 2 million line supervisors who, in turn, trIined some 10
million workers. Other training progratns in the "J" series were Job Relations
Training (JRT), Job Methods Training (JMD)', and Job Safety Training (JST )..
Program Development Training (PDT) was, designed for executives who were
unfamiliar with training techniques. It w s during this concentrated effort
on training that the position of utraining\directoru.'was to becope 4 common
position in'the management hierarchy of th corporation. N

The American Society of Training Direc Fors 4ASTD1, was formed in 1945:
Now known as the American Society for Traini g and Development, the profes-
sional organization for training personnel beasts some 10,000 members in
numerous chapters across the country.. While he society provides it member-
ship with a multitu,e of Seryices'the most'o vious is that of publishing the
Training and Devel6pment Journal. Headquarte s for AST{ is in Madison,
Wiiconsin.

"The early 11.950's was a period of intensi supervisory training. The
.....1Wthorne Studies of 30 years earlier were re covered, and, the -supervisor

* was seen as.the key element in the work relat o ship. Although some HRD
(Hdman Resource Development) specialists s'til sist Onoidentifying neeaS,'
th6 general practice was that every supervisor n eded human relatiOns training.
The (demand increased and supervisory-,training eve_: became a popular oNering
in public evening school." °(Nadlers 1870

, "The decade of the 1960's was one of°tapid, d amatic, and substantive
technological, social and economic'change. The pe -od also,4arked the coming

,age of Staining and development. Because.business, industry,, military, and
goverringE organizations changed rapidly, owing to dvaricing technology and
increasing cope and complexity 3f opera ions,.all t pet of enterprises were
forced to'spend money and other resources for traini g." (Tracey, 1974)

Tracey '11974) accumulated data from several sour es which reveal the
scope of human resources developmentrby business and i duttry in 1971. About

ti
85 percerit of the major Indust ies were involOed. Thel total pool of potential
trained''in private, nonagric ltural, nongovernment es blishments numbered .

57,836,000 employees. Itis not known ,what percentage thesg...employees

were privileged tolreceive training, repardless of the t pe br the; amount;
however, the range of several estimates of 4be tote], expe or training
and development for the yeal- was 20 to 25 billion dollar Prifeat4 usiness
and industry were making a sizeable investment in human' re °ilia de e opmnt.

--.
"In that we are #.n n a new era socially and economically," Ca t (191X5)

notes that "the time appears near when industry may be spen g as much money
to educate

at.
its employees as-the country spends to educate it youth."

uHistor,ically, in the,UnitedStates the. type and amou4 of job training
in industry has been dependent upon changes in political, economic, and
societal forces. (Wenigand Wolaisky, 1972) "In the past fifty years, the

1



indus'trial Aduca ion function in'America has evolved from an initial ebncen-,
tration upon the develop nt of apprentices through the establishment of

forman training and later. to executive development." (Patten, 1971)

Training in business and indu continued to be called training down through

the years. Wilae still the bost ular term used to explain instructional

programs, the word "training" is slo yielding to such terms as ."personnels

development/ and "human resources development'; which more adequately,bolier
instruction in the cognitive and affective domains as well as that in the

psychomotor or manipulative. skills area.,

.4111.111,

The Human Retource Pool a.

'V

. The po of potential trainees for business arfd industry takes in all

employees b t in reality not a1,1 in the pool are chosen to take advantage of
some kind o training. While training is usuany'specified for selected_ -

employees as meansoof fulfilling corporate goals and needs, educational .

programs sponsored by businessa*d industry are also. extended occasionally
to serve grbups of people outside of the organizational stxucture such as
family of employees, handicapped and disadzantaged, high schoo,1 and college

students, and retired persons. The ranges'in ages, abilities, attitudes, edu-
Oational levels, and other characteristics of trainees differ from one pro-
gram to another but are much more homogeneous within a designated training

context. The challenge to upgrade employees and to offer educationaf1 services
to others in society is ever-present and increasingly more importan

The big headache in business and industry is to determine who should be
selected for training and ,py what means. Usually large'numbers of employees

do not get the opportunity to move up the corporate ladder because they do not
qualify for management or executive development,. Testing is designed to serve

the corporation and then the individual and in that order.,

.

"Tests reduce the costs of training new employees through improved selec-

tikp of-only those applicants whOse.test scores indicate higher aptitudes for

ledrning'to perfOrm the work. Tests help the personnel and training managers
todiscover unsuspected talent in employees within the organization. It is
usually economically desirable that such employees be given opportunitiev'to

advance into positions of higher rank. This demonstrates the organizatiors
irlicy of promoting from within the work force and tends to'raise employee
tale.- A good testing program results in a large paving of dollars due to

the rauction of employee turnover." (Youmans, 1967)
. 9

,
.

Governmental and societalSpressures are on business and industry to
. .

validate tests on minorities. Equal rights enfbrcement agencies are scruti-

nizing tests validated on white male subjects which discrimiiiate against
other kinds oftestees. !Validation of a test on one reference group is
costly; validatiat on several refbrence groups may riot be worth the expense.

..

,
.

.

A second pressure 'on business and industry is to eliminate those
selection devices validated on criteria other than job req4rements.opelecting
trainees on criteria other than requirements to do the job is discriminatory.

Y

1
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One thrust of the women's movement is to have the content of jobs redefined r

ptior to training people to fill them. Women are asking forcefully that jobs
which have been built around brawn previously now be redefined ,so that they
*ill be perfeCtly suitable for trained women.

There is a moral commitment by business and industry to train disadvan-
!aged and handiCapped for'employment. Ginsberg and Hepburn (1972) "view the
disadvantaged as simply people who have not been a part of an industrial
(tbanited complex." .Geographical location, educational level, and cultural
background have a decided. influence on one' orientation to the industrial
world. Indu4try is concerned and is training and employing some disadvantaged.
There exists, however, a delicate balance between appeasing society'on one
hand and ianagement'on the other whichinsists on lay-off" from training in
.terms of effective human resource development, greater produttiVity, and high-
worker morale..

The skill credentials of workers available to five majNindustries
.

(apparel, food,:health, construction, and transit) New York City, was
refletted in find.ings of search done by Brecher (l97). He found that
"(1) hone of the industries had any real difficulty in filling, the skilled
jobs; (2), in general, young people who pursued avocatiopal curriculumoin
high school do not learn enough to have a significant edge in obtaining employ-
ment in these industries and surely not fOr preferred access to skilled

ir
, jobs; and (3) on heather hand, those who pursued a vocational curriculum

in community colleges, particularly if they acquire an A.A. degree and passed
the certificatiOn or licensing requirement, were fn a preferred position -

to obtain skille0 jobs." The findings would lead,one to deduce that particular
manipulative,skitis are mastered readily and, more than likely, on the, jab.
The possession of technical competence, an associate degree, and a certificate
or,licenseL-a package of credentials - -are in demand in the work force.
Apparently at the post-secondary level of competence it is more advantageous
for business and industry to recruit than to train.

'Employees and young adults seeking employment have a general education
which rang0,in level from elementary to grOuate and is rising. General
education, especially at the lower levels, does not accommodate to the specific
needs and beliefs. of industrial systegis. Industrial training builds Upon
the general education base, thrqugh specialized instruction' which, for example,
is expected'to improVe employment skills, reinforce industrial goa
cultivate policy image, etc. Corporations%train employees for corp ation
benafits; employees enroll in training to improve their qwn positions in life.

._

I,
..

.

?' -yi
Westley and Westley (1971) note that "the rising levels of educa ion

have produced more people who''are potentially better able and more willing:
to participat in deffiocratic Processes, whether in the union, the factory,
'or nation. Fortunately.or unfortunately, they conclude, this does not mean
/more peaceful industrial or political relations." One answer,-or course, to
directing employees' energies, desires, and potentials in constructive pur-
suits is for industry tp meet employees continuing educational needs`. Venn
(1964) wrote that "there is little doubt that technology has created a new

, ,w
s..

.
.

a
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relationship between man, his education and his work in which education

.is placed squarely between man and his work. Although thisrelationship
has traditiolially held for some men and some work, mode'rn technology has
advanced tO tpe pointwhere the relationship may now be said to exist

da- for all men and for-all work."

Manufacturing begins with uniform raw materials which art put through a
series of regulated processes that result in a standard product. The manu-

facturing model cannot be applied to human resource development at ahy level
-since employees (raw,materialsrdiffer; a variety of instructional methods

d
and techniques (processes) are used with similar resultsand thec.journeymen
or executives (products) of'the training program are not alike. Directors of

training know that the manufacturing'model cannot be applied, to training;
industrial executives are slowly learning this truth:

Human Resource Development

The definition and purpose of training in business and industry are

closely related. Many definitions and purposes are set forth; most have a ,

noticeable of inferred profit motive written into them. Wenig and Wolansky
.7:4^-(1:7).aefined job traiwpg inlindustry "as those training techniques which

are worker oriented,- nerManagemeht or supervision oriented,,, and done during

-the *regular working hours of occupation, and fdr which a Minimum or beginning

wage 'is pa,id." Smith (1964)"states that "a worker's job experiencts shape

hi's behavior. The purpose of training is tp guide the shaping so that he

(tht worker) becomes more interested in his work, more loyal to the organiza

tion, and more productiVe." Blake (1973) writes that "training professionals

can help to create the conditions under which negative and'apathetic attitudes

toward productivity can be convected into positive attitudes toward productiv,e,
work." _Nadler` (1970) says simply that;°taining has as its function the

improvement on the job.7 Patten (1971) view industrial training, as the

"efforts that are made to facilitate the process we call leakning and which

- results in on-the-job behavior required of a member or members of an iridividual

,--',-organization," He feels that education and training are regarded today more
4'1

than ever A crucial types of investment for the exploitation of modern

technology. ,

How does one distinguish among such terms as training, education, per-

sonhel devtlopment, human resource development, and organizational development?

From thhitorical view of the literat4re'it was evident that the terms
became move encompassing to reflect the true instruction as it became'more

sop4isticated. Originally, training meant job,related learning experience
for the skilled worker; today it is often used geherioally to refer to any

industrial instruction, /

The word "education" was not and is not, generally used 'in the industrial

training literature. Education involved related learning experiences such

as classroom instruction, field trips, and other Cognitive dimensions. I

being used somewhat in corporate education centers and in-executive traini

programs. ,



, v .

Personnel and human resource develOpment seem to imply the upgrading of

the whale person including the affective domain. It is usually, reserved as

a term applied to managerial 'end executive upgrading.

4.

Organizational management means different things to different people.
Tregoe (1974) sees it as a process that (1) is deliberate and planned, (2) is

sustained for a long period rather than being a one-shlot dosage of Medicine,
(3) is aimed at improving the effectiveness of the total organization, and
(4) has utilized behavioral science methodology." Wessman (1974) declares

.ihat "organizational development is typically defined by a series of
assumptions or value statements about the usefulness of focusing on work
groups rather tnAn on:the individual in order to improve the effectiveness'

of the orgAnization." .

/-
. . \.

While training is the most popular term used in referring to instruction
in business and industry, it does not always provide an accurate cle'to,the .

inA.tructional scope. Training that means instruction should be characterized c

by such descriptive phrases as on-the-job experience, &ir skilld workers,
over.a short duration of time, at a reasonable cost. Personnel development

and human resource development are descriptive,of a more comprehensive kind

" of instruction than training. The feeling is that the word "education""does

not have much meaning in the .industrial world.. ,.

1
.

It is ventured that human resource development in business and industry
is supported at three rather distinct leveIs--worker, supervisory, and .

manager/executive--with proliferation by larger corporations., Specialized
training', such as for sales persons, engineers, and scientists, does not fit

weJ1 into the three-level classification. Small businesses are often limited

lo training at the worker (on-the-job) level; larger businesses may add
supervisory training to its human resource development program; and corporate
,giants such as General Electric, International Business Machines, and AmeriCan

.

'Telephone and Telegraph offer programs at all levels and for a variety of
technical and professional needs on a regulal- schedule to fill their respective

needs. .'
..

.

The following A an abbreviated description of,a:Minagement Training
Program offered twice yearly at the Western Electr"C'Educatjon Center,

Jersey, "The Management Training P ogram is a six-month
qi0)

Princeton, New.
program of general management training for a gro p of twelve to fourteen
carefully selected second -.and third-level supervisors . . . The purftse

of the program is to provide, for a select group of the highest potential

people, a solid b e of knowledge, skill, and values on which to construct

4P6a management car er'which will make a significant contribution to the busi-

ness . . . The.training methods include reading, lecture- discussions, case
discustions, role-playing-and other varieties of sensitivity training,'various

, forms of simulation training, special work projects, and Skil* practice with

professional coaching . . . In Addition to Western Electric faculty, the

program draws on a great vareity of outside talent: journalists, labor rela-

)-
tions arbtrators, government officials, foundation administrators, politi-
cians, outside businessmen, consultant and university professors of business
administration, ecobmics, psychology, law and sociology. The full-time

.
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program is divided into seven subject areas to form an inbbgrated course in
management. The areas are personal development, labor relations, administra-
tive policies and practices, business and the economy, managerial controle,
management science, and public affairs-community relations." (Western Electric)
The rigor of the program to the trainee and the cost to the ,corporation are
self- evident.

"ManagementAexecutive,training is done usually through executive develop-.
ment institutes such,as those'established by Chrysler, -Westinghouse, and
Gen4ral ElectriC. In a survey of the fifty largest' companies (in terms of

'sales as .listed in the May 1971 issue of Fortune' representing all industries,
Lundberg anp Associates (1973) found that "all responding firms, 93 percent,

i%1 'had management training programs.'t Companies without their own personn61,
`development programs meet their needs-through university programs, a rising
number of management education courses offered by consulting organi,zations,
and by attracting managers and executives from othercorporations.

Some prospective managers and executives putpueadvanced degrees and
university programs on tffeir own or are supported by indUstry thrOugh sabbati-,
cal leaves and'tuition. Most corporations prefer to do their own human resource
development especially at the manager.levei in that they have the opOrtunity
to talculcate corporate lohilosophy,valu00, and behaviors desired, of their
leadership. Instructional contentisspecific and condensed into intensive
programs. Publib education is'leSs'desiraBle since it Prepares broadly;
stresses sodietal values; and serl:tes the asehet.c, cultural, and intellectual
enjoyment of vinddviduals.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to make sweeping gener lizations;
'without some qualifiers, in the load andvaried field of indAs ial personnel
deyelopment. The ASTD Training nd Development Handbook (1967), Patten's (1971)
Management Planning and the Devel pment of Humirt Resources, and Tracey' (1974)

Managing, Training,and Development Systems, give 650, 737, and 480spage9
respectively to the topic. To be brief. and at the sale time provide the over-
view, requires that a agi must be taken. Being aware of theconditionS,
general' statements will_ be, made in the areas of-facilities, methods and'
Materials, courses and_programs, q7:?Stsand evaluation.

Facilities. The facilities for industfial training can be characterized
as being real and simulat d laboratories. On-the-job training is doble in a

4 .

real shop under real co itions. Corporate edbcation centers are designed
for functional progr s moreso than with classroom space. Learning facilities
ate.constru,cted, in strategic lbcationsInear universities, company- plants,
urban centers, and research laboratories to facilitate the use Of these/
'potential community resources. Corporate educatioh centers, more often than
not, house an extensive library and provide comfortable residential accommo-
dations. The centers are public showplaces for the industry, And at inspira-
tion to the trainee. They are engineered to provide an environment conducive
to learning and change.

Methods and Materials. Industri 1 trainers use the full array of tnethods
knowh to the field of education allbwi specific instructional content and

7
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conditions to dictate the specific method. Many journal articles and
.

large portions of, textbooks on.training and develument explain how to use a

.method, suggest'situations for using it, and delirte strengths an weak-

ne,ses of the- method. Some commonly. cited methOds reviewed it? the literature

are case method, coaching, conference,,ggMese(managerilk, business),
programmed instruction, role playing; and sensiti'Vity4training.' The current

literature appeams to favor methods which are gtore apvlicable to,4prsonnel

development than to manipulative skills training. The methods support .

cognitive and affective more than paythomotor'learring..They are geared
to training at the managerial/executiveilevel Moreso.than at the worker/

.
foreman level. /, , .,-.

..

, Instructional materials are used extensively by industrial iAtraners.

. Conditioris,suc as limit'ed insgrlaiibnal staff and a vari3Oty.of training

needs often require some form of individualized training: Programmedinstruc-

tion;.single concept films, slide/cassette sets,'and:coi'respOndence,.courses

partly fill the needs: The content and context of the factory," office, or
shipping room becomes instructional material when utilitel for teaching.
The aggressive corporation cannot use training .aidsor instructional materials
which are obsolete nor can it afford to invest in triage which are not tested

for learning effectiveness. Training directors; is hintedat in the r

literature, are often too eager to purchase innov lye kinds ofIrilaterials
.

:not -proven for their effectiveness. .24

. #
,Coursesand Programs. A study by Schaeferand Kaufman (1971,) describes

the state of the art in 'industrial training in the state of MasSachuseits.

"The training programs pr6vided by industry were most heavily concentrated

at the operative and apprentic4ship level. Most operative training Is
quite specific and prepares the worker'only for partidular jobs in the indi-

vidual company. 'It lacks transfer value. Apprenticeship training is, of

course, much mOF general and gives the worker a skillThe cap,iapply to- a:

variety of settings. -The large industri showed ahigh proportion of super-

visory training . . . .Almost one-fourth of thpfirms stated that.theycon-

ducted no training programs . . ? By far the predominant setting fOr
industrial trainingNigiele--the-job during wprking hojirs. ,Laege fiimiseere more

aikely,to provide in-plant and At-of-plant classes; in-addition to onttht-

,, job training." , -.....,-

Ale
.

Some comprehensiveness of formal training at the'subertisory and pro-
levels is evidenced by the Graduate Enginpring and Information

-.-
Systems Education (G.E.I.S.E.)Educationat Guide 41975) published by Western
Electric at Princeton, New Jersey. The guide resembles a college catalog;.

it contains an academia philosophy, student information, schedu0s,'courses,
s enrollmentprocedures, and information about summer and. other programs.

Courses are identified by code, course title arid, descriptioi-i, cour§e obiec.-

tives written in behavioral terms, major touricsto be studied, prerequiSites
.required to enroll-in the cole, and the number of hours to comilete the

course. Caporate education center offer fo'rualAl progiamth and courses

commensurate with higher education offerings. e, . e
4
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Barton-Bobenin and Hodgetts (1975) surveyed 822 firms-in the state of
Kansas to obtain views and philosophy on management training progk.ams offered
by consultants outside of the fiims. Factors which influence a firm's
selection of a management training program were "subject matter" followed by
"qualifications of those sponsoring the program." Surptisingly,.the factor
given lowest-importance was that of "cost of the prbgram." .They concluded
that: (1) firms are looking for ,programs which will provide ideas and...
conceits that the participants can take back,to'the job with them and apply,
and (2),...21though the number of management training, programs will increase

drastirarly during the,next decade, so will careful scruttnization of such.
a

programs."
).

Salinger (1975) -studied disincentivo to effective employee training and
development. Disincentives revealed by the study in the area of'courses'and
programs were that:- "(1) behavioral objectives of training are often

' imprecise, (2) training programs external to the employing unit sometimes

teach techniques and methods cdntrary to practices to the participants._
organization, and (3) timely information about programs external to an organi-
zation is often difficult to obtain:" 4

Transcultural aLd/or gross-cultutal training is becoming increasingly
necessary as' multicorporations are transa ing mor' business internationally
and mobility of their executives stretchps across the wold- 216kel,m4p (1974),
.Director of Transcultural Training,'Language Houseof Chicago, explains

- what transcultural training tries to do and why.
as

states that "transfer
aabroad is often as mach an exergise in diplomacy s it is a blisines vromotionJ

-That's why training in the culture and mores of the receiving countrNis needed
by the transferee . . . and members of the family as,well. Transcultural
training works to change basic attitudes, teach skills, and builda positive
mental set toward the transfer."

Harris and Harris (1972) justify cross-culrL traiElng for employees-
..

with ltional as well as international positions. "Cross-cultUral training
should increase employee effectiveness when serving outside one's own country
or when working within minority roups within the United States. It should
contribute tit, improved customer, relations,' sales and good will. Hopefully,
it will reddce wasted misunderstanding; and confusion in international busi-
ness negotiations. At least, it will help foreign business to meet foreign
competition with more sophistication. Such learning will also enable the
employee to understand himself and his organizatiorizhetter. It may not 400,

only contribute to the process of acculturation abroad, but kduce.the impact
of 'future shock" as the 'eMerging...tyberculture'replaces traditional society,
and its reference, points. Certainly, cross-cultural education for today's \*

personnel will prepare employees more realistically for the pluralistic
one-wOrld'of .tomorrow!"

.7 -
I

Business and industry are or haye been involved in such non - employee

'training as colisumer training (franchise'and brokerage' house), cooperative
education (all, levels of secondary antlJpost-seconda'ry students), manp6wer
pool training (minorities), and contract training for-the goveknment (JOID

.1

tek
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Corps and MpTA),,and public sch6o1 systems (performance contracting). It is ,

spectilated that reasons for getting involved in the 'several kinds of non- s

D
employee'trainingtrangildrom a fepling of'altruism through the cultivation

of future potential employees, the profit motive, and 'experimental testing

of innovative educational concepts. The point is that industrial training .

and development-has exhibited pedagogical expertise outside its own-domicile

and, inessence, began to compete with public,_pducation inthe developMept

,, cl f human resources..

r ooper ative ,dducation" has cieated4 a good, strong relaticcnship between

lndu and education. "Cooperative education is educationally-%pound to.

there tent that when it is properly.admini4tered it allows the theory of the

clas to2lle complemented by practical expdrience." (Patten, 1971)

Ind stry's part Of, the. cooperative effort is to provide the student (co-op,'

intern, extern, etc.) with practical experience.

Knoe.an&Assciciates (1972)-cite two principal reasons'business and

industry supgort,cooperative education. "Firgt, they have jobs to; done.

'ley find cooperative students able and enthusiastic workers and eager to

learn, Second, cooperative educatidn is and has beeriOtong recognize by",,

employers as a useful device for the recruitment ofvpermanent person el."

Knowle8 Ants out that "studies of employment ret'ords'consistently show

that employees who worked for an employer as cooperative studeRts typical]y

remain longer andare better employees,thaa those who had no prior connection

with the company. .Wi.t.11:the national spotlight now focused on off-campus

experience as a way toward relevance in education, the future of cooperative

education appears brighter than et/ernbarring a prolonged sluggish economy._
N.

-A. Costs, e costs.of'training and development .are not readily available

to the publid-and may not really be known within the business itself. .

Complex methods of accounting, which vary from one business to another, ma/1

.or may not charge training costs to another department, allow for trainee ,

expenses and wages, offset training costs with tainee
i

production,oetc.

,

, ,

.
Some broad generalizations have been uncovered in ..the 'search for informa-

tion about the costs of training. SchaefeY and Kaufman (1971), found that

1ft "the large'firms tend to spend larger amounts on training . . : About half

f

of the firms either did not wish or could not provide cdst estimates." ,

.

f-
Brecher (197k) found in his study "that the costs of upgrading tend to

be ignored or minimized." -The most successful effort,in his study - "the

upgradAg of nurses aides to Licensed Pcacticial Nurses involved an expendi-,

ture in excess of $6,000:per person."
'i

\

Barton-Dobenin and Hodgetts (1975) reviewed the costs. of seminars as

upgrading deices. They report that the "American Management Association
,grosses,well over $10 million annually from its approximately 1600 seminars., ,

, Major universities account for another`-large Percentageftof the`management

training programs currently in existence. When the entire picture is brought

.into focus, there. are approximately 18,0QQ trade associations and Consultants

0
and more than 2,000 private,apd public educational institutions in the United

-States conducting business seminars."
. ,

4f,

4.
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Ginsberg's foreword in theBreeche'r (1972) report discusses posts of
training. -tie writes: "Training carries 'a cost. Employers are therefore
careful to train only as man workers as they have openings. Moreover, they
are careful to provide only enough training so that the worker can,handle his
neww assignment effectiiely. To providF more would increase the probability

.

that the worker will look around for a new jobtlwhich would make use of his
'broadened competence and would pay more,":'-'

Boynton (1967) summarizes the economics of training in-two sentences:
dThe emphasis placed on training costs' versus results will vary considerably .%
depending upon'management's requirements. Some organizations will feel that
the results justify 4ny expense; others Will run their training department
With great caution.".

.s 4

Evaluation. Training directors are concerned about evaluation'as a .

means of selling the training budget for the next fiscal year. Kirkpatrick,
().967) writes that "the objectives of most trainirq_programs can be slated
in termsof results such as: reduced turnover; teduced costs; improved effi-
ciency; reduction in grievances; increase in. quality-and quantity of'produc-
tion;'or improved morale which, it is hoped, ,144,11.1ead to'seme of the
previously stated result. Fromran evaluation standpoint, it would be best
to.evaluate.tralning programs directly in terms of results desired. There
aie, however, so many complicating factors that it is extremenly'difficul,
if not impossible, to evaluate certain kinds okprograms in terms Of
results. T drefore, it is recommended that training directors 'b.oluate. in

terms of r action, learning, and behavior."

McBeath (1974) writes that "training in general is difficult,to assess
'statistically (above apprentice -type trailing where successkmaY be quantified).
Management training requires largely, subjective assessment. The effectiveness
of training i'n improving employee relationships generally, establishing

ectiVe practices and workable grievance procedure's, can be IUdged y the
re ncy of problems.referred back .to department or other top manac ment.", .

; 4
It would seem natural that top level management of profit-Miiking firms

Would seek an evaluation of its training based an benefit-cost analysis and
A the assessment of measurable training objectives. Fauley (19.75) acknOwledges

"that not all training programs lend them s'glv es , to th eiclean development of
a cost model. If the behavior change resulting from'your training program
cannot be related in any way to'dollars earned, any attempt to develop-a cost
model will be nsucdessful."

__Lundberg, Dunbar, and'Baylgss (1973), referred to earlier, revealebi that
"no-TespOnding compan they surveyed believed its program was ineffective,
and only two out of 23 firms were uncertain about their program effectiveness,
but many are not confident of the reliability of the measures used. While
management training was judged to be largely effective, the reasons Were not

.

'altogether clear." -,

Tracey (1974) prefers the term "control" in checking progress (
toward

_ objectives to insure that timely action is taken to achieve objectives..
"Control is the beans of insuring that events, 7ctivities,"progress, and

.

Niltb
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results match plans. Effective control keeps plans find performance congruent.

wAdequate control is achieved by establishing measurable standards, comparing
performancith the standards, identifying deviations and shortfalls, and
applying .corrective strategies to force performance -to conform with plans."'

. -

Organization and Management of Training

ti

Not,all the firms in the United States train their employees. SMall

firts.fre inclined pot to train. Those that do may adopt a formalized programi

or rely on outside sources to meet their training needs. The large corpora-
tions are heavily committed to formalized hiAn resource development.. taetors
other than the size of industry, listed by Reith, (147) which influence'
organization of a training-program are type of industry,.laWs, company objec-.
tives and policies, nature of. the labor market, customer requirements and

.

acceleration of technology,.

rt

"Organizing involves identifying the functions and activities that must
be'conducEdT, grouping of tl*e activities, and assigning each group to 'a
leader with adthoritY.to manage." '(Tracey, 1974) A ane-man training program .

would consist of attaining directorwith the lajor responsibilityq coordi-
nating training dane 9n-the-job and under contricAriy..z'Outside sources.
fiVe-man trainingiorganization may include suc8 ,f4nctiOns as skills and techni-
cal- training, contract training,.supervisor training, and, training support
services. -

' .
*K.

The Organizational charts of large training programs and corporate
'eOlica

tt
iOn centers reveal expansion is a result of adding more functions

and/or reaking down training functions into more discrete elements. Addi-

tional f nctions more likely to be found on the organizational charts(4.
large training programs include management/executive training, prOfessional
and technical training, evaluation and,research, non-employee training,
trainee service, etc: The function of training and development in a large ,

trainingorganization,'for example, can be sub-divided into such discrete . 0

ereas.askills straining, supervisory trainingi management training,'
technical and professional training, sales and dealer training, safety train -b

-ing, contract training, and orientation training with a person.or.team of
persons responsible for each area. Sup rt services of a large training

'organization could be sub-divided into such areas asoinstructor training,
,training aids and media, educatidnal reimbursement, scheduling, training

.

publications,, budgets and records, residential services,
.
etc. Large training

organizations and corporate edtcation centersfare nearly or totally independent
with a hundred or more professionA staff people who train several thousands
of employees annually.

The staffing of formalized. training programs is based on miry vAriable
factors,, Daly (1967) reviews the expanse of business and industry within

4itwh'ich a training director performs. ;.Training occursn all types of
industrial, business,,ar.0 governmental organizations. Training occurs in .

big and small companies; in one locatict and in multi- location organizatidns.,
There are one-map training departments; there are training departments having

20
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50 or more professional staff people. Some training staffs report locally to
the'line organizations, while others- report to a higher staff level. In

some,instances, two training,staffs at one location may report to different
executives. Some trainingifitaffs act primarily as a consulting or coaching
service to te line oriatization. In other organizations, the emphasis is
on formal classromil activities within, or even outside, the organiza-
tion. Training:cqntent ranges from basic company orientation all the way°
through the equivalent of university graduate-level courses. Employees trained
ranged from unskilled laborers through top scientists and company presidents.
The nature of training is, wide and includes apprentice training, sales train-
ing! cus omer training, engineering education, foremen training, office train-

.
ing, ma agement and executive development. Personal qualifications to man
the tra. ning function vary widely on edu.v,ation and experience. In some situa-.

tion51, the training staff man acts primarily as an instructor, while tn others'
he performs largely a coordination or administrative funCtion 1

%

The administrative head of an industrial training program generally
holds the/title of Training Director or Manager, PersOnnel Development. Of

the 134 members listed in the 1975 Director of the Central Ohio Chapter of
ASTD, 56 used training and 20 used development in their respective titlqs.
Other titles of directors and trainers reflect rank or position within the

-.firm training program, the kind and level of training being done, and past
or pies t relationships with public education. Whitlock's (1967) studies
found that "60 percent of :the college majois of training dirors he sur-
veyed hd 'majors in business administration, ptychology, or education with
he remining 40 percept scattered over the college curriculums; and the
aining directors had no formal college training for the position but got

it the hard way."
ti

In a study of 238 ASTD members, Gossage (1968) produced a multi-statemeht
profile of t-he trainini'director. Those statements of specific interest to,
educators'are as follows: "(1) he has had on-the-job expeilence in training
and development priot to assuming duties as a training director; (2) he was
employed for his first position on the basis of his -forMal education and his
previous, Acperierice in training and educatibn; (3) he believes his teaching
experience-is.the single most valuable of all his previous work experience;
(4) he has a bachelor's degree with a major in business administration or
economics. One-third of the directors have a master's degree and it is
,probably ineducation or business; and (5i ithe chances are two to one, that he
has never held a state-authorized education credential." Gossage's main
conclUsion is th "industrial training directors are required to perform
educational duti s for which they have not received appropriate, organized
instruction."

In-service education for trainers takes many forms. "Experience has
-- shown that subject area specialists can be taught to teach in a relatively .

short period of time, as t is obvious that a man with a B.A.. in 'education
cannot quickly be prouide ith the four to six years, of formal engineering
education which he will require to teach advanced engineering subjects in
industry." Reith (1967) Approaches used are company courses, conference
'leadership, college courses; seminarsypersOnal coaching, workshops, and .

professional membership in ASTD. .4

'1
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The professional organization is stimulating continuing,educationand
upgrading of its trainer membership. "For the ,first time, ASTD awarded )

.

continuing education units (CEU) to the memberghip who Aqended th y975
.4Nationdl.Conekence. Simply stated, a CELT is a method of_giving r cd'gnition4

'for participation at conferences, seminars, workshops, etc. 7Basod ,on 10 hours .

of attendance fqr one unit, the continuing education unit is a mbasure to
demonstrate' to an employer an individus continuing educatiOn effort at
his or her chosen profession." .

t
'

TbeTrIining'and DeOtlopmen't4Journal, published by ASTD, reflects the
state of the art in Adustrialbtraining. ItA.s an important resource for
the in-service trainer of employees. A superficial review of Volume 27,
1973 revealed that articles on a wealth of topics were contributed by
authors from education, industry, the mil'tary Overnment and consultant
agencies. Articles written by autlioi=s from ucation and industry equally
dominated the Volume. Of the authors designated as educators, half were
associated with business management and administration with the remainder
representative of many other college'disoiplines. One article was written by
a vocational educator; about one in eight authors was a woman. The industrial
training system is dependent upon the educators and scientists in the colleges
and universities to delve into the unexplored and report findings to the
profession through its professional journal.

-J
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Conclusions, Predictions, and Recommendations

The following fifteen conclusions, with no intended value judgments, are

drawn about industrial training:'

Industrial training is so massive and varied that each generalization

made about it has its exceptions.

Industrial trainers operate almost wholly in a world separate from
that of vocational education yet both worlds are similar.

Industrial training is a private and somewhat guarde4kfnction.
It is not really coordinated, standardized, Or communicated among
firms. 'f

The overall purpose of industrial training is to,serve the firm Or

business by upgrading its human resources.

Industry intentionally discriminates in the selection of trainees;
it,is careful not to overtrain them for t e positions they are

being prepared to hold.

Industrial training is continuing education provided adult employees

with some level of general,education and an experiential base.

Industrial training tends to be. rather concrete, relevant, and purpose-
, ful. It is usually based on job analysis and guided by behavioral

objectives.

Industrial training in this century has grown froft apprenticeships

4
to multilevel human resources development programs .Y Its instructional

capabilities have been recognized especially in the past decade by
the federal government as-a resource for helping train NA.norities

and the unemployed.

Transcultupl and/or cross-Cultural training is becoming increasingly

necessary as multicerporions are transactingrrIbre business inter-

nationally and mobility of their skilled(Workers, managers, and
executives stretches across the world.

Business'and industry are becomi .mor volved in non-employee
training for reasons which range frpm a feeling of altruiSm through

the profit motive to educational experimentation.

A , _2 :3
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Employers of cooperative students enthusiastically endorse thed,
cooperative'approach,. 'Cooperatiye education has created a goon
strong relationship between Thaqz y and public education.

Industrial training directors generally are from business mania ent,
business administration, or psychplog'y who have had no college
training for the positions they hold. Trainers are often technoiogir

,cal specialists taught to tea6h:in a short period of time.

Industrial training journails and textbooks are contributed to more
heavily by college, faculty than any other group.go, .4

Testing and evaluation are not strong areagmithin industrial train-
.

ing prosraths. Governmental and(societalPressures ate on industrial
trainingto eliminate. those selection, devices validated on criteria
otherdarl\job requirements and to validate its tgsts qn minorities.
Management is demanding more careful acdbuntability from its train-
ing programs

It is not technology nor'capital, but rather an adequate supply of
competent emplhees that is the decisive faCtoil'of production, and
marketing in the established corporation.. This realization has
prompted busiaegs and industry tolfoster.a closer relationship
with educators and researchers in:the educational institutions.

a
Predictian tend to prompt One to prepare td meet the conditions and/or

circumstances forecasted. It is hoped the rfollowing nine predictions serve
. .

that purpbse. They are as follows: _ s
. .

0 K ,

. "There appears to be no diMinishment of industry's enthusiasm for
..)training p5Ograms. iatherr'all signs indicate that the future will '

see more of them than did theast." (gar t obhein and Hodgetts,
' 1975) 4

"There will be a.need for a more effective interface among government,
education, and industry. Inter6hanging personnel among these organi-
zational systems will increase as probleals intensify." (Lippitt,
1975)

. Joivestructuring and worker participation in decision making will
_be used increasingly to cut down alienation and humanize technology
Education Should be in the forefront in facilitating this change,
(Idea from Taylor, 1974)

"The executive shortage which has.been experienced around the world
will probably be mirth us in the neXt decade or more- The rise of
the in ational business orientation prevalen among firms in .

leadi countries throughoutfphe world indicates that tHere will be
an increased need for,,anew type of executive development, namely,

r
that of manager competent to functipn in the multinational oorpo.ra-

1 i 4

tion and organization." (Patten, 1971)
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"A great deal of discussion has taken place about the role of liberal
education in the development of executive talent for business. There.
is a growing movement in the direction of liberal education for
-executiveS." (Goldwin,and Nelson, 1960),_

"Finally the industrial System must rely on the state for trained
and educated manpower, now the decisive factor of production."
(Galbraith, 1971)

"We can see the integration of manpower planning, training pro '
. 'grams and,opportunities for learning in industry with the evolving

and virtually,all-encompassing legislative force in American society.
The classroom and the factory are more than ever interconnected,
and thebsameis true for the office and for the professional
occupations." (Patten, 1971)

OP.

"Industry is likely to become more international in charo,cter-and
to diversify its markets. It Will have to be sensitive to societal
values a d assume more responsibility for its employees." (Tracey,

1974)

"With the national spotlight now strongly focused on off 7campus

4
experienCe as a way toward relevance in education, the future of
cooperative education appears brighter than ever." (Knowles and

Astociates

Burt (1967) aptly wrote, "What is needed, more than ever before in the
history of vocationaleducation, is dynamic, constructive action to add new
ditension and scope to, its programs. It can achieve this goal to the extent
it succeeds in making industrial participation, involvem'W, and identification
with the schools a vital part of the total occupational ed6cation system of
our nation."

.

i^ The following action-oriented recotmehdations Offer ways and means to
strengthen the business-industry-education relationship,in your state.

recommended,that you-- -

Survey the scale and scope of your adult vocational training with
the intent of offering more breadth and depth- n some areas
there is a shortage of part-time (later afterno n,, evening, and
Saturday) training.opportuplties under public spices for workers

who seek to add to their skills.

Make known to business and industry your expertise in the/tZhavioral
sciences and indicate your willingness to consult. Industrial

management, fors example, needs blueprints on how to more democratically
release human pOtential to achieye high production.

Look outside of education, to business and industry fo direction in
imptcNing your curriculum otherwise obsolescence andios gnation may
prevail. Base, the curriculum on job analysis and move oward the
use of behavioral 7blectives for instruction and eValuation.

3
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Expand your cooperative education programs to include more students
in the school and more businesses in the community. Thii approach

to'teaching and learning is ideal forall parties. It must be

nurtured, to its full, potential.

Provide your students not only with techno;pich skills but also,
and perhaps more importantly, with human mit4.tions skills. Industry

can overcome the technological skills defM ncies of its employees;"
modifying behaviors, values, and attitudes presents more difficulty.

Become intimately familiar with human resource needs data,in your
statk (use themplayment service, contact employers, and refer
to tile literature). Then add and -revise training.programs to meet .

projected' employment needs.

Initiate an exchange pro- gram between, your vocational education and

industrial training staffs. Echgnge visiting interns, externs,
and trainers for'visiting industrial professors, managers, and
administratort.
. , ,',_ -
Encourage industrial training directors in your area or state to

q

utiliz the services of your educational institutions by having'
I.

emplOy es enroll in,the courses which will asyst them in their
employment. This requireS that the training director be fully
informed about appropriate courses, oogts,,and admissions procedures.
Hold the classes after working hours' -

if

Assist your-state and local advisory commitises on vocational educa-
tion in terms of industri'Al representation nd effectiveness in
AprOmoting training programs which produce=lgrpduates who aie in
demand by'business and industry. )

c

i

;

... ..

RecogriTzs that, the employee-initiated, employee-directed process of
Skill acquisition is perhaps the most important of all mobility

routes in business-and industry. Enrich your courses and meet
the needs of employed worker by generating a plan to recruit a

percentage of this potential into your prOg/amS.

Explore funding sources outside of education for support to train the
uneliployed and minorities, and to upgrade employed workers. The

<4
Department of Labbi, revenue sharing'a ncies, business and industry,

labor organizations, and ethers entertain proposis'i--c- fellowships,

s,pholarships, and costs of training pro rams.

Get actively involved with trainers and training directors of 4
. .

business and industry, government, and the-military. Give more

attention to relationships which emanate from memberships and
participation in the professional training associations and meetings
of business and industry. ;6

'

3' t
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Human resource development is complex and it is costly; it mus not be
done in an irresponsible way. By establishing formal or informal 4,114ances
of business and industry, education, and goverhment at local, state,and'
national levels, the well-being of our American society should be dhhanced
immeasurably. A carefully coordinated effor't coupled with a comprehensive
master plan will improve theartitulation'of training programs which can
assure with a minimum of duplication and waste an ample supply of well
trained workers. Hopefully, some vocational educators will te motivated to
initiate some of the preceding recommendations and/or this proposed plan
of action in their respective states.

p
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Labor Looks apt' Vocational Education,
-N. 4,
4.4

. by Kenneth R. Edwards*
hfe

Cutrent opinion indicates tnat the American education systemis failing.
, Much of this -"Opinion is formed witnout even a nebulyus -pezcept:.,on as'to wnat

might be the underlying cause. Even tne eouc'ator talils to properly addre0 ...
the situation.' Rarely is an inquiry madeto establish which educational
system has failed--that of the structured classroom or.that established_
outside the classroom? Whose educational system has failed -- pudic, private,

.

or that which may be attributed to tne cnurcn,'40me, street, or workplace?
21'..

Where has the educational system railed--in vaiues, literacy; motivation,
productivity, or jbb placement? Under wnat conditions has the systp.m tailed
and why did the system fail? . ,

Rationale and Trends

Comparing the two years, 19t0 aild 1971, in terms of school years com-
pleted by adults,1 wbuld lead us to the belipt that'theschool system has
not'failed, but father has.achievea some degree of success. The number of
adults With less than five years of education has dropped fron 11.1% to .

5.0% of the population while persons with four or more years of high school,
has increased from 34.3% to 56.4% of the population. Although these statistics
are interesting, they ccolloF a.noicaxe the degree of proficiency or the qUality
of education. Is the degreb of educational attainment measured only.by
numbers, or may this alSo be correlated with the educational achievement of
the.two groupg?

At this point one should pause and endeavor o define achievement. Is

the-ability to achieve -ined on the ability to t e a test? Is it the
ability to gain job placement, or. is it the abil ty to succeed in life?

To many, achievement is maxked by credentials - -high school diplomas,
trade scllool certificates and baccalaureate anA graduate degrees, which when
related to work performance, many times, fall shortrof their expectations.
In fact, tbey may produce the opposite effect to that desired.

*Kenneth R. Edwards isDirector.of Skill Improvement Training for The
International ,Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Washington, D.C. '
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Studies of individuals with less formal education tend to indisxte
that they are more loyal and more productive than bersens.with higher formal

educational achivehents,' Further, recent insurance companytresearclf,

indicates that as aduIts,',those with less formal education are better drivers'
as they have more awareness to what they are doing, and to external conditions.,

Analyzed data prepared by the U.S. Department of Laporand,Commerce,
dealing with the growth of the Gross National Product and the manpower needed
toioroduce it, indicate that theeconomy itself is not changing rapidly
enough to absorb into the:work force the increase of individuals with higher
education. This is further enhanced by manpoweF reports suggesting that
80-85% of the present employment opportunities could be filled by persons
possessing only high school educations. However, to most corporate personnel
manager§ and recruiters, the importance of accumulating diplomas is greater
today ,than ever. before. In their words, "it tends to give to those that have

. such a running start." Running start or not, the accumulation of advanced
degrees has not only eroded many placement opportunities, but has changed ..,

many employment conditiorf Salary ratios between senior and beginning
employees in many industr'es gave fal1eri as have the starting salary -

differentials bptween adults with college degrees and adults with only high ,

school diplomas. From1969 to 1973, this differential decrea§ed to 13%, and
it,is forecasted to drop another 10% befOre the end of this decade.3

ranting employment on the basis of,numbers' of advanced degrees during
a,timeswhen`-the economy is depressed, has not only bad an adverse%effect, on
job security and layoffs; Nt also reemployment opportunities for those with

advanced degrees. 0"-
",

One.might Anderwhat diploma grabbing has to do with vocationAr educetion.

attempt to.a swer this We must accept two assumptions: that..all

education is vocational, as it prepares a person to achieVe, and that labo

is a comm ity.

To utilize or discard a certain commodity, is based on two factors:

nccd and of ordability. Although affordability is quite easy to visualiie,

need is not s it is based ultimately on personal judgment and status
criteria bec mes an issue. Also, like any other commodity, it follows the .

same- path as \other consumer products. When it is in short supply, we take

what we can get, and often in greater quantities than we need.' However,

when it is in ,ebundance, Ae become very selective, so selective in fact,
that we tend tc louy more'assumed.qual4ty than we need. Thus, in terms of

employment, when the selection ratio,of nelliapplicants to job openings
becomes imbalanFed, it triggers demands for traditional status criteria. A
Although not justifiable in terms of:-Sob performance, it tends to eliminate

a vast number of applicants without advanced educations.

When status criteria is triggered, as it is now and will be for the next
several years, baFring a major war or natural catastrophy,, the success of
those in vocational education dims unless'success is achieved in placement

and utilization, he product is repackaged and heavily advertised to create ,

demand, ibr select on based on a status criteria is declared discriminatory.

4
4
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Shortcomings anA Errors

4 summ rizing various
espeelall t the secondary

reports, it appears that vocational education,
level, has had'ajlismal performance level. '

r-

°Further, by certain evaluations, it would appear that IA is a very expensive:
form of education with little reward.5

However, in many instances,-the critics have somehow failed to see the
opposite side of the 'coin. A certain amount of credit must be given vocational
education for distracting students away from rtain occupations, whether
it is intentional on the part of the.inst or imparting to the student the
actual job ande requirements, or unintentional by the student discovering
his own limi ations or satisfactions throagh self evaluation or experimenta-'
tion, makes no difference because it is an unrecorded benefitto industry
in general.

.0.0"

One of the justifiable shortcomings of the present vocational-
system is its own system of accolitting. Thee is a dire need to establish
some'form of meaningful traceability within each of its institutions which
will not*nly show the monetary worth; but also the social' worth of each
vocational education program. The accounting should also include the
contributions to the program of the student and vocational student organi-
zations. Today,"many success stories of former vocational students may be
-contributed to, the student organizations, and nbt the ctrriculum as one might
expect. Student organization memArship, in many instances, serves as a key
tolOpening employers' doors,. An excellent example is the strong tie formed
between,qeneral Motors Service Dealers and the Vocational Clubs of kmerica..
(MICA), to which automotive students belon7.

Today, even with an unemployment rate of 8.4%, Am 'ndustry is
seeking highly paid cooperate executives, engineers, medical t chnicians,
precision welders, salespersons, and skilled workers. However, vocational
schools and their courses are not designed to meet marry of these demands.

the case of the skilled worker,-vocational education has always been
inept-6 It has attempted to tiain for a single ibb, and not for an occupa-
tion in an industry, like the dbnstruction industry. Vocational training
at Ehe,secondary level, and' some post-secondary levels, tend to focus on
certain traditional trades: carpentry, bricklaying, residential electricity,
etc.) each being an elemengjof An industry, but not re industry itself.
It is true that some employment opportunities may be achieved through this
typrd of training; 'however, in most instances the op'potunities are of short
range, and the student is left to join the unemployment rolls as a semi-
skilled-laborer. Vocational education would make a greater contribution
by teaching the fundamentals of the industry: tools, materials, print
reading, use of catalogues, and specifications. 'Two of the bi,ggest contri-
butionts that vesCationaredutation could make to the construction industry
would be, to equip students with a solid background-.in blueprint reading for.
all-types of construction, and to teach enough.welding so that each student
can "tack and cut."

0'
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The narrow outlook of vocational education has, lead tolipther errbrsrk
in: relating the needs of one or two employers 'to thosgeof thse whole

,"community resulting from a la& of communication with the community, state,
regional and national bodies as to their concerns; attempting to fit tradi'
tional occupation skills into new occupations;'direct4e1 less able and poork/ .

motivate students into vocational education on the grc'unds thtit their

educational needs cannot be met in apy.other way; allowing those in general
education to refer to vocational education as the 'home of the misguided
student and underachiever; allowing vocational education to becgme a dumping,
ground for has-been teachers,who lack job experience, in yie.fieids they
are teaching; failing-to provide as much mastery over mental skills as the
student is'capable of acquiring; failing to motivate students tdWard the r

...., dignity of work; failing to impart the realities of earning,a livAg to the
student; teaching occupations which have no known,market; failing to' seek the
opinions and assistance of both labor and management;,failing to communicate
with or heed the opinions of community -based organizations, manpower agencies,
and local governments failing to equip students with entrepreneurial skills;

016failing to provide1/4the student h meaningful kriowledge as-to changing job
.raguirepentsi work place requirements, consumer information,' the need for,
conservation, and the acquisition of self-taught skills. ..-74

.
.

---,--:>

AlthOugh many personnel managers and labbr,officials Will state that the
vocational education program falls short because it lacks general education
courses necessary for students to obtain emplbyment,7 most will confess that
they ire simply protecting their investment. What they heed, however, are
people who have three abilities,and one desire: the ability to communicate;
the ability to reason; the ability.to work with others;, and the desire to
work.

It must be noteorthat manual skills are not mentioned; but they play
extremely important part in the 4bneral scheme of all education. Every youths-

should learn to tyPt as.,,it is almost a general requiremgat in today's society.
/' Even let5hgressmen, self ting young lawyers' to be aids, will lbbk far typing

abilities. Those with the capaBilities of going into the professional world
should equipped with ribtehand and other forms Of shbrihand.'

Many skill 11y found ly h craft and mechanical curriculums,
are not justif ed as the basis of, employment, but.ratherls the.besis of
survival in li e. 'These include: auto and home maintenance, home making,
---trNi consumer educatiOn from agriculture to ;trade and- industry discipline.

It might be interesting to note that according t 197 statistics,
-... ,.0-

almost one Million okildren under 18
c-,

years of age are ng with heir father
as the only'parent, 8 that in one out of six. hbuseholds, woman is the sole
supporter of the family, and that.althbugh,there arg five mill'ion unskilled
jobs, a great portion of these are filled ]'imported lAbot. Drib3buts,

general aurriculum graduates, and those 441p4epart college before receiving
a,degree,.each year total 2.5 million young 'people., This number, Combined
w.ith the number of imported laborers, will completely fil.1:thenihskiiled
labor market for the rest of the century. ,

. ,

4
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Changing Life-Styles and Growth

Other life-style oatterns,a1sQ.de4erVe'observation, especially-by
those planning and financing Iftational education courses and curriculums.

Forty-two percent of those eligible for the work force are minorities.'
Some Must be trained for advancement so they. may improve their social and-
economic status. Others must be brought into the work forcejThere are
fuft4er obligations the work force'is expanded in accordance to
Okun's Law. However,, in many vocational and educational classes, especially
those in the-higher mechanical and tedulidal disciplines, there are no
mino5nies. Thus,'employers.cannot fulfill their gommitments to equal.employ-
menty In fact, if vocational education would commit itself to t'rain-minOri-
ties and females according to the ratio published for.,standard metropolitan
areas, a vast number of doors would.be orie to graduates, especially at the
secondary level.

It is not difficult to.understand that shortages of energy, natural
resources, and capital will'not only produce dratic,..changes in45tir life-
style, but also in our.technology. .Each of these changes will necessitate
almost Overnight changes in vocational and technical education since our
life-style is closely integrated with the affluent use of these three items.,

. & y
We are using energy at a dramatically increasing rate. In the past 50

years, the amount of, coal psedis equal to the total amount used previously.
In the last 20 yea154-1,7e haVe used as much gas as was used previously.
fh the lase.decade, we haVe used as much electricity as was..used since the
util4atioW of electricity, and the world-wide use of energy has just-begun.

'

..
t

t
'....)

.
The same c9mparisons may be made of otber,natural resources--wood, metalt,

and'water. At the midpoint.of.this centry, 'Kuleril Atranked all othei
,

countries in its abundance of, natural resources. owever, in less than 25
years, manx of tb'ese resources have been consumed. Today, in the world.
market place, the USA may onlybe looked to for food and.coal.

Capital has bean expanded to the breaking point. A great deal o capital.
has been.misused and is continuing to be)6.sused. By 1967, inflation ad'
devalued the'dtllar to such a'degree that a new base year was established.
This could happen again.

Odr present society is based in many needs--the availability of jobs,
.ejnergy, resources, and capital. Much of our present day vocational eduCation

based on thesame requirements.

/Fattire use of energy, resources, and capital will necessitate the e-

development of new job skills. There is already evidence of this in several
industrieS-. The innovationswill !32I only create new jobs and bring'44out

*changes in the labor markets, ut will also bring about changes in old jobs.
This will callrfor the- reeducation of,m9st of our work, force -which should
serve as a challenge to those invocational education.

'
,
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No accurate.predictions can be.made-as to the impact future changes
will have on vocational education. Hciever, it does_not take a crystal ball
to visualize the impact of other items, such as: metric conversion, urban-

rural renewal, leisure and recreation, transportation systemg, some form of
15;e1:;'aid health care, and military endeavors in vocational education.

4

It is quite' interesting to note that althdUgh many,of these changes are
now undefwa4, vocational education has not moved to accept this challenge.

In referring to "The Job Ahead, Manpower Policies in the South, u10 it

be noted that while the South has'had more socioeconomic change than any other
region, it has remained profoundly poor. This fostered, in recent years, a
steady growth in,manufacturing; howeVer, even with some federal assistance,

vocational education programs have not been updated to comply with the chang-
ing requirements of the job market, thUs, causing employers,to import skills
and to seek CETA funds to update present labor force skills. It may be fur=

ther noted that even today, more vocational education students are enrolled
in consumer and homemaking education courses than in any other curriculum.

"to

Another comparison can be made in the field of energy iesources which
will be found and developed in rural America. Some rural areas do ilbt support'

even a one-room school house. Yet,Ithese same areas will require skilled

manpower for construction, operation, and maintenance. Alt excellent example
is the skilled construction work force that will be required to build a
gasification plant at Mexican Hat, Utah =- 8,000' craftsmen.,

Although there will be growth and changes in many,industries, certain
industries will be on the decline. It is quite interesting to review the
forecasts issued by the_Bureau of Labor Statistics.11 Thisshould be

.regarded as one of the most important tools in educational planning. Although

it 'may not forecast the numbers as accurately as some would like, it has done

an excellent job of forecasting trends and areriere labor surplus will
occur., If those that operate' the factorylkkhad been using guidelines, they
would have seen, in 1963, that there would be a surplus of eleCtronic
engineers and technicians in 1967-68. As early as 1968, they would have seen
that there would be a surplus Of teachers in the mid-sevepties. Their current

forecasts from now until the mid-80's, show a marked shift, toward white -

collar occupations. Especially good growth, areas which areiforecasted are

clerical, professional, and technical workers. The'least gthwth is fore-
casted for blue collar workers, while farm workers' negative growth pattern
will continue at an increasing rote.

It has been apparent to the labor movement for quite some time that
those making projections of job openings, do not use such tools.13 In'fact,

we oftelk Ipostion the, tools they use.'

',For example, although all forecasts indicate a decline in agriculture
labor, North Carolina is still'training 3,000 students in agriculture. The
state:,of Illinois' vocational education office projected labor demands, of

approximately 1.4 million vocationally trained in 1973. In dbing so, the

projection assumed that nearly one-third of the entire Illinois tiork'force
would need immediate replacement when the truth of the mar was that only
6% wasvrealistic.
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It is true that certain measures taken..by the federal and local govern-
ments will not fulfill some pred4tions, However, it must be remembered that
mest of the jobs created by government are artificial and have been created
for a short Pbriod'of time in an attempt to create a counter-cyclical flow of
income in our economy. In short, these jobs must be regarded as an income-
maintenance program rather than expansion in our work force.

Overview

Vocational education has long needed a new package. It must address
itself to'all walks of life at all levels. It must, by some means or other,
influence students at an'early age,to select courses, and not wait until a
person is ready to leave school. Natural talent must be recognized and
developed.

.History shows that unless funds are set aside categorically for special
groups, no emphisis is placed on'training for minorities. In a study by
Wellford Wilms of the University of California, almost eight out of ten
public and preprietary school graduat" from lower level, clerical, or
service-worker programs, get jobs related to their training; however, they

:barely earn the federal minimum wage.

s

Vocational,education must also learn to address itself to the community
in which it operates.I4 Too often community leaders view vocational educe-

.

tion as an independent agency created to teach hobby courses to the affluent.
It must also communicate with industry, both management and labor, from the
"mom and pop4 store on the corner,' to the largest of the multi-nationals.
At present, most of this communication is being done by the student or a
student, organization. If you expect your commodity to be consumedUt ust
be sold, and-presently it is not being sold, and inmany.instances, no even
advertised.'

Speaki.. of labor, vocational education conducts most of their programs
as thou trade unionism was not a fact of life, which it truly is. Not
onl hat, it is also'a growing fact of life. Through its efforts, it has
ought most of tile social changes that we all enjoy: free public education,

social urity, etirement reform, minimum wage, and has, done more to save
the economy of the United States than any other group. On Capitol Hill and
at the White House, organized labor has been one of the closet friends that
vocational education has and-it is time that it is included in all curriculum

Questions one might ask of.voc nal education:

1. Will it supply dignAy to ,"Worldof Work?"

2. ,Will our present teachers be capable of teaching according to the
' demands of the "Working World?" _

.3. How will teachers gain the actual on-the-lob experience needdd to
make vocational education feasible at all grade levels and at whose
expense?

A J
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4. Can students be taught, `and will they accept the
.

ethics of the

working world?

1

5. Will employers, who ,now require a baccalaureate degree, lower their
standards to accept vocational- education students'froM secondary

and post-secondary mograms?

6. How will present programs meet the needs for ear1. age and grade

level counseling and guidance?.

7. Can vocational skill training survive in'a formal education environ-

ment?

8. How many Workers or older youths will e displaced when attempts are
illve

made to place teachers and students on bs to gain work experience?
o . .

Will parents accept vocational training as a replacement for the
time-honored dream of a college education for their cliildren? .

10.. Will the occupational community be used as a source of information,
7 or will the educators assume that they-know what is best?

,- ,

11. Can the total world of work be made meaningful to, all ?,

12. How can the system be triggered on and off so as not to flood the

market and. yet furnish an ample' supply?

I

11,
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, Using Qase Studies
as an Instructional Device

by James L. Donovan*

\*
Our concern in this seminar is industry-education innovations, and, 'th'

that expectation, it may come as a surpriseto see a discussion of the case-
study method listed in the schedule. Case studies are hardly something new

under-the sun; they've been with9us for a long time., They're a staple in

training in business and industry, and it's not possible to get through a
graduate business school anywhere without being exposed to a large number of

. case studies.

1.
0

The tact that case studies have been around so long and yet continue to
..-

endure indicates, I think, that they serve a genuine need. 9 4

The case study method andures;sit continues to+be used for a number of ...

reason. First, it satisfies an interest we all have in human beings. We
.

.

like stories, and case studies are stories. They're concrete and specific,

and that'very fact giveS them an interest.
,t

,

'Even more imp rtant, case studies enable us to approximate real-life
problems. In re life,, problems don't come to us neatly packaged and labeled.

Take the case of a car mechanic. People come to him sometimes with nothing'.

more than the report of 00"funny noise," and the mechanic must ask the
.

necessary,. questions before he can properly diagnose the'problem. A manager . _ .

in a manufacturing plant finds that the reject rate in his department has
.

risen sharply. He knows he has a problem, and then he Must get to work to

'discover causes and cures. One of the great values of case studies is that,

they can present problemsin the s e way. They present us with facts- -

perhaps not even all the facts--and we have to sort them out to arrive at

causes and conclusions. .

Because they are specific and concrete, case Studies.forpe us to look

' at our assumptions and to specify our standards. Whether we're dealing with

case studies or real problems on the job, we always operate on certain
assumptions--assumptions about ourselves, about other people, about what makes

people tick, etc. Discussing a case study can cause us to look at the

assumptions we make-and perhaps consider their validity. In the sameway,

*James L. Donovan is Directorof Sales Training for the Bank Building

Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri. -
,
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case studies can make us specify the standards we want others to meet.
_Teachers have standards of performance for their students; managers have
standards of performance for their subordinates. When a customer comes in
complaining about a funny noise in his car, we would hope the mechanic
has a standard by which he can evaluate the customer's report. The mechanic
should know what noises, the car makes when it's running properly; only in

4. that way will he be able to tell when a car-is running improperly.

A problem is a deviation from the normal or the desired state; we have
to know what's normal--i.e., have alstandards--in order to recognize a prob-
lem. If we recognize a. problem in a case study, it's because something

n't meet our standAds, and this gives use an opportunity to compare our
per mance standards with those of others.

Case studies can also be used to teach methods of analyzing problems,
whether. these are problems with people or things cr systems. This is
basically why the Harvard Business School places such emphasis on thecase-
studimethod.

What makes for a good case study? Basically, it has to be discussable.
There must be.room for more than one interpretation, at ieaSt initialay, and
perhappfultimately, as well. It should contain enough data so that people can
develop a position and advance an interpretation. It can be long and
de-tailed--if you've seen any of ithecase studies_from the Harvard Business
School, you know they tend in this direction--or it can be very short, not
much more than a few sentences, but there has to 8e something there that
engages the reader's attention. Lam attaching examples of some case
studies I have found very discussable. (I say thig at the risk of seeming
.immodest, since I wrote two of the 'three cases, but I have never regarded
modesty 'as my long suit.)

Given a good case study,,how `should it be used? 'Many people object to
case studies, saying that you can't learn anything from them. It may be
th 'some of these people want to avoid the work of learning; they want some-
one to tell them what it is they ought to know. Yet I've seen case study
discussions carried on in a totally aimless fashion, gbing nowhere and .

concluding nothing. So it certainly is possible to use a case study, so that**
nobody learns anything, but that's not the only way; there are alternatives.

When we use case"studies,,we have to have objectives we're aiming at,
just as we should with any other kind of instructional device. For example,.

I've used one of the attached case studies, "Alexander Selkirk," to teach
people how to 8nalyze performance problems. .I use t method spelled out
by Mager and Pipe in their book, Analyzing Performance Problems (Fearon
Publishers, Belmont, California, 1970). (I have discussed this in an article,
"an Approach to Case Studies," in the March 1975 issue of the Training and
Development Journal.) "The College Cafeteria Case" is a very good case for
discussing motivation in Work gro4s. The very short cases ("Henry Adams,"
etc.) I've used to teach managers how to set behavioral objectives. After

discussing the cases, the managers are asked to set measurable objectives
or goals for each of the people in the cases. .

Case studies area flexible and effective tool for personnel development.
y used, they're both enjoyable and instructive. How could a teacher .

ner ask for more?
6

Proper
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t Alexander Selkirk, Weave Rodm Foreman lo

Allr 41,P

For two years, Alexander Selkirk has 'been a foreman in one of the two
weave rooms at the Minot Textile Company.

:

He seems to be a person wha succeeds in whatever he tries. In school,
he was in the top ten percent of his class, yet he worked at part-time jobs
to pay most of his school expenses and was quite active in athletics.' In
high school and college, he was on the track team and set a record for the
880 that still stands. He also was an excellent boxer and was on the boxing
team all through college. After college, he went to work for a consumer-goods
manufacturer. In the three years he worked there,The was twice named foreman -
of the year.

Hp came to Minot with no experience ip textiles. -Some people around the
mill were hesitant about putting a map witE no textile experience in charge
of the weave room, blit Selkirk has done an excellent job. He has studied hard

'and in two years has learned more than many men do in ten. He has a good
technical knowledge of textiles and the weaving process.

He has very good relation's' with the people on his shift; even the old
titers who spoke slightingly of "the kid" when he first cede to work noW
like anthiespect him. He has convinced the people on his, shift that he

, has their best interests at heart and will go to bat for them. Turnover a d.
absenteeism are lower on his shift than any other shift in either weave
room.

. .

. When he came. to the mill, he launched, on his own initiative, a vigorous
cost reduction program, and his shift now presents a cost picture that makes
the geherel manager exceedingly happy.

In many respects, he is one of the most outstanding young men ever to
come to work at Minot. He is a man of great talent.

But the company pays a price'for this talent. He is fiercely and single,
mindedly determined to make his shift the best one in Minot Textile. He
is interested only-in carrying out his assignments, and he doesn't give a
rap for the rest. of the' organization. ti

For example, 5p one occasion- one of his looms broke down a.dta--time when
the mill was under real pressure to get production out. He went down to the
other weave room and found one of the maintenance men working on a broken loom
gown there. He ordered the man up to fix his loom. The man went to Selkirk's
weave room because, as he later claimed, Selkirk said that. the plant engineer
had authorized it. Selkirk denied that he said this; nevertheless, his loom
was fixed before the other foreman's.

47
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When Selkirk needs the services of any of the staff functions--engineer'ng,

accountin
put it,
(back." /

11

employment--he raises such a storm that, as the industrial engin er
t's a whole lot easier to do what he asks and get him off your

irt-

The other foremen quite naturally despie Selkirk. They feel that their

needs are pushed aside until his are taken care of., They feel that he will

never cooperate with them unless he is directly.-:ordered to, and even then will

cooperate grudgingly.

Their dislike for him is returned in kind; 'he feels that they loaf along low

in their jobs and that they envy him because orhis success. Od one memorable.

occa ion,`he told the spinning room manager, a man who is one level higher in

Ma gement than Selkirk, that he was "an incompOtent,plun who ought &o be

own out on the Street." Later Selkirk voluntee4d an apology, but it did

little to.soothe the manager's ruffled feelings.

..,

Jack Alowland,.the manager of'the weave room and Selkirk's immediate
boss, has spoken to'$elkirk several times about the way he acts. Selkir

always responds in.ble same way: ,

,

"I know it gets people` stirred up,
anything done arounehere. 'Besides, m'
doesn't it? I'm better than thesrluys
tion, costs, turnover, morale."

And it's true; he is better.
0

but you've got to in order to get
record ihdivs it's the right way,
in every measurable way--in produc-

;

If you were. the weave room manager, what would you do?

a.

;,,,
91.

as r .4%

4

e

This case was developed by the e Training Department, Johnson and Johnson/v
.

New Brunswick, New Jersey. Used with permission.
.

t
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The College Cafeteria Case

In my senior year I earned $00 by working eight meals a week cleaning
tables and washing dishes in my college cafeteria. I have.beeh asked byP
one of the instructors in the Personnel Administration Branch to relate

this experience.

There were two-kinds of jobs you could do in the cafeteria--yoilcould
work in the dining hall pickinglup trays and carting them into the dish room
where the dishes and trays would be washed, or you would work in the dish

room. The first day 'I reported for work Asomebody told me to go cOt.in.tht

dining hall and start picking up trays. Working in, the dining hail was kind

of nice--you didn't do very much work. All you did was pick up trays and
stack them on a cart, then run them into the dish roomThe guys in the
dish room would be going like mad and it would be about a hundred degrees

back there. They'd all be yelling and screaming and they'd throw.food-

at you. You-would run ybur cart in, pick up an empty cart, and'come running

back out again.

After a few meals in the dining hall, the schedule said I was to work
-in the dish room, so I walked back there and asked the guyg what I was

supposed to do: Somebody said, "Why don't you get on the silverware? As

it comes down the line, you just take it off the-traysand dump it in the

buckets." That was all there was to it. Once you started workilein the
dish -room you learned the other jobs juSt by watching what the other guys-

were doing. /

The dish room was set up like a horseshoe. (See Exhibit had

counter that ran alopg in front of-the dishwashing machine with a spvd of
about four feet between it arid the machine; at one end there tgas a bridge

connecting the counter to the machine. .Five,Men worked-along'the outside

of.the counter: the first man would take all the papers off the rays; the

second man would grab all the silverware and sort it; the thirdmah would
take off all,the glasses and put'them in racks; the fourth man would scrape

the garbage off the dishes and put the empty dishes on the'counter; 'and
the'fifth man would stack the empty trays and put the toffee cups in the

rack. One man stood in the middle between the counter and the'machine

stacking*all the dishes and shoving whatever was on the counter across the

bridge-to the man,feeding,the machine. One man fed thelsmachine.and
another removed' the finish0 glasses, trays, and dishes at the other end

and put them on carts to be returned to the dining hall.

The events described here actually occurred. All names have been dis-

guised. This case Was developed by the U.S. Navy Supply Corps School-,---

Athens,- Georgia. Reproduced by permission.
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You migbt think Ilat the dining hall would be the'better place to work,

but it wasn't, because/it was awful boring out there.
c

The good thingibout
'the dish room was that you had a certain amount of work to do and then you

could relax. We would race to complete all the darts in the room and when
we finished, we could Sit out in the dining hall drinking coffee and talking
until the gilYs in the hall had accumulated at least five carts of dirty

dishes. Another thing1 was that the guys in the dining hall had to wear
little. jackets, while the guys in the dish room wore/T-shirts. Besides, most

of us in the dish room felt that we were doing the good work, the toughest'
job, when we got back there and got'our hands in the garbage.

You'd think that sg,raping garbage would be a rotten job, but it's not

so bad. It kind of huFts scraping that first plate, but once you get going,
you kind of take pride] in doing the rottenest job there. Of course, if I
got there first, I wouldn't go to the garbage job; but if I happened to get
there last and I was on garbage, I'd say, "Oh, well, what the hell, I'm on
garbage tonight."

.

Who got what position in the dish room depended upon when you got
there. Sometimes we alternated jobs for variety. Some people preferred to
pull trays, but.I found'that after a while this was more of a pain- in -the-

neck than anything else. Towards the end of the year I worked at the end
of the dishwashing machine, but for nearly a whole semester I was in there
scraping garbage.

r

We were pretty proud of the job we did in there; nobody had to tell us
when to work or how to do it. We could handle all the work they could

bring us. We would sit around drinking our coffee and watching the girls,
and we would razz the guys picking up the trays that they were too slow.
When enough tray had been accumulated - -we always waited for at least five- -

we'd all straggle lock to,the dish room and get down to work. Soon4we'd all -

be going like hell. If you had a lot of carts badked up, you could really
get in the groove; and then you could go and go and go.

One day they said, "Wolf isn't here; Jordan get on the dish ma61T e."

I graduated from:the five-man-scraping detail:' This wasn't a step up-7just

another job. I Can't remember who told mg. There wasn't anyone who was
particularly in/charge. We did have the one guy who was nominally in charge,

/ but I didn't even know-ho he was until after I had worked with'him for

I three months. He didn't give orders or anything. Every once in a while he'd

say, "Why don't we do this?", but anybody could say that or make suggestions

as to what needed doing'. ".

There wasia schedule posted on the Wall which said who wa/s working which

meal and where you worked. According to the schedule we'were supposed to
work a week in the dish room and then a week in the dining hall. Well, it

got so that we didn't want to work in the dining hall. We Were the "pitmen."
We worked in the "pit"--that was the lowest expression we could think of
calling the dish ro . We prettY much followed the schedule about when to
work but we didn't follow where it said we were to work.
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- There seemed to be a hard core who always wanted to work in the dish
room and wouldn't let anyone from the dining hall back there. I suppose the
guys who worked in the dining hall got used to it out there and didn't want
to change either. I don't really knowthough because I never got to know

--the guys in the dining hall very well. I made good friends with-the guys:
who worked in the pit. I made a lot og friends that I never would"have made
otherwise--guys from other fraternities and majors, and the kind of people
I normally would not become too friendly with.

We in the pit felt proud that we were earning our own money and paying,
our own way through school. We were especially proud that we were earning
our money at a job that most people considered too low to do. We felt
superior to the guys who were sitting back and letting "Daddy" put them through
school. I sometimes think that we looked down at the people out there eating.
I know we-thoUght we had more status than the guys who collected trays in
tle dining hall.

We haced the-guys in the other dish room. We always "knew" that they
were doing less work than we were and getting off five minutes earlier. I

think-they always felt the same way.

C

At first our only goal was to do all the trays that piled up as quickly
as possible so that we could getback out to the dining hall and drink
coff6e.( After whil e began timing how long it tsok to wipe out a typical
load of trays; soon we were keeping track of hoW fast we could do a cart or
a tray. Then the rate itself became the most important thing. Each day we
would try to better our previous "record." At one point we got so good that
we could do thirty-five trays7in thirty -two seconds.

We'd-figure out ways to do the work faster and'we were against' anything
that might slow us down. One time the company decided to change the system
somewhat. It seems that some local farmers,to whom theicompany sold the
garbage started complaining because they didn't want the garbage ground up;
they wanted it whole. We had this hole, with a garbage grinder ih it, that
we scraped the garbage into--you simply grabbed a plate in one hand and
scraped the garbage into thehole with your other, hand. One of the honchos
fran the Company.came back_ and said, "From now on you're going to put the
garbage inPthese'garbatie cans." This meant that we had to take each dish
separately, turn around, and, scrape it clean into the garbage cans. We did
this for:two nights and then we told them that we were not going to do it
anymore and that they wduldihave pa turn the garbage machine back on again.
So.they-turned the machine back on.' It was just too much trouple to turn
around and scrape each 'dish.

If a guy came into the dish room and didn't work, wklooked down on
him and treated him like a bum. He'd hold back the rest Nf us--keep us from
hitting a good rate and.keep us'from our coffee break. Most people despite
_their initial' disgust soon shaped up and fit into the dish room. We had
one guy,-though, who never did come around. He was the kind of guy who just
did not care what others thought about him. This guy would show up every
night:about twent nutes late and he'd slack-off the, whole time he was
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there. When he came late, We would "cuss him out.," and we'always got him

about his rate. Finally, he got fired for being late and cutting too often.

',Other "pitmen" would come late or cut once' in a while, but as long as

you didn't do Whabitually, we.didn't care. We would start working and just

make up for you. The guy who was pulling the. trays would also throw the'

paper and sort Xhe silver. Everybody` was late some and cut some.; we'd pt001 .

in and out for each other. If a guy had an important:date and had to leAl -

a little early to get showered and cleaned up, we'd punch out for him. Or,

if I had a softball game'or something I'd say, "Punch me in at five o'clock,
I won't be able to get here until about twenty-past." You wouldn't do this

too often--only if you had a legitimate reason.

Looking back, I can't really say I liked the-job, but there were some
things about it that made it a Jot better Ithan you would think a job of that

type could bel

,Z?
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Henry Adams

Three months ago, you were promoted to the position of supervisor to
replace a man 'who had been transferred to another location.

Your chief ompetitor for the job was Henry Adams. Henry ins several

'years older than'you, and he has been with the company eight years longer
than you have.

. He has taken no pains to-hide his disappointment at not getting the
promotion. He is surly and uncommunicative, and his work seems to have

1
slipped off abit.

Roger Bacon

Roger is in a staff position,1and does not supervise anyone. He is,,

all in all, a good worker] and your department is a better one for having

him. He has a tendency to delay routine and unpleasant chores, but much of
his work is quite imaginative and he1Rs you and the department iodic good.

Roger's most obvious shortcoming is his tardineis. He is invariably

late in the morning. A few times you have--in a very pleasant, almost
joking manner-suggested that he.get to work on time. For e couple-of days

afteLplerrIrEle to him, he came to work on time; then he slipped back
into his-old ways.

'Thomas Cranmer and GeorgeDewey

You have recently been promoted to departmenik head. In your new job,"

have five first-line supervisors reporting to you. Two of these

supervisarg,.:Thomas Cranmer and George Dewey, present you with your most

serious problem. .

The successful .-operation of your department requires a great deal of

cooperation amongall your supervisors. But Cranmer and Dewey dislike each

.other gi.te intensely and, will not cooperate with each other. When it is

necessary for one man to communicate with the other, the communication is
,normally carried on through the secreta4i4.j 7 .

Neither of these men is an outstanding worker,

their job in a satisfactory manner. They have been

several years. You have discussed the problem with
head,. who told youi that he spoke to the men about i

no avail.

e

1_

e e

a

but both of the61 perform
with the company for
the former depa4ment-

t severart4mes, but to

-
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Edwards

Jonathan Edwards is sometimes thought of as uncommunicative but thet,
description is.not completely accurate..

With friends, away from the job, Edwards talks readily and easily. But

at work, he seems to Be interested in playing it safe. He supervises the

work of three clerks, and, when one of them objects to a policy and'pro-
.

cedure, Edwards shrugs his shoulders and says that's the way. the people on

top want it.
P

When Edwards' boss talks to him about an error made in his section,
Edward's places the blame squarely -the clerk who made the error. Edwards

ignores disagreeable situationso an , when,one of the clerks complains to him

about the work load or working onditions, he answers, "Yes, I' know, but

what cary= dot," and then turns back to his work.

Quint Fabius and Charles Ardor?

Quint Fabiut'is a young man, just out of the service and newly hired as
aosupervisor in maintenance. He has a, degree in mechanical engineering and

was a pilot in the Air Force. He brings a good mind and a great deal of
enthusiasm to the job but little practical dxperience in technical matters.

One of the people he supervises is Charles Gordon, a master mechanic
of long service with the company. He is a highly skilled and very, competent,
craftsman, who has--quite justifiably - -a great deal of pride and confidence

in his technicalevertise.

He has a great deal of contempt for the type of man. he feels Fabius is;

a young boy, filled with theoretical knowledge' that has no connec with

the practical realities of the maintenance department-and biota unfitted

_even to supervise apprentices, much less.master meCharlics..

In some wayslthe sorest spot of all is Gordon's reali4tion that
Fabius, despite his lick of qualifications,, will in a short time be
earning more money than Gordon has ever earned.

These cases were developed by the TrainingDepartment; Johnson and
Johnson', New Brunswick, New,Jersey. Used with permission.''
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Integrating Affirmative Action
Efforts and IssueS into the

Personnel Development Progrbm
by Althea T. L.SimmonS/*

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION - WHAT IS IT?

Affirmative action, now the favorite"whipping boy"'bof legions of
,employers and minority males,'ie a positive step toward the utilization of
human resources and should not be perceived as "one of those social programs."

The Legal Basis for Action

The concept of affirmative Action is embodied in Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act and court decisions have established the legNity og using
goals an,d timetables, maihematical formula and preferential hiring. Title

VII specifically states, in speaking to "relief":1

If the urt finds that the respondent has,intentionally
engag "in or is intentionally engaging inan unlawful employ-
ment practice charged in the complaint,'the CoUrt may enjoin.
t e respondent froth engaging in such unlawful employment.
pr ctice and order such affirmative action as may be appropriate,
whit ay.inolude, but is not limited to, reinstatement or

* hiring of employees, with or without back pay . . . or any

other equitable relief as the Court deems appropriate.

The U.S. District Court in upholding t he Philadelphia Plan noted that
the strength of a society is determined by the ability to open doors and
make economic opportunities available to all persons who can quality.

.

4 a

The Court stated:

0

The heartbeat of "affirmative, action" is the-policy of developing
piogitms, Which shall provide in detail for specific steps to
guarantee equal employment opportunity} keyed to the problems and
needs of members of minority groups, including when there are
deficiencies, the development of specific goals and timetables
for the prompt adhieveMent oflfulland equal* employment
opportunity . . .2

*Althea T. L. Simmons is National Director for Education Programs,
National Association:for the AdvanOement of Colored People, New YOrk, New :1

Yokk.
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The Court also noted that "color consciousss has been deetted an appropriate
remedial posture."

Many employees, of t laws relating to diScrimination and, in
large measure, because of e cont nuing acrimonious debateover "what. affi.rma-
tive action is," "whb b efits,", " ho is adversely affected," react negatively

when they are called upon to i plement the company's affirmative action plan.

A first step in integrating affirmative issues and efforts, into a
personnel development program is to insure, through well-designed training
sessions, that your organization's employees, at-all levels understand the
rationale fOr affirmative action. This should include the"laws Mandating
affirmative action and.the standards enunciated by the Courts.

, The Widespread co usion surroundingthedssues of:

- quotas

- goals, and timetables

- preferential hiring

- merit employment

- lowering of standaids

layoffs and seniority k

must be addressed in a factual, positive way if the equal employment oppor-
tunity program is to be successfully implemented.

0

*-The Test of DiscriMinatiOh

- -
The reaction of:m employersany eloyers to affirmative action is "We don't

discrinanate." Prior'tlo 1965, the test of discrimination was purpose or
motive (evil intent) to subordinate members of a class.

EXAMPLE: "Males only" .

"No Irish need apply"

Over the last ten years, the Courts have passed through 'several stages in
how discrimination works and additional standards have been added. The

4

standardof unequal treatment, where _the focus.is not on the intent, bat
'the actions of the person accused of discrimination.

EXAMPLE: Imposition of'a "work experience" requirement which worked,
' against minorities and women since they were traditionally,

% ) ,excluded from parLcular'"quali4ying" job categories.

0

cs
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The third standard developed in legal' decisions is the unequal effect3
test which is typified in the landmark case.of Griggs v. Du4 Power Co.
where the Supreme Court considered two hiring standards applied equally
and uniformly by a'company, which required applicants to have a high school
diploma and pass a written test. The Court deteKmined there was no "evil
intent" nor "unequal treatment."' The Court concluded that the company's
employment pradtices had an "unequal effect" i? that their impact was to

a exclude minority group members and was not related to job performance.
.

ISSUES

One of ,the commonly heaxd statements regarding affirmative action is
that it undercuts MERIT EMPLOYMENT. Merit employment igstill,the order
of the day under Equal:Employment Opportunity laws. Title VII established
a traditional "Merit Employment" principle of ability to perform the job
for which the applicant is being recruited, selected or promoted. Extraneous
factors of race, national origin or sex must not be a factor in the employment
process or system.

40

The granting of PREFERENTIAL,TREATMEK to minorities and women has
_occasioned charges of reverse discrimination never heard when Congress in
1944 passed the VeteiaWS Preference Act,-sfipulating that Vieterane-be given
special'consideration when seeking employment with the federal government.

The issue of"absolute preference" was before the Eighth Circfiit Court
of Appeals in Cart r v. Gallagher where the Court said:.

. . .:We' think some reasonable ratio for hiring minority persons f

who'can qualify under the.revised qualification standard is in
order for a limited period of time, or until there is a fair
approximation of minority representation consistent with the
population mix in the Suth a procedure does not constitute

a "quota system" . . . e trial court (district court) is
possessed of the authority to orderIthe hiring of 20 qualifies
minoritzpereons, but this, should be done without denying the
constitutional rights of others by granting an absolute
preference."!

Courts, under their powers of equity, may giant affirmative relief. Prior

to 1971, Court orders in employment discrimination cases, with a single
exception;5 provided affirmative relief without preferential hire. After the
Court addressed the question of "unequal effect," a number of Court orders
have called for-remediation in the form of preferential hire for a stated
period of time or until a specific goal'of minority participation is reached.. .

In Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenberg Board.of Educglion,6 the Supreme
Cgurt spoke clearly and directly to the distinctiOn between "preferential
treatment" and "remedial treatment" which is ne ssary to eliminate discrimi-
nation. In Swann, the Court said:

6 1 59
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All things being equal, with no history of discrimination,
it might well-be desirable to assign pupils to schools nearest
their homes but all things are 'not equal ina system that has
been deliberately constructed and intained to enforcetracial

segregation. The remedy for suc s gregation may be admini-
stratively awkward; inconvenie , and even bizarre in
situations and may impose buraens-on some; but all wardness

and inconvenience cannot be avoided in the interim period when
remedial adjustments are being made to eliminate the dual ,

school system. (Emphasis added)

The opponents of affirmative action and the media have been largelY,
responsible for the confusion which exists in the minds of many persons
regarding the terms; "quotas," "reverse discrimination," "remedial treatment,"
and "goals And timetables." GOALS AND TIMETABLES is one of the mosticontro- .

versial concepts in affirmative action with opponents of the concept
frequently using the term interchangeab with quotas. A hiring system'whieh

t
sets.a fixed' numerical or percentage objectivective which is not designed to
remedy proven discriminatory practices 's a QUOTA system and is illegal
Quotas are exclusioary. GOALS are flexible targets for inclusion set by
the employer andthey attempt to predict what the employer's work force would
look like without discrimination based on race or sex. Failu're to meet a.goal,

does not au bmatica],ly indicate noncompliance provided that good faith`eff6rts
have been madeto meet tile goals. ,In making anooeffort to meet the goal, , .-

the contractor may not discriminate against any qualified applicant or employee
on grounds of race, color, religiol, sex or national origin. The Court in

Swann found that the use of.amathematician oeracial ratio of white to
' black students'was "no more than a starting point in the prodess of shaping

a remedy, rather than an inflexible requirement."
.

The trainer must be careful to makei-gt distinction betweertgoals r uifed

under the Executive Orders8 and Court-ordered qoalq. Under the Executive
Orders, the employer does his own analysis and sets reasonable goals. When

legal avenues are pursued, the federal government makes the analysis, sets
the goals and the Court may !order the hiring of a lesser qualified person
or givepreference in hiring to persons of an "affected class," e.g.,'',

4..- women orjninoriti<s, for a limited time only after a finding of discrimination.

The myth that widespread preference is mandated by the,law to lesser-
qualified members of affected classes is not substantiated although isolated
instances can be cited where an employer has misinterpreted the guidelines
and ascribed a preferehce to hire that was not justified by the regulations.

The Court of Appeals in NAACP v. Men,8 where there was a continuous
pattern and practice .of racial discimination in the hiring of state troopers,
rejected contentions that affirmative action hiring requiied discrimination
against white applicants, and required the appointment of less qualified black

.,

applicants, stating: ) .

as. A.AA

,
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Until the selection procedures used by 46 defendents -here have
been properly validated, it is illog'cal to argue that quota
hiring produces unconstitutional "r verse" discrimination, or a
lowering of employment standards, o the appointment of ,less

or unqualified persons.

The affirmative action controversy has been heightened by the economic
downswing, since a strict adherence to the seniority system would wipe gut
newly-won affirmative action and equal employment opportunity gains. The

seniority system in collective bargaining agreements impose residual
discriminatory effects uponwomen and minorities and hers similarly
situated, even though Present laws mandating affirmative action are Supposed
to eliminate discrimination. _0--

The recession has forced employers into a Hopson!s Choice where they are
beset on the one hand with possible liability under Equal Employment
Opportunity laws mandating affirmatiye action and, on the other hand, liability

under collective bargaining agreements. The employers who have turned to

the courts have received varying and oftimes conflicting answers. Tie issue

is before the U.S. Supreme Court in Frank v. Bowman Transportation ghd argu7
ment is set for early November.

.
i%, W.

Many "affected class" members have been reminded that the "Compromise of
1877" sharply curtailed lege/ gains won by blacks as a. result of the Civil

War. "Rosie the Riveter!' and blacks also remember that, after World War II,
they were the victims of sharp cutbacks in employment opportunity that
abounded during the conflict. This type of periodierelegation of the same'

1.4 class of workers to layoff i perceived by many victims as an act of discrimina:

tion.

*

,In the recently decided U.S. SteerCase, Judge Pointe found that the

Fairfield Works' seniority system = the product of collect e bargaining

,between the Company, United Steel Workers of America and various locals -
locked blacks into lower paying and less degirable jobs. The Court ordered

the seniority rules scrapped and instituted a new plantwide seniority' system
intended to "treat blacks and whites alike at the steel company."

Government agencies, like the appellate courts, are not .in agreement on

the affirmative action-seniority issue. The Civil Service Commission has
taken the Positionthat it is improper for the federal government to make
"such management decisions for state, and local authorities or private-

. employers:" The Justice Department points to the legal challenges pending
in the Courts against employers concerning the issue of layoff policies and
infers that the issue should be settled by the Courts. Meanwhile, minorities

tend women, hired last because of systematic discrimination practices are
vulnerable; If affirmative action is to become a reality for the "have
nots," serious thought must be given to alternatives which could include work
sharing, rotated furloughs; early retirements and numerical ratios.

61
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EFFORTS

An employer's commitment to affirmative action m- ust permeate every
department, division, branch or,work unit with job performance. being measured
by the "bottom line."

The personnel department, with the responsibility for em loyee training,
has a Major role to play in designing and conducting train]. seminars for '

supervisory persovitlftto communicate the; requirements of the company's affirma2
tive action plan, legal rulings and individual responsibilities to'equal
employment opportunity. Thtdepartment's responsibility should include, as
a minimum:

.- orientation sessions for new ire

- "awareness" training

management development sessions for upWard mobility

- identification of promotable people

- supervisory development programs

- training programs geared to job restructuring

Affirmative action affects all employment practices; thus the training manager
must be prepared to design training programs around recruitment, hiring,
transfer, promotions, benefits, layoffs and terminations and unexpected
problems which arise during the implementation process.

,A word about "attitudinal, or awareness" training. Since racial and/or
sexual stereotypes are documentable barriers to equal employment oppertunity,
"awareness" training is a key component in preparing managers and supervisory
personnel for effective participation in an affirmative adtion program.
Care should be exercised in designing and conducting an awareness program
so that male managers become more conscious of their attitudes

of
minimal

threat in the initial stages of the sess"ion design. The use of attitude
surveys, general factual informdtion," as well as internA'organizational
data is helpful in'setting the stage for future problem splving and action
planning activities.

Training sessions for affected class employees: well focus on
career counseling, career.ladderS, assertiveness trAiiiireig. The employee
Should be counseled on outside educational progragS-with' a view toward
gaining knowledge and skills to p epare the dmployee to meet the present and

/
anticipated,needs of.the coMpany.

a
In the final' analysis, the ef ctiveness of your personnel development

activity must be measured by the "b tom line."

THB HUMAN OURCE.
Asset
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F(TNOTES

1Title VII, Civil Rights Actlf 1964 (as amended by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act of 1974.

2Contractors Association of EasternsPennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor,

442"/F.2d 159, 3 FEP Cases, (erd Cir., 1971), cert. den. 404.,U.S. 854,
so,I4,

3 FEP Cases 1030 (1971).

3Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971),

4452 F. 2d 315 (8th Cir. 1971). Since the minority population of Minneapolis
was only 5%, the Court ordered a "one to two ratio . . . until 20

qualified minority persons,have been-hired."

_ SVogler v._McCarty, Inc., F. Supp. 368 (1968), aff'd sub. nom Local 53,
Asbestos Workers V. Vogler, 407 F. 2d. 1047 (1969).

6 402 U.S. 1 971) .

7Section 703 0), Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended bt, the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972.

*

8402 U.S. 1 (1971).

9340 F. Supp. 703 (M. D; Ala.) (1972) ,\.4 FEP Cases 31`8.
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MINI -CA -E

4

"UNDER THE GUN"

40

ou are personnel officer for the Icon Manufacturing Company. The

compa y has signed a comprehensive'agreement to assure equal employment

opportunity for minorities and women with the penartment of Labor and the

Equa Employment Opportunity Commission.

Under the agreement, the company will make'batk-pay settlement and

in'tiate new promotion,pay policy and wage,adjustment. The company will

p goals for increasing the utilization of minorities and women in each
.

classification.
, -

Women 40 minorities hired between July 2, 1965, the effective date of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and December 31, 1974 will be assessed to

. -

determine their interest and potential for higher level jobs.

You have been asked to outline a special development program to prepare

these'under-Utilized groups for promotions as they become avaitble.

TASK:

Given your own experience and knowledge of your company, outline a

personnel development program to prepare women and minorities for upward

- -7
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THIS WAY .UP'

0

You have been lasked to
i
develop a training program to place more women

o

on the management career ladder,. Your present personnel development program

includes:

a management assessment process

- an entry le'vel trainee prvram which uses job _rotation as,a key

element of the management training program

progress reports to top management

Using the existii47
"

rsonnel development program of your company:
7

l-. (a) What elements are most likely to nee changes?.

(b) What additional data is needed for.decisibn-making over what

o timespan?

(c) What elements are most likely not to need change? Why?

2. 'SeleCt the most important element from 1 (a) and justify your

selection.

3. Brainstorm changes and additions that might be made.

4. Evaluate thebrainstormed results and prioritize them in terms of

getting more women on the management career ladder.

sow
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Evaluation of Instructional Systems
by William F. H. Ring*

The purpose of this paper is to describe a model of a training system
which has been used to estimate and categorize costs. It is based uponr;
Calspan's experience in performing a Systems Approach to Training (SAT),
study for, the crew of the B-I air vehicle., SAT is a technique for applying
systems analysis to an Instructional System Design (,ISDr (see ref enCes).
No specific results will be given because they would not serve my rpose in
presenting this paper, and because some of this data represents esti ates
which the Air Force needs to restrict pending procurement of the training
device

r nr,"41.

The paper will first discuss the concept of a SAT/ISD study. This will
lay the groundwork for the main topic which is the Calculation of training
system costs. Models will be described for estimating and tabulating sytem
costs. Finally, some example results fiom the'analysis,will_be presented.
A -

The terms training and trainer are used deliberately in this paper to
describe a particular attitude with,resPect to what we hope to accomplish
with"the trainers. We hope to bring each of the trainees to a predetermined
level-of competence and not beyond. This attitude enters into the syistems
analysis and will be discussed below.

.
e

It is useful to reviewthe SAT/ISD concept to understand the role of
evaluation in the protess. The steps performed inca SAT/ISD are shawn in
Figure 1. An irtput is a description of the job requirements, a taW an-,sis.
This is a list of the thinge which'must be accomplished during performa" e
of the job. An element in the task analysis data base containa_the des iption.

of,a task. Someone,does something. The data'bage answers the questions:
-

How does he know when to do it? What does he do? What does he do it to?
How does he know it is done? How well must he do,it?

o

, a
We. have constructed a computerized data base management system to

record and manipulate the task analysia.lor_the_B=1 aircrew system. The
introduction of the oomputer had both helpful and harmful aspects. The
rel.A.tvely rigid formatting introduced by the computer helped to clarify the
behaviors. Coi-relating the controls and displays against the taskanalysis

*William F. H. Ring is Principal Engineer, Calspan Corporation, Buffalo,
New York. ,
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TASK
ANALYSES

TRAINEE
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE

A"

BEHAVIpRAL
OBJECTIVES

METHODS
MEDIA

TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS

a' ,

TRAINING
SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVES

EVALUATION OF t--IMP IMPLEMENTATION
ALTERNATIVES

I A

FEEDBACK

Figure 1 'INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DESIGN (ISD)

data base can lead to discovery of missing data. On the other hand, encoding
effort was, equally required on relatively unimpOrtant tasks.

The char7aCteristics of th'e trainees are r:ankimportant input to thp
SAT/ISD'as well. Their description is in terms of the skill,and knowledge
which they, can reasonably be eicpected to demonstrate. For each B-1 subsystem
we identified the trainees who_had used it previovly, had Used a similar one,
had used a different one fo'r the same purpose, of had never used such a,
subsystem.

Behavioral objectives are constructed, rom the task analysis. Associated
with a given behavioral objective is a set of enabling objectives which are
skill and knowledges needed to perform the given behavioral objective.

,

f

The enabling objectives in turdbecome behavioral objectives until, at
' last, one reaches the skills and knowledge of all of the.incoming trainees.

It it possible and necessary to recognize cotmon*enabling objectives to
avoid ddplication in the training syllabus.

The complete set of behavioral objectives, the linkages that indicate
which objective enables which along with performance standards comprise the
training'requirements.

The syllabus is developed from the training requirements and the known
Characteristics of methods, and media. The syllabus an ordered set of
instructional lbldcks which are'associated with thb training objectives.
Instructional' blocks include the training objectives to be accomplished, the
method and media of training and. the estimated time to complete.

68
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The, task of flying,a4Alitary aircraft involves learning about a large
number of controli,and displays which have, the relatively simple,functions
but may eed.4-6 be manipulated rapidly in the proper sequence, and in some
,cases, considerable skill. Muchpf the training for this type of job '

is best ac mplished using simulators, .trainers or the aircraft itself.
We original y considered a large number_of training media and-components.
We later narrowed the selection down to a very limited number of devices
which were defined in terms of the type of stimuli and interaction with the
trainee..

The cost evaluatIon'phase-involves determining the costs of options for
the training system. The candidate system with the best measure of effective-

'111ess-il-in'general the preferred system0 .aSsuming that,.the training objectives
are not compromised.

Finally, there is the implementation phase in which the training occurs.
Feedback is used to refine the description of the minimum required incoming
trainee skill and knowledge; to check the estimates of thp time'and resources
required to complete instructional blocks and to ador delete instruction
based on the performance of the trainees in the field.

This paper deals with the cost evaluation phale of a SAT/ISD program.
Our work has approached the evaluation as a problem filsSIstems'analysis.
The objective of the training system is to bring the performance of trainees '

teen established criterion. The trainees 1are to demonstrate the established
level of performance for all of the training requirements. The level of
performance is aquantitative statement of Skil-I-or knowledge which is
included as a part of the descriptionof the training requirement. The number
of rainees_is an external constraint.,\The measure of effectiveness for the
t aining system was selected to be life-cyclA cost.

In systems.analysis the measure or measures of effectiveness are not
essarily the only factor on whicdecisionj are made. fin the case of the

B-1 aircrew. rainins system, the time-flow of funds and type of furids
lacquisition vs operations) are/important. Flexibility and the ease of modi-
fication of the training system may also be of concern. The,role_of the
decision-maker'is to weigh the measure of effectiveness against the, intangibles
(4 the sytem. Another example of an intangible consideration is motivation.
A candidate system might,be rejected if it would ten; to reduce morale and

. thereby increase turnover by some unpredictable amount':

,The analyst with a single measure of effectiveness has the-ability to
vividly demonstrate the tradeoff of the effectiveness measure with qualitative'
variables. For instance, we studied'the tradeoff of'initial ecquisition
for operating expenses. In our case We could show that the acquiSition
costs, while large, were dominatediby operating expenses. Thus, if pie choos
to lower the acquisition costs by reducing the purchase of training devices,
intending to use the aircraft instead, the life-cycle cost suffers due to the
high cost of flying. The s4gle measure of effectiveneSs in our case, life*
cycle Cost provides a ready measure ofthe penalty one incurs for Selecting
an alternative with some desirable characteristic not possessed by the
lowe t cost system.
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A second role Of the evalpation in theB-1 programs is to, provide
planning factor data to other analyst's who treat the air vehicle crew training

system as a subsystem. Parametric analysis the major external influences,

ew ratio .(the ratio of crews to aircraft) a e er of air bases,Igere

de. e.
? .;.,

A large amount of bookkeeping is'necessary in order to compute costs.
orm this work we developed,two Computer prOgrams1TRAM* and a much

simpler, TROLIE.** -Itlis most useful to deScribe our approach to the evalua-

tion rather than the programs themselves. r..'

, . p,..-

We define a course as.the-instruction required to train a single position
onthe air vehicle crew, say the copilot. Within.a course, one may provide

multiple tra2 s. In our case, separate tracks yeredefined for transi'tioning
B-52 copil ts, KC-135 copilots, andrundergraduate.pilOt trainees - -the sources
of trainees for the copilot position. Training demands are .ealculqed on the

basis of aircrews needed to man 'the fleet and td replace attrition. We,define

the sources of. trainees in terms their capaci4ty :to'provpie trainees.'on a

time-phase basis. Associated with eadh.type of traNiee is'a priority or

preference. The highest priority source is exhaUetn before the next is

tapped.. Other algorithms for selecting among traineethources are probably
equally good; but this was used since the cost -to- train varies from track to

..0

track and the priority reflected this cost. ., 4
.

The concept of a resource must be lntrZiluced next. Associated with a
b,

resourceis the resource generator. The resource is time in 'a simulator;.the

generator is the.simulator itse,lf. If the resource is an instructor hour, the

generator is the instructor. All expenses are determined by the use of
resources or the ownership of reiouyce generators. The resource generator has'

as a part.of its description its yield or'dapacity to produce resourdlks. BrIb, .
r

lapwing the use,Ofa resource and the yield of its generator, one can compute
the number of generators (e.g., simulators) needed to.supply it. While this

seems to bea tautology, the concept has proved to be the key to successful

bookkeeping'.of costs:

Associated with each track is the network of'inStructional bloCks. The

instructional blocks. are described by the time to complete and the resources

used. Resources can be used by either a trainee or by a class. A class uses

a classroom dt-instAuction; a trainee uses an hour on a trainer. By sdparating

the training into tracks, resource use is dependent on both the nurr6*r of
trainees as well as the type of traines'which are undergoing training. When

trainingdsaccomplished with part' or full crews, resource use is charged'

to one member.As a formula,,, one has the matrix equation:
Y

. ,..5-.. .,

Resource Use = Trainees/Track TrackReSburde Use/Trainee. .

4, . :

' 4'

*Trainipg Resources Analytic Model
**TrainingiRnbvcee Organized for Logical Integration of Expenses

$

7 44
* 0 -9

a
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ThehTRAM program performs this operat- ion over rel atively short periods.
That is,, we are concerned with how many hours a trainee isusea as well as
with determining if queues will,form waiting for a turn on-the device. TRAM
has means for limiting resources andifor handling the resultant conflicts
in 'resource needs'. The TROLIE program is Only concerned with, the former
problem--the use of resources.

Returning to the definition of a resource generator, one can think of
' resource generators as faucets which fill up "buckets" on a conveyor belt
with resources. At the end of the belt is a delivery point where users of
the resource come to use it. If no One comes, the resource in the bucket is
lost. Thus, the bucket represents a period of time over which the resouroe-T-
is available. The level to which the bucket is filled is dependent upon the
number of.faucets (resource generator). See Figure 2. The "bucket" repre-
sents the short-term planning horizon for the devite. Atypical value used
for a bucket is one day. This implies that a.trainee will use the device
whenever it can be. scheduled for him within a one-day period. When planning
for the acquisition of training devices, it is the peak resource use per- .

buckee(training hours used) which must be met by the generators (trainers).
Optimum use of resources will keep the average and peak use nearly equal&

4

RESOURCE'
GENERATORS

O

1!1

1:77:M.= ITIll
TIM*Asian

t

-Figure 21 BUCKET CONCEPT
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In the main part of the TRAM program one can limit the use per bucket.
as a means fbr limiting the ftumber of resource generators (devices) of a
specific type. Should the system run out of resources within a bucket, the
trainee may be delayed or lagged, or alternatives might have, been specified.
An output' of TRAM and TROLIE is, the amount of training rewArrces used in each
bucket. In another phase; the resource used is tabulated and economic data is
generated.

The economic analysis begins by tabulating the use of each resource
yearly reporting period is standard and an arbitrary length periodic repo
is also generated. The total, peak, and average sse per bucket over the
reporting period are of interest. The required number oresource generato
(devices) is calculated from the yield of a single resource generator and U.)
peak use of that resource.

In addition to the set of resources defined, we allow for one resource
to introduce secondary use of other resources. That is, time on a simulator
can point to instructor time and facilities. Secondary resour* can be "

dependent on either the primary resource use (instrfuctorime is a good
example), or onthe,number of resource generators ( facilities is'a good

example). '

If demand for a resource is reduced, then the number of generators needed
to meet the demand is reduced. Some genor4tors.oan be "returned." This is

particularly true for operators and instructors who can be transferred. A

complex trainer has only salvac value, and is theefore,not returnable.

An example of the use of t e above concepts is the use of the resource
instructor time. Instructor tim was specified for each instructional block.
ThstrOptors are primary resources. The number offinstructork required for
each period is calculated fromithe quotient of the instructor time needed
and the instructor yield.' We round up fractional instructors. The instructor
acuity can be reduced if the demand ls`reduced, Each' instructor is

ovided with an office. While we allow for instructor transfer, we cannot
.return an office. When costs are calculated, the operations and maintenance
on CZ.offices continues on the assumption that appropriate'useswiI1 be
found for the extra space after the peak has passed. .

. .

Costs are divided into research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E);
acquisition; operations and maintenance (O&M); ffcilities; continuing ssuppokt.
(modification and improvement); and instructional matefial. RDT&E is a one-
time cost, Ohich is indepeqpient of the resource use, ACquisition is dependent
upon the dumber of deviCesc required. Ws -can optionally applva "learning_
rate" to acquisition cost. If one purchases twice as many devices, the.average
price paid Can be reduced to some percentogeeftsay 90%',, of the or,iginal priCe..
To estimate the cost of,M items when N items are already acquired, one
computes the Cost of M + N and subtracts the cost of N. O&M.costs are
incurred each year and are dependent on the amount of re -gource used and the
number of ge4erators.-'For instance, flight time, an O&M cost, depends on
the number of flying-hours, but instructor pay which isalsit an O &4 cost
depencI upon the number of instructors, The dependence of O&M costs

,
on the

.
. ,
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number, of resource generators optionally includes learning. Facilities are

all treated as secondary resources. There is a construction and an O&M cost Or

associated with them. We used a square foot. of floor space as the basic unit

for facilities.

Continuing support represents the inevitable modification and imprOvement.

of the training devices. We treated these costs as dependent on the first
unit cost-and the number of units (with learning to account for the RDT&E
component of the continuing support).

Instructional material preparations esti ted as a function of the

.device and the number of hours of instructional material! to be prepared.,
Since this is a one-time cost, it can be combined wi1th RDTeE. Instructional

material also requires continuing support. Thii cost is independent of the

number of generators (devices) because the preparation costs dominate-the'
production costs of instructional material.

While no specific results are going to be presented, two illustrations
from our results are of interest,

The relationship between flying time and trainer time for refresher.
training was investigated. Our analysis provided f9r several cases in which

the. time programmed for l'elatively.inexpensive ground trainers is replaced
by expensive aircraft time. Figure 3 shows the results. The acquisition

s *

costs were greatly reduced'because we are recommending a' training facility
at all air bases. The reduction in ground trainer cost was overshadowed

by the increase of flight time costs. Thus, it appears that the investment

in training dev \ces is a wise one.

A second interesting result was provided by limiting the number of

trainees. A trainee demand occurs whenever an aircraft is delivered or when

an airman quits.or is transferred (suffers attrition). Figure 4 shows the '

situation. Deliveries are to be made at atrelatively constant rate for a

period of time. The new trainees areto man these aircraft as they are
delivered. Later the graduates,suffer attrition. Attritibn is modeled as

a percentage of number of crews in the field at a delayed t-ime. The use of

a.delayed time accounts'for the fact that crewmen in a new assignment are
unlikely to immediately quit. The resultant training load has a peak as

last aircraft are delivered. The peak is followed by avaliey. By

refusing to allow for replacement above a given level, we reduced the peak
use of resources and hence the total devices and facilities. It turns out

- d that very few devices are saved as a result of sharing of resources between
the training school And an air base located atthe same place. However.,

acquisition,, as delayed and the peak number of instructors was reduced.
The small saving in O&M and in the acquisition of offices for the peak number

.
of instructors amounted to almost double the pay of an active-duty crewman

-° for each man-year of delay- ' If the' delay were also reflected,, in decreased

replacement training, which such a delay might. produce, the savings would be

greater
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This paper has presented a model for the development of costs and the

tabulation of these vsts into categories. The model has been useful in .

evaluating B-1 aircrew training concepts-and is believed to be useful for

the evaluation of a wide variety, of other personnel systems. The model can

provide the cost portion of a cost-effectiveness analysis. However, the answers

produced by our computer programs.or any other program are still no better

-than input data: Uhfortuntely, we found that many of our most important
costs are poorly known and therefore the absolute value of the results are
-equally poor,' (although the relative magnitudes are considerably more valid).

,

On the other hand, we found a high sensitivity to some of tke alterna'-

.tives. The least-cost alternative is therefore robust to variations in',

the inputs. Other variations showed very low sensitivity. Selection of a

preferred altortetive can then be based on other intangible considerations.

I-
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An inddstry-EduCation-Labor
Council that Works

by onald and Paul B. Musgrove**

Exploding Some:Myths
0

It is very appro ate thatthe theme of this year's National Vocational
___Education Personnel Dev lolement Seminar is focused on the topic of industry-

education cooperation. .The topic is especia ly timely since industry -
education cooperation i often assumed to be n integral element of our voca-
tional ed c ion system. e recent emergence of the concept of, career
education has,given new impetus to the necessity for cooperation between
education and industry. The advent of.career edpcation has caused us to
suddenly realize that industry-education cooperation is an absolute essential,
and-that we have very few sound models available to pattern after. We have,
also begun to realize that there is very little evidence available to support

the fact that a real day-to-day working-relationship actually does exist
, c 4

betWeen school and the world of work in'very, many places.

Many of us gan show that we do use advisory councils for each of our
vocational program offerings. We can show that our councils do have repre-
sentatives from the business, industrial world'. Most of us can readily prove

'that business, industry, and labor re on the mailing lists that we use to
conduct our annual manpower-and foll w-up activities. Many of us' have

established relationships to the point that selected business and industries
do provide OS work stations for our cooperative students and potential place-
ment for our gradqates.

These types of industry- education cooperation are highly commendable
and should not be discouraged or discontinued: Instead, they should be used
as a springboard to a much more meaningful relationship. Business and
industrial represelatives must be asked. to become more.directly-involved
in our program planning processes and must be used as resources in our day -

_ to -day classroom activities. We must also learn how to go into their
facilities in'search of real world educational experiences. In'short, we
must become partners education.

*Ronald Q. McCage is Director of Research and-DevelopmenCDivision of
Vocational and Technical Education, Illinois Office of,Education.

... .
,

.
. . .

,
. ..

**Paul B. Musgrove is Excutive Director of the Tri-county Industry-
Education-Labor CouncilEast Peoria, Illinois. .0-,-.
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Many times we have heard that industrial and busineSs people are not
interested in what happens in the schools. We have heard that they really_

. , don't want to. participate in our planning and c10assroc,m activities. We

tend to forget that their children make up our class rosters. In the paSt

five_years our division has funded several career education projects at the

local level. I# we have learned one thing through this involvement, it is
that business and industrial people do want'to become deeply involved.
Their most commr response is that `'"No one has asked me." Have you ever

asked t em to participate? They simply have not been asked in many cases

l'4---....

because ost of our teachers are afraid to as them. We, as teacher educators,

have not prepared them to deal with the stranger in the classroom.or ta!ght 4I'l

the how to design a 'truly meaningful educational experience in the field or

outside the classroom.

New Emphasis Appears .

With-the advent of the career education, our professional journals have
beenflooded with articles based on this concept. Terms such as school-
work councils, community-education councils, and industry-education-labor
councils have become quite common in the literature. Writers are frequently
recommending that we establish industry - .education councilS in our locil

communities. Current CEtA Guidelines require planning councils at both
the state and prime sponsor level. Rumors'tend to indicate that our new
vocational education legislation may follow suit in'some form.

One of the most relevant statements in support.of today's topic of di's-
6ussion appeared in July 1971, in "A Summary of Final Report of the State
Level in Career Education - Bridging the Gap: A Study of Education to WOrk

Linkagesi" a project conducted by the College Entrance Examination Board
for'th6 Education and Work Group of the National>Institute of Education. The

statement appeared as Number Four of a series of twelve proposals aimed at
removing barriers td the implementation and succ

1

sk.z)f taree education.. The

statement reads as'follows:

Community education and work councils, comprised of ational,

,-business, labor, government., and other community leaders, should° I
be established. Sponsorships may come from the edticational

sector, the work s ctor.4 or the community sector-rwhichever is
willing to assume e ilitiative. However organized, the

councils should hav uthority and responsibility to organize
community, resources in rder to be of maximum benefit to school

colleges
.. \ g

44
This skatement gives emphasi to our discussion th morning and is partictilarly

IP
elevant in terms of suppor ing the need for est.- ishing some mechanism to
coordinate. the efforts of ducation, labor, n industry so that our schools

become aletter place for .r1. children.
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Bringing It Down to the Local Level I

If f may change directions, I would like to digress a bit and regress to '

the first person. Some of you who know me know that I.am a graduate of Texas
A&M and that makes me a true blue Texas Aggie. During m nure at College

Station I can recall a 1968, 1969, and 1970 football team 'tha ten had to

drop back and punt; a football team that was filled with that-old gie spirit
and downhome Texas motivation) yet unable to really put together top-notch

ball club with the exception of the 1967 Southwestern Conference nd Cotton

Bowl champs. In recent years, however, for those of you that haVe an interest
in college football, the Aggies have put together some top-notch clubs that
can and will, if I may have the pleasure of being a bit optimistic, return
to their powerhouse status of earlier years which seemed to end in the late

.fifties/with the passage of Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant to Alabama.

I have bored you with my football biases for the5last few seconds for two
very good reasons. First, football is fashionable and most everyone can
relate to,it, and secondly, because the "drop back and punt" syndrome .I
mentioned earlier hai particular relevance to the field of research and develop-

ment and personnel development in occupational education. All too oftenq

we research and developmental types tend to conduct descriptive studies, do
codiparative analyses, run correlations, conduct deve,IOPmepta activities,

and, develop personnel when it is fourth and long yardage,"instead of ing

the big plays early in the series. We often find it necessary to either 'P

punt the ball or take a chance ,,and gamble with the bomb ola fourth down.

It does not necessarily follow that one whp is a researcher is also a

"soothsayer." Those of you who have completed or are presently writing
dissertations or conducting research readily realize that if you can identify
or *.rget in on the real problv-il, you have already moved about one-

half of the research .process. In the.same respect, if one c idehtify_

problems facing occupational educators, you are far down the road and can
systematically begin p.ogmatic steps to sokKe those problems. We in Illinois,

a of the opinion that to identify thmkproblem,',you must go to the practi7

tion I used,the quote earlier in tKis presentation to Oaow that here,

finall, in 1975, we have support for the need fo4indu4ry-fedgcatiOn-labor
cooperat on by a group sponsored by. the NatibngrYnstitute of EducatiOn

when at le st in Illinois wp had occupational educatOrs as early as 1972'
s ating and'requesting our help in coordinating industry-education and 4

1 boil WW don't have to drop back and punt. )

e Council: Locall. Initiated

I am ctor of the Research and DeVelopment Unit for Vocational and

finical 1.1''Aion in Illinois. In your state my unit would most likely

e called the R U. The Research and Development phit in Illinois is one
f seven operat onal units of the Division of.Vocational and Technical

Education: Ia:major function is to administer Part Cand'Patt D funds for
research, deveglopmentl, and exemplary activities as outlined ip the 1968'
AmOaffents to4the Vocational Education '{Yctyf 1963. The Unit carries out

8
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this function by contracting with local businesS and educational agencies
for'the purpose of performing selected activities which lead to the ultimate
solution of prOblems facing-occupational educators in Illinois. Priorities
are established each year to help the research unit identify where money can
best be spent to solve problems fcing occupational educators. Those priori-
ties are established by and for local educational, agencies i llinois. Occu-
pational educators) at all, educational levels tell us their roblems, and we
initiate research, developmental,nd exemplary activities hat °

solv those problems. At a time when considerable critici is centered on
pour educational system, considerable emphasis must be placed on correcting
the ills which exist. In my mind, much of the identification of curriculum
development, personnel development, research, developmental., and other needs
should come from the local level. Too often we work on prioritidt....created
at some level above us Or tend to operate in our ivory ijower syndrome com-
pletely out of touch, with the'real world.

The Tri-County Industry-Education-Labor Council which will be described
by Paul Musgrove is an excellent example of how both the research process
and theL local input process work together to identify and solve problems
in IllinOls. In FLALthe4Illi_nois Research and Development C./nit sponsored
A project in Peoria, Illinois, in which local career educators recogni d
theneed to coordinate the'vast number of industry-education-labor activities'
and resources in the Peoria metropolitan area. Before initiation of this
coordination effort, occupational and career education programs were extremely
fragmented, business and labor leaders were frustrated with the schools
(often being called on many times in one month to talk to classes in the same
school), and in general. relationships betwe the distactand the public it
served were just not organized., Staff in Pe District #150 11(A the fore-
sight to recognize the need for coordinating the resources of the salool and
community inthe district and hired a staff member with'that intesl'tion. A
staff member that could help the industry, education, and labor representa7
tives in Peoria to "get it all together" in terms of'assisLng the local
schools in their job of preparing students f r their place in 'the world of

_

_work. .

.

, I

It wasypon recognized, however that community resources and educe-
tidEal agencies outside of the ci

am, and from
ational and Te

in this type of pro
of thetivision of V
Industry- Education -L, bor Council was formally established through a Research
and Development Contrast as a general not-for-profit corporation gpder the
laws of the ,state of Illinois. Whether this type Of Coundil is. the ultimate
answer or only a possible answer' is yet to be determined. Right now it has
been highly. succe8sEuI in Peoria, Illinois. It very. well could have some.
aspects that will work in, your local community.

146**44.4e' I am sure that you are really interested in learning about the more
pragmatic details of how'the Council waA established and what it does .for
schools and community representatives in/Wazewell, Pecria and Woodford
Counties in Illinois;' At this' time it gives me great pleasure to introduce
Mr. Paul Mupgrove, an.executive who has retired from a career of Several

--

of Peoria shaqld also be participating
is local'foresight and the cooperation
hnical Education, the Tri-County

Ike
.

F.'3
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years as. Industrial Relations,Counsel for Hiram Walker and Sons, Inc. which
has a major operation in Peoria. .-Pau1 is now executive director of the
Trk-County Industry-Education-Labbr Connell% His many years in ple business
and industrial community has added much to the success of the Try.- County
Industry - Education -Labor Council. .His point of view. on this topio,can add
much to our conference today.

<'
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INDUSTRY-EDUCATION-LABOR COUNCIL THAT WORKS

4

In the heart of Illinois are located some of the world's leading manu-
facturers, to name, a few, 'Caterpillai Tractor Co.,CPC International, Inc.,
Wabco Construction and Mining EqUipment, and Keystone Steel and Wire Co.
The area has the lvest hospital-medical-health facilities,

4
including

'PeoriaS&hool of Medicine, in the %tate of Illinois outside of Cook County.

The area has a population of approximately 3050,000 and more than
82,,000 students attend public,"parochialand private schools, K though 12.

'More than 4,000 teachers aria educators have individual contracts ilth school

'
districtos.. gureka college, Bradley University and Illinois Central Collegej
are located in'the area. The University of Illinois, Illinois State
University and Western State University extension schools curriculum is
available to students. °

1

-IP There are a number `off people in the three counties engaged in buelless,
practicing professions: ,agricultural people, industrial personnel and labor
sector people who are deeply concerned and have a keen interestin quality
edUcation and specifical31 career education. These community resource

people want to be'a part of the total effort of education to help all stu-
dents become familiar with the values of a work-oriented society; to integrate
such values into their lives in such ,,a way that work becomes productive,

meaningful and satisfying. The integrated approach helps develop self-
-awareness and exploration, and career awarenw beginning in the primary
grades. Togethet'they improve decision-tnaking and iplanning capabilities

of students before they enter the competitive labor force in the world of
`work.

coo
pd

ti

We need a close collaboration of industry, education and labor because
eration alone is not, enough in' implementing a total education program and
ators agree they cannotodo this by themselves. Lack of money, time nand 4

seeialized personnel are a few of the main roadbloCks. In his remarks at
40Khe.summer commencement ofjhe Ohio State'Oniversity in August 1974, President
ord stated:

. .

t.

Practical problem-solvers can ,contribute much to education
whether or not they'hold degrees. The fact of the matter ltis

that education'is bbing strangled - by degrees.

I have asked the- Secretaries of Commerce, Labor and HEW to
report to me' new ways to bring the world of work and institu-
ions of educatio(c/oser together. For your Government as mk

well as you, the time has come for ausion of the realities
of a work-a-day"life with.thlohing of academic institu-,
tions. .J . , .0 0

- ' ' : ',
.

. .

. ... .

The Tri-County.-Indvstry-Education-Labor Couribil, hereinafter called the Council/
is an outgrowth of statements relating to total education may be community

0
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decision-makers in0the Tri-County area at one, of. the nine,"Regional Hearings
on Educational.Goals,: conducted statewide by Illinois Office of Education' in

-

1971. .0
,,.- , , , ,

In December 1973, the state of Illinois, Office of the Secretary of
State, issued a Certificate of Incorporation to the Council as provided by the

"Gene 1 /Tot forwrofit Corpuation Act" of Illinois. The Council also

ifi*d and received "recognition of exemption from federal income tax,':
whichpert4s donor4,to deduct contributions-tothe Council as provided under
the Internal Revenue Code.

A Board of Directors numbering seventeen was elected in May 1974, nine '

of whom are educators. The other seven come from labor, business, industry

and professions. President of the Board is Dr. Talman Van Aesdale, Jr.,
vice president Commercial National Bank of Peoria, who served as president
of Bradley University for ten years 'and chancellor two years. Louis W.

Hesse, president of Central Illinois Industrial Association was elected
*secretary and Sister Loretta McCook, Sup&intendent of Catholic Schools,

DiocesQ of Peoria, Treasurer.

0:

The C uncil has a Reimbursement Contractual agreenneyith the ReSearch
and Develop ent Unit of the Divisi8n Vocational Technical Education Illinois
Office Education which supports the service /developmental functions of the

CoUncil. Operationai'monies were obtained from Forest Park Foundation and
Caterpillar Tractor Company on a loan-for-use agreement with i teresE being
paid by Caterpillar and-Forest Park Foundation.

Office space is provided by Illinois Central College along with other
in -kind contributions. Office furniture'was donated by business and

industrial firms. Smaller money donakio'ns rei9 by business and'industry
0 'AISpaid for the office equipment.. MP '

,. '..

' During September 1974,, the Superintendent Educational Service Region
for each of the three counties distributed to approximately 4,000 teachers
a nuncil ketten which infdrmed each...teacher of the services the Council

was'prePared tt offer without cost to the schools: The following ipforma-

tion Was part of the Septeiber 16; 1974_letter:
0,

..,

,

. , . make,arrangements for community resource people to visit
plasstooMs, discuss with students and teachcgp their areas of
interest as related to the classroom studies.whether academic
or- vocational in nature,and the preparation for'living or for
making a living or for` enjoying life. Take an entire class on

a career visit (field trip),, r set up individ al student
'career- information interview with a qualified son.

(Copyletter attached as Supplement o- 1.) 4'''s

The Council developed, with theiassist.ance of the

Ccamerce, Central Illinois, Industrial Asso
Ln Pekin, East Peoria,s Marton, Washington,

'

c
72 age Teachers' GuidOICommunity 'Resod

su

P oria Area Chamber of
iation and e Chambers of ComMerce
Peoria Heigh s and 'Chillicothe, a
es in the trr ounty area listing

4

1
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career resource speakers, career visits (field trips), individual student
career occupational information resources, and other areas of interest.to
educatoTs and students too numerous to mention. While the directory is not
exhaustive, we feel it represents a new and Laluable resource tool far
educational'agencies in theAvi-county area.

,

The Council makes available to all schools, resource people to conduct
career education in- service workshop, and techniques for utilizing community
resources. The Countil brings educators, students and community resource
people together on the Illinois Central college campus in seminars and
informational conferences as a means of,proviling the link between educational
agencies and the communities they'serve.

In September 1975, the first igsue of "TriA-County Teachers' Guide to
Community Resources" was distributed to all elementary, secondary schools
in the tri-county area. This guide has.created additional requests from a,

teachers. t

7,-

, ,

,
'

\Today our' Board of'D/rectors has a membe-eship,of twenty-one people, ten .

educatorl, thtee union officials, ohe banker, five'from business-industry.
President III' ois Central College plus the Metro Diretor of National.
Alliance of Bu inessmen (NAB) and the DirAtor of Human Resources, City of '

Peoria, . ,

. .

D4RonMcCage, Coordinator Research and Development Unit, Board of : 4

Vocational Education and Rthabilitation, Division. Of Vocational and 'technical
Educatioh, Illinois Office of Education serves as a consultantAto our.board
and monitors the. activities of our Council. His counseling an .1 guVarice .

accounts for, part A our success. John Washburn an associate of Dr. Ron
McCage has been helpful,and on several occasi6 served ag-a ;egburce
person and conducted arrIn-serv4ce Workshqp - Ca eer Education. eSh'erwood

'Dees., Director of .Division of Vocational' and Technical Educatioh`has attended
a board, meeting of'the Council. ...

Knowledgeable people from business, industry
'

labor unions, agriculture, ,

. governmep.t, schwa administrators, teachels, guidance counselors,'Profes-
sic:41,31 people,:members of school boards, directors of vocational centers have
had considerable input as related to the services performed bIrsthe Council.
We maintail(n, a' small filM library and draw on the film libraries, of Illinois

Office EdOcation, Division of Vocational and Technical Education; local
,colleges ,0 elementary and sicondary schools, SuPerintendents Education.
'SerAce Regions for Woodf&d,iiiazewell,',Peoria-Gounties.

. .
: 101 ..,

We enco urage teachers to utilize resource people with film requests4
"leachers tell us student§ understand the content of a film much better when
\a resource person r4ates the-content of a f]rlm'to the everyday apRlicatiOn
of skills required to.perform job occupations illustrated in the film.

a$

1 . c
. a

, We have used a low-key approach in offering o services to educators:.
. ,

, primarily to assure acceptance.of,a new agency. We feel tha we have the .1,

..1..;world's richegt resource deposit1.-15eoplec-and we want to.m Sure cp,X: . ..,-
4

;.41P '

4.

4 ,

U
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clientele of Studentsiateachers and guidance counselors respect and value
this great natural resource "knomledgeable people" willing to inform students
of the best possible answers, solutions and guidance to their questions and
impressiohs of the rugged competitive world of work. Our services must

have appeal to educators and students otherwise we won't exist very long;
We )(now business-industry-labor professions have something to offer and should
bbiilvolved in the educational process for children and young people. As

Dr. Cheebugger, Director of Secondary Curriculum of Peoria Public Schools
District 150 and.a Council Board Member has stated many times at educational
seminars:

4

It is not enough for blisiness-industry, leaders to

their willingness o help- As parents, taxpayers
they need to communicate to school administrators
board members that they expect to be involved.

4 Or". am.

It is my personal feeling that it is'Rbt enough for schools to teach
reading,eriting and arithmetic, as the old timer put at "There are two kincls

larpin"book larnin' and 'horse sense.', If you can git only one kind,
choose 'horse'sense' every time."

a

communicate
, and citizens

and school

Before we make a new service available an ad hoc Council Task Force is
appointed by .the -board to gather facts from educators, business-industZy-
professional people, and labor. Evaluate the findings 4indmake acti n

recommendations to the Council Board.

*
Starting with the 1975-76 school year we added some new services.

Career fnformatig'Say, October 15, 1974. 4fore than 3400
secondary students grade levels' 11 and, 12 were btsed into

a.

Illinois Central College campus Community Service Building.
Two hundred and thirty resource people from the Trj_-County
area made themse ves available from 8:45 a.m. to 3:30

,,sd these young p le could doiscuss +h them job occupat ns

of 66 Career-Area plus 8 Iltinois Centrlal College Depa
. ments. Copy of Ca eer Areas aid Information/Career Inform4-

tiori Day attached as Supplements Nos. 2 and 3. The .experience

was.d first' for most of the -participants and for the 30 'righ
4

scno9?s. .

.

a
0

5tudents
,
*and resourtk peOple evaluated the event and the results lave not

been comgieta. I%ass4r,yola it wa4 a, most successful pfogram.
: 4

.

A Career ,Guiaaribe Leadership Insti,t6te is jointly being sponsored by

,-Peoria,Metro National Alliance of Businessmen, Heart of 'Illinois Chapter ,

(:'
ierican'Society for Training*0 Development,' Illinois Central College and

\

our Council:, eGeorge.Pelbody Col],ege,for.Teachers and Dr. Ralph E. Kirkman,
_.. ,-,.. ,

..' ,pditor and Proessar. of Higher "Education are the providers. The Career.

. GUidance Institute programs divided jilt° two part's. CGI is designed to

Aitelp edegators become "Ore familiar with the career opportunities available

to graduates in the'io Al
4

ldbor Market and
,
enrd employer equirementfor try

. . . . .

,,. . , ,, ,

.): . %

. %

. ' . 4 4
-
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i A into these career areas. They also offer participating bUsinessmen and
women a more realisticupderstanding of the problems fa by educators

. ,--',
,

nin helpin students focus on career decision making. Bu ess-participants

6°who are n lved in the groUp discussions and in field visits are the princi-
pal means for providing educators with current information on career oppor-

4

tunities available in the private sector. ,NAB's experience with this program
indicatesthat the quality of career counseling has improved in school syStems

le whose personnel have been enrolled in CB instititutes. These improvpments
enable secondary students to establish more realistic career goals-As they -

prepare for the world)of work. A e day institute for decision makers in

business industry, elementary and tcondary principals, and school board

ft members will take ,klace on December 4, 1975. The.institute will use Illinois,

Central College facilities. The joint sponsors will issue invitations too the

two hundred guests: 'We expect some local industry to sponsor lunch for our
guests. There'will be at least five speakers representing industry,j1linois
Office of Education,'NAB and two educators. Speakers will bring participants
up-to-date in the areas of local and national trends in career education
through formal course work. They will also provide opportunities for inter-

, action between educators and-employers., offer formal and ,inforire'l activ.ities

esigned to allow educators and employers to exCh4nge information about career
planning, up-date the paAiiidpants1.awareness and undertandiv of the tct.4,1

area of 'career counseling. The one day institute will be followed by a .60-

hour institute for teachers, counselors, a.,dtliistrators to take place betWeen

January and June 1976. This institute is designed to provide educators Withi

current information about the types of careers available in the local labor
market, and to prepare them to Mork with students in setting career goals
plus on.site visits to business-industry vocational centers and providing
,teachers and counselors t1.4opporti.inity to talk with petiple performing jobs .'

n a one-to-one basis. Three hours graduate credit will be earned from the
t,60 hoUr institute. ,

,

,,..
. , .

. On October 15, 1975 a consortium Job Placement Information.,Service
became a new objective. The abstract for the program is as'followsi

Objectives of Project .'
, .

1. Establish a Consortium Job Placement,Informa
secondary schoolsin Tti-County Area (tenty

4

/

j,on Service to all

nirie secondary schools).

. Provide a single 1,kation through which a consortium bf secondary
schools are able to learn of available work:stations with em61,9yerg
in'Tri-County Ar'ea.

3. Increase and/or expand Work Training experiences4or cooperative
work study programs in secondarlA school's.

4. 'Hot-line employment inform'ation.

of the secondary nhools of the
with employer bhe 4hployment of

C

N.: ,

4

to%the appbinted,counselor in each
consortium.,'Coun elor t6 firm up

students grade lev ls_411 and '12.

44
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5. Secure community support by Project Coordinator kaVing
contact with employeri personnel and/or employment mnagers

6. Establish baic cast factors of placement services per occupational

student.

Pyocedures of implementation
fI

Of

1. Each of the twenty -nine secondary schools ill be requested to

appoint a conta t person or Project Coordin r to work'With

concerning', job lacement.

2. Project Coordinator and Executive Director will establish contact
with representatives from industry-business, labor sector, pro-

. fessions, agriculture, government.podiesand civic organizations
^Jeo establish a cooperative work study employment program with as
many employers as possiblet

St- .

3 Project Coordinator will communicate with appointee of each secondary,
school employment oppo'rtunities for students in grade levSls eleven

ft.
and twelve and school representatives-of each school-will arrange
for student'emp/oymeinterviews andbany understanding relating to
student employment.

.

4. Council will offer workshops, for appointee relating to cooperative

" Work Study employment utilizing knowledgeable employment and per -'

sonnel resource people'from business-industry; professions,
government.

5. got-Line telephone service to Project Coordinator- fOr use' by

appointees in each school,

6., Establish a.Job Placement Inforltion Task Forceto serf as an

advisory counseling group to.te Project Coordinator ax the 'Council.

tee Appendix N for membership of TaSk Force.

7. Business, industry;iclabor and educational leaders in the-area will

be systematically, contacted toenlist their support for .the
1 sta41ishment of the project.

.

8. e same groups will' be contacted to expand the number of Coopera-

vd work training agreemehts in the area and tgienEist a pool of

olunteer resources. t.
t

Project coordinator will work with ap- propriate local and state.

agencies to develoa placement service Capability.

Project headquarters at ICC will become a single point of contact
betweeneducation-labor-business in-the'area of planning.

4 .

11% Data'relative to the ob4dOives will be-, regularly colleCtedoand

disseminated.

.

.

n ., -

4
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4 Contribution tO _Vocational and Technical -Education

It represents a provocative and challenging means to,broadening the
gainful employment of student4°through the impact
.labor cooperation._ Further the project will demo
greater prograin results in relation to, funds inve
rrange.0ent utilizing experienced personnel thro-ti

services and cooperation .of local and state educ.a
employment service and business, industry, professional, agricultural,
civic organizations, governmental employers 'arid the labor sector in the target

d'area.

in ustry-eduCation- .

trate. a means of achieving
ted through a consortium
-the C6ordination of

Tonal agencies, state

. -
, i .

\
.

Recently tie c4uncil aeflangeCI r Victor W. 5chellschmidt, who is a mem:-
b of the corpOrate metrication c mmittee, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria,
"Illinois, to meet with a Parent Teachers AssOciatiovf07 an eletpientary school
to discuss worth the parents why metrication should b a part of every school

e io, curriculum. This same individual has conducd in-sekvice workshops for re
es

teacheTk_of a junior high school with two -elementary schools-
. .

. . .

The nuts and bolts of ak,successfulIndustrylEducation-Labor. Council
can be expressed by givibg you some of -the Do" s and Dont's that Will .11elp

. any 'Council to become, Successful worth its -services and programs,

For the Do's ,

o

A

. Incorporate your Council as a General Not*Kor Profit Cor

01Dtain 1-ecogni

Section 501 (c)
Of the code.

.

of ex<impt,i-on .fromjeder41 incom to

3) Of _the Internal ievenue- Code .and

, - In,corporators :should_be.:,d.etisican-hgkers froWihdust
t who have a genuine interest in education 9,3id willing

'
. \

time and resourcs. , . :, _
i.

$ . .

. . P: -

. Bard memterg should 'reprsent ai,eross-sectiOn ,Of busi
education.7and the labor .sector._ They should be_workin

under'
ection .509 (a)

-

-bus in es s - labor

o give of their

ustry7
members' and

community y °IA nion-, makers . Vocat.-tonal :center, pe.rson110 , e rriculum,

irectors, development PprsOnnel, parochial,
,

school adpihistratorS-, county- Superintendents of -educatiOri,., bdrikers , f

Jayy, hedlth-group personm unaon usiness agents make
- - d 'board raembeYS.

`"Personal 'contacts, with principals, tiaCheeS, ,guidance eounseldrs is .

- a pust. The county sunerintonent: of schools can. :be very helpful. Work

-
w1.-Eh V.ild and.have' them makt conta6tS with educators. Also they make'

. - - .-

, -qoOd bOard meMbe-rS. , .C11.3T---..C.Uncil ,has trire, -.:.
. - .

.
- ,, qttliz eve.., r

_

y .c6n.. act you have y- i.th ldec35j on-makers, ip,-your'cammultiity.
....- - . .,-

-
..-

t.-
. . ,- - -

, :-- .. ....f.,
.- .. ,

r-

... _ -.- ,.,.... e r
- . .. - .*---. - f,..)

- - ,----.,...--,-. c
:1--:,... -;.-- 4... 'f1t.

. , . ... : C ftI
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1
. Establish sound and simple communications with resource personnel and

. teachers, guidance counselors and.principals.

Most businesses-industries prefer to ha 4one contact person for the

council t eel with and channel all re nests for resource people
through e contact person.

Have the,teacher contact the resource erson by telephone and firth

up ell undersflhdingsbetween the part es.

Follow up each'essignment and get feedback from the teachers and the

resource person. -

. Assignments involving several resource people, such as (20) for o e
school contact resource people by telephone day before engagement
/late:

. In-seryice worshops require planning, therefore get the private
sectoihpeoPle together with principal, teachers and guidance counselors

and a(Tfee.on a format.

. seagf personnel should attend all in-service workshops.

. Op4tate as a low-key agency,let your servicesjbuild your reputatign.

t

. Acceptance of council's services by educators is a must,otnerwise .

i.you go out of business. far

,. Every experience you have teaches you something that will help improve

the services of, the council': ' %

r
. Pr

. Have a third party evaluate your activities at,least once a .year. ,

It's good medicine and gives yOd.eileguragement to continue your
activities.

) ;.
.

. .

, .

. A Tealhers,' Guide 1.S. a must: It mist' be attractive-andFontein .
)

v4luable information. , It serve as a Stimulant aaegenerates-service
64uests. -

.

. .

.:

. Before any Do'` can'be,accomplished:get a few greenbacks to defray

overhead. mob

sP,"

Now the Dontrs
N

/4' 4"
Expect 'some association or agency-it 0 Imour planning.

. Seek advice from someone w,ho has hadlisttle-or no contaCt w
educators.

4 9

p

$41

4
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. Make announcements-regarding services that'you,annot completely
aliver.

Use amateurs to do a pryerional job especially in-seryice.workghops.

-. Expect every educator to be wild about your service-without any cost.

. Expect every -schodTto ,participate.

Betome involved in media publicity until you have proof and evidence .
of some uccess-

. Undertake an aegignments9u can't handle..
r

. Argue with an educatOr who hasn't accepted career education. (Prdve

to him it can be done successfully through other'teachers and guidante
,

-=\ counselors ana he will come around to your thinking at a.later date.)

. Spend too much t4;..me in the swivel chair making personal contacts.

. Expect the concept career education to sell itself.

. ,
10.. . . . .

. Expect coordination of bus'indss-industry, labor, professional,
governmental, agriculture and,educators and your community leadeiks,
to fall in line and automaIi.cally acceOt some of there-cognized
facets,of'career-edue,ation7becaUse it takes initiative and' eyeball
to eyeball conferences to accomplish career, educati ectives,

4. s;.,
. . .

,..ftxpect thegap between career needs and unrealistic Tducational
programs to correct 4self without, motivation from ekperienced
educational teachers, instructors and professors. .

, r
.

.

. Expect a teacher orA4uidance counselor who has never worked for
business and industry_o relate to studepts the skills required for

AO
, job Occupations of btvei#ess-L.induStry.

.

)'
- iA.

,. -_. .
1

. Pass up employment.of,,.411:0 and guidanc counselors dUringnon--
teaching.months: 'I peritqA.g..y:consider'this item to the an

' absolute MUST if.we are 4.hpgre jnwhhe is being published ,and
written regarding.career-v7:X4tional education. )

'..c - ;.; ,
A

...; 4 .

ti
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SUPPLEMENT #1

COUNTY INDU Y- EDUCATION -LABOR' COUNCIL _

1
P. 0. Box 2400

1 TERIM CAMPU ILLINOIS CENTRAL COLLEGE

EAST PE RI ILLINOIS' 61,611 ,

41

September 16, 1974
,/

TELErvir 4114.2123

U 4 \

The Tri-County ,Indust ry-EducCtiala-Labor Council, hereinafter referred
to as the Council, is an edUCWonal, not-for-profit cprporation organized
under the laws of the State,,of Illinois. The Council offices are located
in Wright Hall, Illinois demtral College Interim Campus: The Council is
working with Busines-, Induptry, Government, Professions,, Agriculture and
Labor sectors, hereinafter referred to as "pommunkty resources sector," and
Teachers, Guidance Counselorg, School Administra,tots, Educational Service
Region Superintendents within the Tri.---County area, public and non - public

schools.
_

l'

. ... _... __ ,

lbo often we find eduction n being treated as a world se arate from the

community resources'Sector. The result a often evidence of a 4ommunnations
)

gap and a,fragmented society. an order understand each tha fully, 'the
community resources sector , lip ders and educators must talk each ot er and
share each other's resource 41

.

The mission and; ion of the Council are to provide leadershi in

stimulating and coordin ing oll borative relationships bet 'the community

resources, sector and sc ools in-th' Tri-county rea, serve as---A\Cl ringhouse

of information, and'make arrarkements
,

for repr sentatives from the
.

uniEy
resources sector to visit Classrooms, discuss th students and teachers heir
areas of interest and answer their que ons You,may wish to. take an entire

i ,

class on a career visit (field trip) r setup individual student,earqer- -

information interviews with a qualif ed person. These servicts we perform w
and make thp necessary arrangementspior you. _../ :,

1'
.

. Theleouncfl is currently workinlg jointly With thePeo *a Association of
commerce, Central dilinois Industriai,Assopiati2n and the Chamb.er-S of Commerce
in Pekin, East Peoria, Morton, Washington, Peoria Heights and Ciiillico(he to
produce an information directory of classroom career information spe ke
career visits (field trips), and individual student career information
interviews plus -other areas of interest to you and your students. e. t

directory,will not be exhauttive, we feel it represents a new and valuable
resource tool for You the teacher. This directory should be ready for distri-

,bution in late fall. We are currently surveying the community-resources sqc-
tor foi the information that will be Placed ,in the directory.

,..1
. .

.

. .
,

To teachers in the Tri-County area who answered the Peoria Association
,.,

of Commercequestionnaire last May on subject matters that community resource

0 ,
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ptrsonnel might furnish, we are incorporating your suggested s ct matters"
into the directory. Wellftre alsO utilizi g fifteen Cagreer Occupation
Clusters_identilied by the United States

g

fice of Educatkon.

PFeskdent Ford in an laress on,Frid , Auguts430, 1974, tolci members

of Thee0hio State UniVertity;graduating cl ss:

Although this administration will' not make px," ises it cannot
keep, I do-want to pledge..04 thing ta y u here and now: I will

dO everything in my power to bring educ tionDand employes
together in.a new climate of credibili y -an 'atyiosphere in
which universities turn scMplars out an employers turnthem on.

..-",Fbrd said the Labor Department soon will announce a new program
of grants to state and local godernments "td provide data on
occupations AraiAble aild to help channel potential employees into
.positions which are,not only personally satisfying but nan-'

'1%t
cially rewarding." He o said' he has asked the Secreta'ri

of Labor and of Health, Ed ation, and Welfare to el.report to him
"new ways to bring the world of work and the instituti.ons

of e Stion closer ,Ogether."._
%

The Councils will make available to all schools knowledgeableeeducators
1

to conductrorks ops relating to 'career education p5ogramS and utilization
of experienced personnel from theAbommunity resources. sector.

o t

The Council intends to bring educators, students and community resources
sector people together ontthe'Illinois Central C ege campus through
seminars and informational conferences.

Meaningful career education must permit individuals to plan and prepare
for careers by acquiring employab e or usuable skills, whether the beginning
of that career is the completi n of high school, college, university or
post graduate work.

Community resources are volunteering their time and energy through field
trips,-individual career interviews and classroom career speakers. In so
doing they have indicated a deep commitment to the education of our young
people.i.. This is indeed praiseworthy and giGes credence to the groping
dialogue between the Educational Community and Business, Industry) Government,
Professions, Agriculture and Labor sectors. We trust you will voluntarily
utiltze (the services of our Council.

you so desire, you maY'obtain you- r community rebource people
yourself or contact your loca*'chamber of commerce for their assistance.

Ag
-

Un- til we are able to assemble, print and distribute the directory,

we want you to know our Council is ready even now to make many community

\ .

o

4,^
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,

.
resources avail l& Lo you. Make your needs known.'to our )Cpuncil personn41.

.

We can.make the cessary arrangements or arrange for you to firm up your

request directly th the resource person, Wdlaant you to have the best'

information availa in the .Tri-County area for your,sildents.
. /

I
TO OBTAIN COMMUNItY RESOUIRCESCALCTRI-COUNTY IFUUSTRY-EDUCOION-

.'LABOR COUNCIL 694-2123.

9/16/74

as***

6

"S6

3

'AC

T,. W. fVan Arsdale, President

,
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41.

CAREER AREAS
CAREER INFORMATION DAY

October 1-5, 1975
4

1. Accountant/Bookkeeper
2. Secretary

3. Legal Secretary

4. Medical 'Records - Clerk -

Stenographek'

5. Faim Manager

41.

r -42.

43.

.44

45'.

46.

6. ,Agricultural Supplies & Service

3.:.Agricultural Mechanic 47.

8. Heavy Equipment'Operator

9. Machiniqt 49.

10. Carpeater/Cabinetmaker 56.

11. Electrician 51._

12,. Welder 52.

13. Sheet Metal.Workers 53.

14. Iron Workers

15. Concrete & Cement Workers

16: Architect:

17.- Professional Engineers
18. Refrigeration/Air COnditioning

Repair

19. Electronics Technician/
* .

Repairman
20. Pharmacist
21.

A.
Drafting

22. ,Real Estate Agent

23. m6rtuary Science

24., Physician_ '

'25. Artist/Musician

- '26. Air Transportation

27. Aircraft Mechanic/Metal-Work

28. Armed Forces

29. LaWyer
, 307i. Food Service

' 31. Law Enforcement
32'. Social Worker

Teacher,/Tehchr's Aide

34. Journalist' .

'35. .Athletics,& Recreation
36. Horticultural,ist/Landscape

-Architect ' '

37. Banking & Finance,

] /484 Nurse
A39,. Medical Technician

Therapist (PysiCal
& Occupational)

, .

r

SUPPLEMENT #2

Day Care,pccupaticns_
Dietician
,Business.Administration
,Environmental Careers
Cosmetology & Barbering

Dentistry (Hygienist-Assistant-
Lab Technician)
Data Processing
Insurance Occupations 1.

Sanitation Workers .-k
Meat Cutter
Hotel-Motel Management Occupations

Photographer ,

-

Veterinarian/Animal Care
54 X-Ray Technologist
55. Transportation/Truck Driving

:56. Graphib Arts

-57. Advertising 1

58. Sales Clerk - Retail

59. .Sales Person.- Outside

60 Dressm ing -

61,. Fire S ce Tech

62: Auto Bo ,Repairman

63. Auto Mechanic'

64. Inddstria'l Apprenticeships/
Training Programs

'_65." Building &'Coustruction.
66. Speech &'Hearing .

.ILLINOT.S CENTRAL COLLEGE

DEPARTMENTS ",

1. Engineering & Industrial Occupa-

tions '

2. Communiaations

3., CreativgArts le-

4. ,Health'OccUPations
5. Social Science

6. Agriculture & Applied'Life Sciences

7. 'Business Occupations

8. Mathematics and SElence

4
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CAREER INFORMATION DAY

INFORMATION

How Cat4e't InformatioM bay Developed )4

t.

-

SUPPLEMENT #3

k

. 1

A.,404544,411afte survey was sent to each ,e(f the 29 public, non-public -

.

and private schools .in the Tri-County-area "November 1974. Twenty-three

high SdhOols out of the twenty-nine ed an interest in,the development
/

of a Career Information.Day.

Planning Committee
. ...

.
.

.
.

All of.the planning for C eer Infotmation Day has.begil done by a .

sub-committee made up of educatois who are actiyely.engaged in high school
teachijig and/or counseling. A copy,of the committee membership list is
included.

,

The Purpose of Career Information Day

0 '

To provide students the opportunity of discussing with knowledgeable
resource people job occupations or a profession in which the student has
an interest.. Also' to provide information that may help a student in selecting
a career and the yeguired skills, education and personal traits_deemed
essential%fOr a specific carcer.

How,Cateer I9fomati.pn Day Will Operate
/

/

Students will enter the gymnasium (Community Service Building) on the
west side of the building. (Tennis courts are located east of the gym.)
Lobby area is separated from main gym area by'a wall that has two entrance
openings. Located in lobby will' be information, emergency, first ar tables

and a snack 6ounter. Resource people will be located in the mat gym area.
Each career area will be identified by a sign with'a large,lettering
fastened to a pedestal that is approximately 5 feet.above table top. Resource
people will'be furnished folding chairs and will be on one side of tables
30 " ,wide x 8' long, covered with a white cover. Students will,select which ,

career areas they wishtto contact and'walk up to the careet area table and
engage the Resource People in conversation concerning a job occupation or
profession in which they have an interest and wish to explore with a knowl-
edgeable person. The amount of time a resource person will be able to give to
an individual student will be governed ptimarily by the number of students
waiting -A. talk to a resource person. Resource people will determine the
length of time that cam be given to each student with whom"they have conversa-
tion. Students should recognize when other studentg are waiting to talk
to the'same Resource Person and not monopolize the situation. Resource people

will be available from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 Sdhe career areas will be
manned by resource people who will only be available during the morning hours
with different resource people being available during, thafternoon hours.
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Unloading. and Loading. Buses

le*

Buses are to discharge students aCthe area located in Par g,Lot B
marked on the Campus Map. Buses should -enter Lot B at the la entrace
neafest.to the Tennis Courts. I.C.C. will post signs,fdr .0 eer Day Buses
to follow for unloading and boarding buses. After A bus unloaded-the bus

, driver is to. proceed to parking area reserved for Caree 'ay Buses located
on Interim Campus as indicated oft Campus' Map. Boardi buses i'S at the same
location as, unloading. I.C.C. Public Safety person will be available
to assist bus drivers.

4,. .

tho Are the Resource People?
V

They are Inaiv iduals from the Tri-County area plus people from other
',parts of Illinois who are weli-qualified and knowledgeable regardig§ the job
occupations,o any profession for the 67 Career Areas (hundreds of job
occupations-make up a career area).

)

Homework for Students Prior to Attending Career InforMation Day

Students should bed, info liorior to ,October 15, by teachersand'counselors
how to carry on'a conversation, And obtainthe information the Student wants,
relating to a,specific job-occupation and/or'profession. Students should be
made.aware they may contact as many career areas as their' time will permit.
They'should not hesitaf7e_toask questions that will give them the information,
they personally want Thekis no set format or group of questions'that 4....

Can be utilized by' pry, stutient to extract from the resource person the
informationthe.i ividual.student desires. Encourage students to contact
at least three c, eer.areas'and/or. I.C.C. Departments.

4 .' ....%

to,devloi sk s needed for a job occupation or profession. ]f a person
Studerits could be prepared to ask .questions relating to training required

,

,e

i
iv 1,

starts,a'car/ r,at,any entry level jibb to what othe'r jobs can that person be
promoted,, as,' hourly rate and/or salary for entry level jobs and bise hourly
'rate and/ok salaries that can be earned upon promotion later in his career.
tAmount of training required_and where does a student get the\necessary train-
ing Whil ip high school, community college, four year college, professional .

school ndOstrial training on the jolltec hnical schools and/or apprenticeship

I
('

'TWA of I.C.C: Campus and Facult
r

Any student who wantssto mlake a 30 minute' tour of Illinois Central/
liege Campus should go,to the lobby area of the Libraty-Administratipn

uiAding. The building is locatedton the permanent campus at I.C.C. Tours
will be available at 9:30, lo&Q, 11:30 a.m and. L:30 and 1::30 p.m.

- ,

.3"
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Evaluation Form (Students)

Each school will be supplied with the necessary copies of an evaluation
form for each student to complete., The completion of ..the eyaluation form may
be done while in the,Commuzity Service Building or whike.retukning by bus
to home base. A large brown mailingeenvelope is being furnished to mail
'evaluation forms, to Planning Committee.

.1

Evaluation Form (Resource. People)

To properly evaluate Career Information Day each resource person will
be given an opportunity todomplete a questionnaire.

Rest Rooms

Reatkooms are located to your right as you enter the lobby area of the
Gymnasium.

Snack Counter

I.C.C. Cafeteria peisonnel will sell cold sandwiches and pop in the
lobby of the Gymnasium 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. , Students,' teachers and

resource people. may purchase food in the I.C.C. Cafeteria located in Building
1; Main Campus, near book store area. Ask any I.C.C. student for directions
to. the Cafeteria.

Electrical Outlets

There are a limited number of outlets which may be used by resource
peoRle who wish to use visual aides without sound.

Information Pamphlets, Brochures, etc. f

Vot

Resource people may give to students' any kind of information pamphlets,

brochures, etc. they wish to distribute.

1

Hospitality Roam ,
,,

j)

. .

ROOM PE-02 in the Gymnasium is reserved fokuse by resource persons any .

teacheks in charge of a.group of students who are attending Career InfOrmayion

Day. No student will be.permifted to enter this room.Coffeee and donut
will be available during the morning hours and coffee in the afternoon.
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I
Communy Service Building Area

There are 29, 144 square feet pf space, which will be utilized for
Career Information Day. r

- .

a

News Releases and Public Relations
?

News releases and
F
ontact with the communications media are bang .

handled by Douglas E. Wells, Jr., Director School and Community Relations,
Peoria Public Schools, District 150.

tough
Planning Committee encourages you to talk about Career Information

Day Wough your school paper.

Iaentification Badges

Each school will be supplied with sufficient number of identification
badges, to which each student may add his name and the name of his school.

Military Services of the United States

All branches of the military-'services have been invited through John
J. Tourish, Jr:, First Sergeant of Marines, who has agreed to coordinate the
participation of all branches of the military to participate in Career
Information DAy.

Illinois Ventral College

Without the cooperation of I.C.C. Personnel,' Career Information Day would
not be possible: Recognition must be given to the splendid coopei/ation and
help the Council personnel and planning committee has received from mani, of
the administrators, faculty members, public safety, graphic arts, engineering
and industrial occupations to mention a few.

Resource People

ApproxiMately 200 resource people will be participating in Career Infor-
mation Day. The community.businesses, industries:agricultural, professional
and labor sector people have volunteered their time and energy. In so doing
they have indicated a deep commitment to the education Of our young people.
This is indeed praiseworthy and gives credence to the growing dialogue .

between the educational community and business/indus4T and labor.

(/ )
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Visual- Aids

Visual Aids maybe used by resource people so long'as there is no audio.
The area.in which the program will take place is the large gymnasium and,the

%.accoustics are not sufficient to permit audio to be used with visual aids.

Identification Badges for Resource People

- You are entitled to weak any typZ of identification badge.

Brochures] and Literature .
%

.6 6

You may/ iandAvut any type of materials yqu'fee l wi ll be beneficial to

the students.

High Schools Participating

Twenty-nine high schools will be-sending student' to.theCareer Informa-.

tion Day.

Number of Students-Expected on Career Informatign Day

Approximately 3,000 students will attend Career InfOrmatIbri,Day.
Each high school has been iesignated a specific teesfor their students to.

arrive at the Community Service Building. On an avergige each high school
will permittIleir.students to remain on I.C.C.,Campus a minimum of two hours.

4

.
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An nalySis of.the Communication
Process in Industry-Education-Labor
Cooperative Program*Developmenti

by Claude P..Duet*
e

)4 A , 4

Communication can be defihed as "an exchange of thoughts, or ideas through

some medium" (Morris., 1973). The development and maintenance of a system for
that exchange is obviously an essential eleme4t in the success of any industry-'

education-labor cooperative program. In order to design such a system so

that it will be'effective in facilitating communication, the members of the
cooperative program must consider several important factotst, some particular

to the nature of the Institutions involved and'others relatin6'more generally

to the process of co unication.

i
A basic description of anycommunication cane stated as'"who says ".

IIP

what to whom by what channel to what effect." As such the communication 4,

process includes four major prpceis elements; these elements.can be identified
as- ,resource, user system, message, avid medium (Havelock, 1969). In industry -

.education- labor 'cooperation the resource and user system are those institutions

participAting in thelprogram. .According to the directicin -Or the message,"'

each orgaliization may be acting in each, of these roles at,various.times, The

Ressage communicated by vile parties involved and its efliect,upon program
development is contingent upon.several consideratibris related to the substance

of the,message and the nature of the medium.
V

. .

As an initial consideration influencing the substance of the message,
each-party planning to enter into cooperative program development-must have
some accurate knowledge.of the goals and..structure of the other organizations
and/or institutions participating in the program. More specifically, many
of-thefactors,which prompt or hindew cooperation betwesen schobis and externa,
agencies ire related. to the variant goals and to the inherent differences in - .

the administrative'structUres of the organizations. .

.

.

A second concern whicll is also related to the substanqa- of the,ekssage .

is-the necessity of each party being knowledgeable about any Specialized.

vocabulary important to the operatidns of the other party. InIterms'Of

industry - education -labor cooperation this concern should lead to an examina-
tion and study of any professional vocabulary indigenous to each institution
which'would improve efforts of communication. . -

. .

.
, 1

. A

*Claude P. Duet is an assistant professor of education at The University
° of New Orleani, Lake Front, 'New Orleans, Louisiana.

f
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J A third element influencing the effea of )..message.on cooperative
program development is an,efficient and effective mediUM, the'presence of .

whichwill permit a distort on-free.trgnsmiesion betOTen participating .

parties. An analysis o2 ea h of these,factoia is crucial to an understanding
of the communication process in I-E-L cooperation. As a starting point

8t

to this understanding, `some review of the niajdr goals of each organization
would be in order. .

Organizational Goals pd Structure

Probably the best statement of the overall goal of an American educational
institution isbptimal individual development and attainment of social,
competence for all members pf the society.(Gbod, 1973). In order to.achiev0
such a goal the education institution in this. country has recognized the
,need for an attempted to develop a system made up of two basic components.

.

The first is a general component which is designed to equip an individual td
perform undefined fuhctioris, of positive value in society, in unpredictable
situations. The second component of education, often called training, is the
process of preparing an individual to perform defined functions in a predictable
situation (Johnson, 1967). Both components contribute to more specific objec-
tives such as those delineated by rational commissions and commonly accepted by

onal Policies Commission (1938) stated the
1 self-realization, (2) human development,

society. For example, The
intended outcomes of schools as.(

econ mkb,efficiency, and (4) ,Civic resporisibility. , .

-

In ustry, which is concerned with the commercial production and sale of
goods d services, obviously has'as major goals the actual production of
these oods and services and the making of a profit on their sale so that an
approp iate distribution of that profit can be made to those sources which
contri ted to the production process. Other than thia,obvious goal of tile
Indus rial sectgr of our society, industry recently hiEs turned its attentions
to social concerns and problems and the effects these have on'ita overall
goal Organized labor can be described as an-organization ofgwage earners
forM d for the goal of serving their class interes s with respect to wagses
and orking.conditions Morris,0,1973).

The most conspicuous instance of parallel interests of these institutions
'ma ifests itself in the economic efficiency objectivea.of American schopling
a the need of industry for trained personnel to most effectively assist In
e production and sale of gbods and.serviCes witb the minimum amount of 'job

ttaining possible, while labor must have access t students who are prepared. )

.for the development of professional skills. In his respect, students Mho
re economically efficient would be those who are vocationally competent and

can step into the world of work or an apprenticeship training program from'
. the school. The ease with wfilch that transition takes place MaY well be an

indicator of the extent to which the school is achieving one-of its major
Objectives. Thus this commonality of intention and need provides an obvious
focus for.communicating, thereby increasing the chances that an exchange of
ideas can be;_effeated by:the cooperating parties.

'aro'

. .
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As previously mentionedr industry has,sfiowp increaped interest in the
'impact social i§sues.arid problems have on its operations. Labor also must
be concerned with the effects such prQblems will 'have on its membership.

. The school's objectives of.cOic responsibility, .sqlf-,realization and human
development touch on these issues. These exempleS-8-f the objectives of
sliboling do not provide clear cut goals for cooperative endeavors as does the
ample of vocational development,,but they certainly are worthy of examina-

tion. Industry, and labor are parts.of th,@ public served by products of the
educational institution and therefore have a vested interest in the develop-
ment of that product. Each area of study (course) in'the sc1iool program
contributes to the students' groWth. The course content selected for .

'inclusion in.the school's curriculum must be seleted for its value in'
achieving the intended objectives. Thus industry and labor, much like govern- :
ment, the university, and others, have significant reason to participate in
the procesg of curriculum development,.not exclusively in vocational areas, '

but in other areas of study like mathematics, history, and English where the
student assimilates knowledge and develops cognitive skills which, he will
use daily at work as wel4l as in other/spheres of human activity: By influenc-
ing.the school's'efforts in areas other than those directly related to voca-
tional development, indUstry'and labor will,iri the, long run, influence social ,

pioblets and &mcerns that are direOtly relevant to the erivirorimeht.in which
they participate.,

In summary, there are commonalities between gals of education and those
of labor and industry, the primary instance of which is the concern for voca-

.

ti r th donadevelopment. _Other pmmon areas of concern exist but do not offer the
primary motivating force for cooperation which vocational concerns do. These.

other areas repratent an untapped potential for future communications regard:
ing cooperative efforts. tor example, selecting andstructuriig course con- .

tent have received minimal attention in the cooperative program development
process. Generally, research on high school cooperative programs ih the
state of LOUisiam; by Duet and Newfield (1975) and an examination of case
studies of'cooperative programs (Burt, 1970; Mendez, 19.74) substantiate the
fact that for the mast part curriculum development, except for vocational
courses, has }peen tie exclusive domain} of the educational and academic Rro-
fessdons with little direct involvement of the, puelic or private enterprise

411e sector.

In addition to examining organizational goals, an analysis-of the
communication process must consider the basic-structures of the organizations
engaged,in'cooperative program development. There are crucial differences
id the structure of an'industry or labor organization and that of the public
school. The school has been referred to as a "domesticated!: organization
one with a guaranteed existence and minimal competition for clients, thereby

'tpducing survival struggles almost to nil (Carlson, 1965). Oh the other hand,
industry and labor Organizations must continu.klly struggle for theii very .

- existence. Such Organizations are referred to as "wild" organizations and
the support of the clients upon which their very, survival is baspd depends
upon the quality of their products.' The quality of the school's prbduct is
of such an undetermined nature in terms of the.chool's performance that the
schOol is most often not concerned with the marketability of that product.

7
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The sChotlls,survival is not dependent in the Short rur( on its output;
hence,''the'schop1 is much slower than industry 'or.labor in Desponding to
changing needs of the environment external to ,the institb4on4(Hansen and
Oritz, 1975). While industry's very existence may depend upon the effective-

.

ness ofits management information 'system, such a system has only a token
existence in a school system. COMMunication, particu'arly from an external
source, is difficult. to achieve should the external agent have'expectaitions.
of encountering a management information system Which parallels 2-et" of ...

industry.'' Industry must respond quickly to changes which affect the productibn
or selling ofproducts or services.` Industry alsp has to be more concerned
with the whole concept of accountability and the relationship of input and
Output. Decisions glade by industrial concerns must be suppotedby,eyidencd
and internal commUnications are an a pectecl'factor.

Labor is another organriation which must provide, ell trained personnel:
to the industrial and services sectors .of society. Its organization however.
ig inherently different from those Of industry and education in that it is
primarily a democratic organization, most answerable to the membership as.a
whole. 'Therefore decision making tends to take more time -as full partiOipa-
tion is desired. In any instance of cooperativeeffoit if'any of the parties
does. not recognize the,expectations that result from the differing modes of
organizational structures, the.cOMMunicat!ipXocess is going.to bestrained.

A % ,
-L..

Another erement which must be considered in developing communications is
the existence sany specialized vocabulary necessary to effectively communi-
cate with members of the cooperating organazations. 'Education, much .Wke
other social sciences, hasa somewhat specialized vocabullry. Often seen by
'people external Ito education as a manufactured system designed to befuddle
these who ark ndtthembers, this vocabulary does ser,ve useful purposes .in the .

production and'cliaseminatio' of knowleorge--ahout the various disciplines withiA
the field of education, and in c a 'fying the Various roles of those who work
in the school sytems. The'vocabular of ucation defines the discipline
and structures he problems in-the field. T refore in any Cooperative en-
deavor if one party, wants to have a specializ d influence or effect it is
nec9sary to understand very specific language of the syStem to be affected.
For' example, if industry.or labor' has no definitive goals in'terms of intended '''
students' behaviors in mind, cooperation shouldsbe directed to supportive
assistance in the areas of instructional' supplies, financial support fox extra -
curricula activities, etc. However, should the motivations of industry or
labor in initiating or working,in a cooperative.arrangement'be related to
affecting particular learning outcomes, then curriculum development should be
the focUs of attention.-A specific instance t the desire of lab& 'to have
content4on labbr,,unio'ns, thg trade union movement and economic educakion incor-
porated irr'the social science curriculum of the schools (Mendez, 1975)% The
point 9f ,departure'for inclusiou of such content is the examination of the
present social science curriculum and appropriate revigiondn acooperatifie
endevor. Arias other than,curriculum and instruction which would be.amadable
to "specialized cooperation would intiude adminiaeration and management of
schools and.the guidance programs.

4,
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'The Communication Medium in Cooperative Programs

y . >.,

4 Thi_lagtcommunication process element, to be considered in developing
indtstry-education:71ahorcooperation is the medium, through which thoughts or

,;

ideas are exchanged.-,This medium is pexhaps the 'most crucial element in the

.i.
effecting of exchanges which will in fact lead to cooperation.' Educators;

'as'y extensive research has demonstrated, depend, primarily on interpersonal.
modes of communication. ,,t could be expected that reprethentatives of business,
industry and labor, who are members lof a practical profession, alpo depend

/ upon interpersonal modes of communication. For .these.;reasoris the most effec-'

'tive,medium for communication- in cooperative programidevelopment would.involve'
AIface-td-fade co*unication. i .( . .

%., ' .) - . 4

Thereare several alternatives in the selection of the'mddium for
cooperative programs. One choice mightbe an industry or labor person'who
has demonstrated an interest in ediZodand who is committed to the.improVe-..

ment of the.sc1.41 system through p erohip programs. Arldther mightsbe a . 1

school person who has a'Vocational,or some business-background and who is
also interested in partnership arranqementfor improving education. The mast
obvious weakness of both of these choices is' the fact that .institutional .

loyalities do noevanish ip a cooperative program'(Grupet*1971). therefore
the interest's` of the mediut could be continually under the suspicions of the
-institution of which the Medium is not amember, seriouSlyhampering his

'i eYfectiveness: , r

. . 0: . \,,,rn

A third alternative is the selection or development Of an external.
...

, m,editim to handle the communioatingThiS external mediumHcbuld be a person .

far removed from the actual institutions cooperatitig. For example, much of
-;-,'

tlje success in initiating the Distributive Education (DE) programs in'Louisiana
can be attributed to the actions'of State department of education offitals
who arf not members of the coopereting -school systems and whose loyalty"is .

to the prograid, ]hey sell: the program, and assist:the cooperating bodies in
estaW.Ishing local councils to oversee the program: Thus thig eternal agent

. .serves as an effective medium Yn stimulating cooperative program development.
Mendez. (1975) has encouraged and directed actions to appoint coordinators

.. L-. ,
at regional, state, and local levels to

.
o perfsrm, just this kind of service.

. . .
..

- - -,
- -

.

Another option. for medium is the council or committee made up og- repre-
'sentatives from the cooperating parties. Burt,(1967) hhs well documented
the usefulness and organization of such councils tor vocational cooperative
programs. The Action Foundation concept supported by the Chambers If
Cotmerce is another variatibir on this idea (Mehdez,,1974) -

A., : _.
- .

. . .

In addition to tfie previous)37-mentioned factors'affecting.cooperative .2

provam communication, the qctual'operltiOn of the medium could be structured
and analyzed using the unifying themes, which Havelock (1969). discovered in' the k
literature dealing with information disspmination. Specifically the -aclium's-

operat,i!ons,can be organized .-nd,evaluated'in terms of (1) linkage (actual
, int4raction), (2), structure .(degree of prganization, and coordinations,

(3) openness, (utilizes flexible Strategies); (4) capacity (capability to
! ".

,

r

-win
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marshall-and use diverse resources), (5) reward can convey fOdbaCk and
teinEoccement), (6) prOximity (nearness in time and place), and (7).. synergy

(number and' diversity, continuity and persistence, in 5,tansmission). '

,
c,

Atsimilating all of the knowledge we now wave on the roles and varied
, types of mediums; the ideal medium for cooperative programs would be one

which involves human interaction and is thoroughly knbwledgeable about the
goals and structures of industry, education, and labor. That medium should
have control over Vocabularies employed by,all three institutions and Should
have maximum opportunity'for interaction with them and demonstrated ability

f to'draw upon different modes ofitinteracting, If the medium is an individual,
his poSition should' be an assigAred'job with,a specific job description and.
supportive -staff, at,the,same time allowed to operate as a free agent not
under direct control of participating organizations. There must be some

, guarantee that the job will continue: He should.iave ,access to numerous
contacts in various.institutions,,inclUding resource:institutions lil the
university, government, and professional organizations. He must be in a
respected position in that he can give consistent meaningful rewards to the
participants and he Must be easily accessible tq the involved parties in
terms of time and space.

4 /

Further Recommendations

In the.proces6 of developing an I-E-L'coOperative pfrogram specific ,

attention should be given to the communication component_ In addition to all
of the previous considerations mentioned concerning the nature'and organiza-
tion of the system of communication., the' following recommdndations seem in
order.

(")

. . e .

1. Because of ,the considerations related to the possibility of-co-opting

,

participants and the advantages of having a third party mediator,
members of profeslonal associations should consider instructing
their leadership to assume an active role'in the cbmmunication process,
of cooperative program development.'0EStablishing a visible component
within these. associttions and staffing this component with personnel
knowledgeable about the goals, structure, and vocabulary of'industry;/-7-
education, and labor would provide valuable assistance to presently
,existing structures such as the councils and other mediums.

.2. There is, a real need for the development of"tdolb for the eicaminatiOn
of cooperative progfams. While obviously there are many instances
of cooperation, there is no framework for describing and comparing
these examples. A classification system of Cooperative programs is
needed, SII%ch asystem wodadnot only proyide information relative
to the extent of existing cooperation but-couldalso skrestlor
stimulate.Otfier levels of cooperation.

0
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A Program for Improving
the Quality of Working Life

by Nicholas Bizony*

It has been Occuring to me all day that this the, first time r have

peen in Ohaha in ten years; ten years ago when as here it was the first%
time I had ever been in Omaha, and that 'was an extremely, brief visit. It ,

was 1966 and it was about 3 a.m.; I was in thekback of a 4Dickup truck,'

asleep,ifacing thfough the streets. Yqu can well imagine that I am getting
a little more exposure to the place now than on that particular occasion.
We had started out, a friend and I, to come and work in Iowa doing some farming
for the-summer; We had to be in Iowa on a deadline date but we decided to
go by way of the Grand Canyon. We were traveling in a, piNcup truck and he'd

'drive and Id sleep in the bail( under a pile of sleeping bags and then I'd
drive for a while and he'd sleep. We got down in the bottom of the Grand
Canyon and somebody (I forget whether it was he or I, thatis the sort of 4
trip it was) said. "my God, man, we gotta be in Des Moines in a'aay and a
half and here we are in Flagstaff" so we came running'up out of the Grand
Canyon as fast as we could aid hopped into the pickup truck and I think we
made it 4-om Flagstaff'toiDgs Moines in 18 or 19 hours which may be a record.
We fortunately didn't get to check with the highway patrol on whether it was
or not. It was in the course of that rapid portion of the trip that I came
through Omaha at 3 a.m. under a pile of blankets. Coming/in last night on
United Airlines and cabbing to the Omaha.Hilton to spend my night in a rood
on the 11th floor and then`t lk with ?group of educators provides a little
different perspective than I had the last time I was here. Its kind Of
comforting to be in Omaha, sitting in the heartland, you get a realfeeling
of security being in the midd of 'all that food.

I have noticed that to talk to a group of people after dinnext and
particularly talking to a group that has been engaging in a hospitality hour
.1011r whatever the current euphemism is.for standing around and drinking for
a while,_talkinglto a group like that tends to be a totally different proposi-
tion from ,talking to the ,same.group at 9:30 in the morning. as we say in. the

field, "task orientation" tends to be considerably diminished. That's not

a bad thing,, by, the way; I think that all bf us spend too much time during

Nicholas Bizony is Associate Director of-The National Quality'of Work
Center, Washington, D.C.
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most (*our days in situations that Are so task-focused that we fail to take
in a lok of the things that are going on around us that we shouldn't miss.
So I'm not at all adverse to a grOup who sits here and doeSn't particularly
want to learn anything from what r have to:say, Coupled with,my inside
knowledge that there is nothing in what I'm going to sayqhat you have to
learn from, that makes a nice combination. What that all bpils down to-is
if you don't take notes you aren't going to miss any major bibliographic
references.

But given the assumption that none of us here are into putting out
or absorbing heavy content at,this point, what I would like to do is to
tell you a st25ty and see if maybe at the end of it we could just sneak in a
reference or two to educatignal and vocational tie -ins.

I want to tell you about hoW my organization got where it got and
where it came fromY And to do that i have to introduce someone to you who
isn't here tonight. He was, almost here and he wanted to be here and if he
had bpen here he would have told you the story that I'm 'going to tell you.
That fellow's name is Ted Mills and he is the man that I work with'and the
person who created the Center that I am now a part kf. He, unfortunately',
had an unavoi'able conflict and he asked me to tell you he was sorry about
that and also asked me tEfill in. I'don't know whether.any of you have
been exposed to the OisdIrm of Ted Mills. wherever and however it may have.
been delivered, but if yoU have, you know that it's no easy task to be a'

%
substitute,

The reason I mentioned Ted,4aiide from the fact that he wou d have been
here tonight, is that the story that T would like to share with
that involves'him pretty extensively. ' V 4(

ou is one

get into that I have to take ypu back to 197,0, to the outh of France,
whibh a not a bad place tq go right now; if you're going to g somewhere you
might as wel1* go to the south Of France. In the south of t'ra e, in 1970,
about 20 miles outside of Nice, we find Ted Mills, age 55, ma ried for some
years to a French woman, having retired from the communic.itio s industry. He
had decided that the south of France might be a quieter plac than New'York,
and that onecould do things like remodel'a farm house and maybe write a book
or grew some grapes. The kinds of things tliat werelvery tou h to do in
midtown Manhattan. In fact, virtually,nobody in midtown Ma hattan does thode
kinds of things.

.

' There is, Ted Mills in the midst of tilts quiet and of be' the south
of France and he gets a phone call,from Washington. he m n on t line-was
a friend of his whom he had known for some years,, a fellowTby,the me"of
Jack Grayson. Some of you malOipmember him by his more icial
C. J "gon Grayson, III'. ,Heia now the Dean -of the Business School' at

Sodthern Methodist Univeriilh'e'reason that GraysOn was calling Ted 4.n,
France was toesay that Grayson had just been made Chairman oi,the Price
Commission and he could definitely usesome help.

1E-2
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The Price Commission in the dark days of 1970 and 1971 was designed to
control' pricep,in that post- recession - newly - 'inflationary period that was

then believed to .be the wo .t thing that had ever happened to the economy.
Apparpntly Grayson, had 1;een led and asked "How would you like -Id be
Chairman of the Price Commission." and, Grayson being a man who had had'a
long standing, andeVery deep interes n the economy said he would take.it,
hoping he could do something with.it. V there hadn't been,a Price
Commistion since World War II, and you can well,appreciate that in Grayson's
mind (and, he was hoping, in the minds bf most of us),that this was not
World War II. I mean, frankly, conditions were not as direand'as economically
perilous as they had been in World War II, and the kinds of problems and the , ,

kindrOf remedies that might be appropriate were not at all those pf World
War II. But there was absolutely no history of an prganitItipnthat was
designed to control pricesounlessyou went back 30 years. And there was
virtually nobody left or' at least nobody that the go4rpment chose to listen
to left from the days of the Office of Price Administration in the 40's.
That-'s why the phone call came into France; Grayson 'was saying to Ted "why I
don't you leave your quiet seclusion there in France and come back for just
maybd three or four months,.no more than six months, on a consultant basis
and help me get this thing off the ground?" Well, Ted felt that was reasonable
as long as it was interim and temporary, and 'besides it would lie exciting
to be'in that kind of thing and maybe there was really a mandate to do some-
thinge, so he came back on a temporary basis in 1970 and he'has een here
ever since.

What happened when he got here was that he found a group of people who
-were told to put together what would function as a'lid on an economy that
originally was riot meant to'have a lid. What is the purpose oethe Price
Commission? We are supposed to have an economy here that'is self-regulating,
neat supply and demand curves intersecting, and all those things you remember
from business administration and economics. You don't have to have artificial
entities to control prices that the greatylnvisible hand is supposed to be
controlling for us. Enlightened self-interest is supposed to be the thing
that works. So whatsis this enlity,owhy, are we finding ourselves involved
in something that doesn't seem to fit with all the things we all learned about
-in .history'bookst

Grayson and others had for a long time thought that productivity was the
answer to a lot of our economic problems. In the economists' sense.; pro-

.

,ductivity'is units of.output over units of input; the units of output are the
automobiles or brooms Or services that yolirprodUce, and the units of,input
az-e the capital assets or the labor, the, human beings, that are involved in
the endeavor. Well productivity, measured that way, hall for about 10 years
been declining in the United States and -a lot of people, at least a lot of
people in the economic world, had, been quite concerned about this trend.
Lots of theories had begun to generateabout why It was happening.

Again, it was,a situation of pdbple being, faced with soMething,that: was
contrary to the American dream.. For generations We had been th ost pro-
ductive, the richest, the most powerful nation on earth and he we are looking
at a declining xate of productivity that went back at least years and put

113
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this country on a productivity index somewhere around 17th 18th in the list
of industrial nations. That is a shocking thing for a lot b Americans to
think about,particularly_the Americans that are involved with business and
who would be most sensitive to the.activities'of a Price Commission. OK;

if you buy the premise that if we could increase the ratio of units-of- .

output - per - units -'of -input we could get the goods and, services that we all

consume cheaper, then we've got a basic weapon against inflation. Now, if
you go with that, then you ask the next question:, what is standingin the

---.'"---, way of achieving increased productivity? Now this is where the programs
At Iwant to tell you about got started.

One of the things Mills and Grayson fastened on was the tone and tenor
of the labor-management relationship in the U.S. Labor and management dealt

1 with each other across the collective bargaining table. When you deal across
the collective bargaining table the thing you are interested in is'"how big

,a piece of the pie do I get?" The pie is only so'big; we all know when we
sit.down that we want the biggest piece we can get and that means that the
other party gets the smallest piece that we can conceivably wheel and deal
him into taking. There is cetainly every justification, historially and
sociologically and every other way, for the adversary labor-management *
relationship in the area of the dollar. The dollar has been the thing that
everybOdy clings to the tightest, and if you are a worker there is no way
other than organizing and'achieving a strength in numbers position that you
are going to wage an effective fight over the dollar. So please don't real
this as an indictment of the ccalective bargaining, systemin the areas that
the collective bargaining system ought to deal with. The pioblem was that
labor and management had gotten locked into this system and it was the only
way they eve talked to each other. No matter what the issue was. You could
be diScussinf the color of toilet paper in the men's rooT and it had to be
dealt with at'the,colaeotive bargaining table. It appeared there waA5kan

\ unremitting atmosphere of adversary, hostile, I-winlyou-lose kind of inter-
action.

* .

Now the premise that Grayson and Mills developed out of that was that if
you could somehow defuse that, de-escalate it, getjnto something that was
not quite win-lose but maybe something that worked in a different way, you
could then address yourself to all sorts of issues that centered around work,
Work in America or workXin the world, and how that work is done and in what
kinds of organizations that work is done. If you could, in a cooperative

t

way, address issues that centred on the way people work and what it is, they

.
are doing at work it was possible that some kinds of mutually beneficial
results would come about. That's a win-win situation as opposed to a win-lose,
situation.' I ask you to remember pot in 1970 when this was being discussed
in terms of the economy and in the context of what Could be done about
inflation, i was pretty revolutionary; INt that point the only people that
had talked a ut win-win as opposed-to win-lose were psychologists, group

1
therapists, peop e who had dealt with human beings, but virtually nobody who

,had dealt with insti.Euttions.
,

.
.....-

, .

If you are with me so far then you've heard an argumeht fir a cooperative
relationship. .Let me make it a little morespecific. The suggestion was
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to get labor and,management to do somethi g together. This poses a real
problem. You've got fundamentally/diff ent institutions. As Claude .

Duet said this morning, when you have, fundamentally different institutions.
you've got to find some goals' hat those institutions can share before they
are going to do anything together. There is-no reason for theruto do anything

' if they don't think that they've got some moti,eation, some incentive that
relates to'who they are and what they are.

Productivity had been the focus of the discussion up to this point.
It now began to shift. Productivity is a notoriously management word. ,With
very good reason, dating back at least to Frederick Taylor in the 1890's and
early 1900's and'probably dating all the Way back to the beginnings of the

. industrial revolution, productivity had been seen by labdr as management's
term for all sorts of things that meant nothing but bad news for the workers.
It'typioally meant speed-up; that means doing more work with no more pay.
It means layoff; doing the same amount of work or more work with fewer people.
It means automation which might in turm.mean both speed up .and layoff.
It appeared that there wasn't going to be any way to talk about productivity

]in a-positive, meaningful sense to,labor; if the goal was to get laborpand
management to do something together, there Chad to be another way of approaching
the problem.

At this point, it was discovered that there. had for some time been
scattered efforts in various activities that, have since become collectively

-
known as "the quality of work life." Improving quality of working life really
means making the work itself and the place in which the work is done work for
everybOdy in it, and whem I say everybody I inclyde both workers and manage-
ment. If you-can really fundamentally get at -tee quality of working life,
if you can really fundamentally make some changes that stem from the expertise
of the people in the work place, thp people,whd do the work then, so the
hypothesis ran, your would get two things: you would get both a more effec-
tive, organization on,the one han ,and you would get an improved quality of
working life on the other. An im rove quality of life at work for the people

?who work in the organization. And that's all the way up and down the line.
."' That's a win-win situation. The mission then, was to somehow implement

demonAtration, of the fact that this it indeed an effort from which both sides
benefit.

ap
r .

I meht4?ned th4t what we had started out with was productivity in the
economists s6nse; productivity in-the economists sense is units-of-output- ,

,produced-per-units-of-input. That is a vVry limited kind of thing. I think 4
you may begin to get some feeling that the focus on productivity in itself .

as the basic weapon against inflation had by now become only one aspect of a
program that was rapidly broadening in scope. With all this thinking that I
have laboriously xun down for you here as background, T Mills formed what
he called the Quality of Work Program inithe Price Commission. What the Pro-
gram as designed to, do was to find ways to get-labor and managemenetogether
in s cific workplaces., specific identified sites throughout the country,

. to _ocus on the work and the envir8nment in which the work takes place, and
to jointly, cooperatively, peke some badly needed changes.

11
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At this point a fellow from the University`of Michigan arrived on the

scene. There is an organization at the University of Michigan known as the
Institute for Social Research which 110 for 20 -odd years been involved, in one
way or another, in looking at behavior in organizations'and the behavior of
organizations, and how the two things contribute one to the other. That
gentleman said, "I am in total sympathy with what appears to be an effort to
create a new way of working, but I think that if you don't measure it, you're
going to be whistling in the dark because what you will do is create some
experiments in isolated places around the country that will be perhaps of
great benefit to the local participants, but nobody will ever remember
how it was ".eved and it will all fade into the dust in a couple of-years..
If, on the other hand, we measure it, if' we find some way. to take a reliable
and creditable and impartial measurement of what happens, then we have a godd
chance of letting people know wElt the resulti of working cooperatively as
opposed to adversarily can be."

Now, the Price Commissien was then still in existence, Jack Grayson
still had enough-power and influence there to devote some funding to experi-
mental projects and to the beginning of research, on ways to evaluate these

experiments.. Now we come to-abolit late 197:2 and we suddenly find Jack Grayson

spirited out of town in the dark of night. If you remember 197 lots of

gthings were going on in the dark of night, especially in Washington. :,What

'really happened, I think, was that Grayson was,in fact putting controls on
prices and that turned out to be not politically palatable and the result was
his rapid and little-publicized debarture'at'About the same time the'Price ,
Commission itself was pretty well emasculatedvit Z)ccurred to me that that' '
is probably a chauvenist term and I don't dare say that kind of thing in
this group so I'll say instead that the Price Commission was deescalated.
You remember now that these were the days, of Phase I, which was followed close
on its heels by Phase II,.and then_ there was the memorable Phase 11=1/2 and
I think that we even got to Phase 11-3/4; they Were cutting up phases into
segments that nobody ever knew existed before, Irvanyevent, as part of

that prods the Price Commission lost its mandate to do what it was set p

to do. So errer.e sits, thd Quality of Work Program with no place to go,
potentially no supporters, and no way to continue to exist as a government,'

. program. Ted did manage to find away to hopscotch it around for another
year-and-a-half; it went to the Cost of Living Council which was in some
sense the successor to the Price Commission and it went from the Cost of Living

Council'to the National Commission on Productivity.

During that period of hOpscotching from agency to agency to maintain an
-

umbrella to keep himself and the program alive, Mills managed to start and
fund a couple of demonStration projects, one of which was in a company
called HarmAn International which I will get back to momentarily because
that is one of the places where some things happened that tie directly into

-what your concerns are here.

It became apparent at about this time (early 1973) that this was not a
good time to(bea g6vernment program, particularly if you were walking in
and trying to tell b4inessmen and labor leaders that they ought to do some-
thing cooperatively which was totally unheard of in the world anyway. What you

t
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were talking about was so strange generally to the people that you were trying
to reach that the last thing they needed was to see someone come in with a
government sceatshirt on talking about labor-management cooperation. "You

must be talking about social ism, why the next step is nationalization of all
of industry." So it became very hard 4), communicate with people.

As a result Ted started looking around for ways to keep the Program alive
in the private sector and he found that there was in factFOrd Foundation
support and support by way of a grant from the Departmentof Commerce. We
now have the National Quality'of Work Center operating in the private sector.

-What we do is to go around covering as broad a range of workplaces as
we can, and Convince labor, if we can, and management, if we can, that they
Ought to do something cooperatively. The way to do tat is to form a ?ommittee
in a particular location in the organization in which people can do things
cooperatively and in which you've 45t roughly equal 4:presentationfrom
labor and management. The'mandate i\to take a look at the workplace and
what goes on there, who it's done by and why. I must point out here that

-°"1"Zw.have got to be very careful not to step on collective bargaining toes.
That's a whole story in itself and it's at least an evening's worth of talk
which I won;t get into heie except to say that you have got tostay aid,/
from the various collectite bargaining sensiobilitieS that.exist in pafticular
situations. Even aside from the issues within normal callective'batgaining
s ope, however, we have a whole host of thip0 that canbe'looked at in the
wo place and Perhaps productively addressed by -.listening to the people who
do e work-.

The Center operates onlyin unionized work places; the ieas4 for this
is'that a lot of what people sometimes mistake for the kind of actvity that
I am,describing to you has bepn done under names like job enrichment, job
enlargement', open systems, participative management, you name it, the'list'
goes e,R.ae.least as:41ong as your arm. But a lot, of those activities had been
undeitaken by managements in places where there were no unions and in places
where unions were attemptirgto get themselves certified as representatives
of the workforce, and undertaken specifically' for the purpose of keeping a
union out. Our assumption was, then; that if we invariably do what we do
in organized work places where the union is an equal partner it should be,
I think, fairly self- evident that we are not shills for management in any
way.

We are called by. rbts,of names. We are called third-party, we are called
facilitators, we are called interventionists, we are called consultants,
we are called any variety of things. The key point, I think, is die third 0

arty function. It appears that labor and management generally w41 riot get
gether and do these kinds of things on their own.. Spmebody has to come in

an It lOoks like in the labor/management Yituation, pretty genealiy,'it's
got to be somebody from outside either labor'or management.

A
4 4

'1 Imagine most of you have worked with committees or against committees '

or around committees and you know that you don't just put a bunch of people .

,
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together in a room and say, "all right, here's yoSr task, go to it." A group
does not function as a term without some kind of help, without some,procesd
that allows it toget to team function. partiCial ly groups in situations-
like the ones we are dealingliwi in which people e hitherto seen each other
as enemies. You cannot put a c ttee together comprised of people repre-
sentative of those kinds of groups and expecethemto,sit down arld tomorrow
be producing lovely decisions about how to change the world of work'. So,

having'convinced labor and management to createa joint,cOmmittee:4we provide
them with a person or persons who can facilitate grQup development, team
building.

You Probably kno4 as well as I do if not better that people who do these
kidds of things come out of all sorts of areas these days. They come put
of academia, they come out of management consulting firms, they come out of
the field of education, public'administratiOn, the OD ne&ork, they come from
all over the place. The only commonality that the people in our program have'
is, that in no case do they come in with solutions tcotHe.proble5s ofthe
particular workplace, be it a hospital or*Pa coal mine. They comein to help
the people in the specific organization to develop themselves as a resource to
decide what their problems are and what the.solutioris.are. It is a process
fuhction.

Now if we have done our job right at this gOint, there is a Quality of
Work committee composed roughly equally of labbr ancrinaplgement people in a
patticular workplace; a plant, an insurance bompany,a state agency, with the
mandate to look at pretty much whatever they wat.to lookat ansteanse what-

. ever they, as a group, believe ought to be changed in that workplaoefin,

",.order that they can do what they do better and happier and more completely.
The point is, it is the grOO that decides on its own changes:

There is sanction from the top because the way we.establish the program,
is to move in from the top of an organization and make sure that all of the
people who can potentially say "no" have said "yes." We then `create an'experi-
ment somewhere ih that structure. So now there" is banction at the -top 'and,

hopefully, movement at the level where the work itself is, done. ,
a ,

. .

While all ehis is going on the Unitersity of Michigan is measuring what's
happening. They are taking a look at several basic eas; I-s6-guessing
that given the occupational backgrounds of most of you, there is an, interest . .

in measurement research, so 1 will bviefly describe it 'for yoll. Milligan
looks at the economic effects of working' -in a cooperati've. manner. Aat's
the kind of thing that management tends. to look at anyway. Its profit and
loss statement, balance sheet, quantity of-output, sales, cost,of prOdUctiOn,.

, marketing figures, thqie kinds of things. Management generally tends to
get those kinds of measurements anyway, although you would bgt.amazed at how -
badly ey get them sometimes. Another major area 'looked at is attitudinal.

What's ha pning to the attitudes of.the people- in the enterprise, and again

Illi10

whenever t say people'I mean management; workers, staff, line7-evdrybody.
What happenb to the attitudes of the people abort that place where they work
and the. work they do. That's the kind of thing that
doesn't get and I think a lot-of you are probably concerned with raising

fi
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that sort of consdiousness in' managementand*obably in labor quarers.
Another major area is labor relations. .ppecitfically.what happens to the way
that management and.labor interact-with each.lother as a result of a'toopera7-

tive way of making change. And finally, we look at the technolbgy; the
technology doesn't just mean fancy machines,:it means whatever the technical
system is for produding the output:of the orga9ization and generally whether

- we are talking about an insurance company, or a coal mine, there is a tech-
'nolovy. 'Technology can be heavilypeople-biased, heavily machine-biased,.
anything -in between. f

.0 .
- . .

'
-) ., ,

.
tN.,,

The long-range objective of all this is over a 5-to-7 year cycle
.

(hopefully a cycle which will see many projects.in many kinds of workplaces)
creating and observing actual change in many places and desiring learning
about what happens in an organization or wkat different kinds of things
happen in different organizations at a resTlt of opergting in a patticipative
mode. The hypothesis is, as I have said (and now the experience begins to
back it) that you get two,things: improved quality of working life for every-
body ant increased otqanizational effectiveness. I say that consciously,
avoiding'the term productivity, a term that has too many connotations 'that

. .

cloud the'issue. - . 4

1
,e ,

In thp,18 months or so that wehave been in the private sector wp have
,.

established. pilot projects or demonstration rojects in a New Yuirk 0spital,
.

an agency in,a state government on the West oast, a coal mine, a major food
manufacturer, a wood and ipaper'companSr, andlithe Harman International Auto
-Parts plant that I mentioned, I want to get to that specifically for a

.- .
,..,

minute. -

,

This is an auto parts plant of about.1,000 people,in Tennessee in a twon
about

0
60 miles or so froM Memphis. A town calied Bolivar. Its named after

Simon Bolivar and why-its sitting there 60 miles from Memphis and why its
called BOlivarand why its named after Simon Bolivff. I have rib ideg, but
there iC is. The auto parts plant'is the major em Toyer in the town. It's\

a farming community in which, fok most of the people, this is the first
generation off the farm and in a lant situation. The industrial revolution
has juS't began'to hit there. Thaf prOjedt has been going for a two-and-a-
half years now and it has, interestingly enough; gone thtough the worst
recession thp auto industry hasseen in at least ten years if not twenty.
This plant ifs aiprimary supplier in the auto industry, and it somehow managed
to keep itself going. What they do here is make about 80% of Detroit's
annual requirements of externalmirror5; when I say Detroit, I mean all of
the auto manufacturers in this,count And this one plant of ,000 people

makes 80% of all the external autin rrors that are used in th s country'every

year. That really amazed me; I' wo d think that all the, external auto mirrors
that are used in thiscountry every fear were made in probably a hundred plants.
This one pkace.does that. With 14000 people. They created a jOirit manage'-

,meat/labor committeeof the king I hate been describing, composed of about 15,
people, including the district lei? of the United Auto Workersho ,represented
not only that plant but a number of others in the whole Pennesiee,,Mississippi
and Arkansas-region. .It,also included the local union presidat (the union
president at the plant itself), the plant'manager, the plant Superintendent,

I
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a design engineer and various other representatives from workers and manage-
ment throughout the plan About 15 people out of 1,000. That group
jointly worked with threNtacilitatoits (if I can use that term) who were aa.
ptcyhologist from Harvard and a young married Clouple who were both in the ____

process of getting their docto?gtes in psychology, also at Harvard. The
facilitators came in imposing no structure; =aid that the,Oneral pur-
pose was to build a joint aabor-management team -Whichhich Wouldanalyze and

S -) solve work-related problems as it wished to. The group de eloped four what t.

you might dall moral or ethical prinCip4s that would be fundamental through
t e process of doing whatever they did. There are a couple of fancy words

uck in---there.which leads me to believe that..perliaps the psychologists did_

have some,inputof theirown, but there are also veri, easily understood
definitiont of the principles that are-involved.

The.first is security, and that basically boiled down to apromise that
ad'one would lose aob as a result of the experiment. You aren't going to:
get people into an experimept having-to do with productivity,uniess you tell
them'they are not going to get'fir04. .Part of that .is an assurance by the
company that they are pot into this thing for purposes of'speed-Up or layoff. .

The second principle°is equity' that meant that tyre jobs in the organizational
structure must be fair and distributive. "Good task and "bad" tasks will-be ,,

parceled oUt. The third principle (and this is the word of whict4I am most
suspicious when thinking about pscyhologists), is (indiiduation.,. Butthe
people at the plant-don't talk in terms of J.Adividuation. They talk in terms
of the fact that changes made would recognize the existence of and th6
differences between a universe of unique individuals. That's very-impOrtant
and,. as a cornerstone, perhaps more so tha these other things. Its really,_

at bottom a recognition of the,fact that everybody is different. /40many
organizations,, in fact virtually all of them that I'm familiar with, fail
to take into account the simple and profound fact that everybody is differen
Not only is everybody different but every organization is different and unique;
it doesn't matter if you are talking about one LevetBro rs plant versus
andthet, those are unique institutions. That's very im ortaAt to keep in

.-4'1mind in considering this whole hint approach. The' final pripciple is

democracy. And that's one that everybody in America says, "Right, I know
whaUNocracy'means, that's what I have been brought ip with, that history )

4 AO 130415( itaf, I'm comfortable with that" ).qut what.was meant specifically in

this case was that decisions -about work and theirlace in which people did their
=,:-"woirk would involve, all those peoplegp some way!'" Nowtthere wasn't necessarily

particularrepresntative government, it was siMply,sated that everybody
'would be inv4#0 and made to feel a part of the decision-making process.
That's a TargAi,,,vague-area and it can takb *any forms, but its not something
that you can4EKsh Over lightly in putting these kinds of things togeiher.
It Will 'develop in,,its own Way and it will be different in every place: And
it is most like,y not going,to be the model that we are all so accustomed
to in our federa and state4ana:local governme.nts.

The new-join commit4e first got into_some easy issues; that's typically
what groups like this do. They will start with issues that are less likely
to be threatening, at least if they are being helped along by anybody with
experience in group dynamics.. They will be steered away from the issues
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on which everybody has his back to the wall'right away, anyway. If the first

thing you do is say I want more money and shorter hours, you're not likely -

to get heard real well. In this case, thy started, with things likecon-
.gestion at the eme clocks in the morping and evening; People were piling
up and there Weren'it enough time clocks. Yoticasilldn't get yourself punched-

in in time and then you gOt docked by management for being late because you
were standing in line waiting to stick your card in the time-sq4ock. They

.4. J

got into temperatdre; in some working areas it was too hot in-the.summer
and much too oold in the winter. They got into the local sheriff's proeb-
.dures. This was a little community in Tennese of 4,000 people, 1,000 of whom
work in the plant.` There seemed to be frequent occasions when th4-sheriff's
office had bt4siness with somebody or other in the plant, and what would
'typically happen would be _that the sheriff_Would march in with a couple of
burly'deptties, creating a scene, stomp over to the pleed of the person in.
question and escort him With his feet about six inches off the ground into -

some management office where they would then inter ogate him. That apparently

went on quite frequeitly.,and it was. one of the is, ues that the joint labor.:

10pagement committee decided to address itself to. What they were pretty

quickly and 'readily able to do was to get a'new _procedure whereby the dherifE
would come in and Say to the manager, ,"I want to talk to so and so"'and
somebody from manager's office would quietly g out and get whoever 'it
Wad. _

\
.

They began to see some early success. Generally, a group like tpis has

ito see some ocess before they really begin to make moves on their own.
-.%

They can't e confronted with frustration' and failure initially or they are

likely to fall apart. They've got to find themselves moving.and in fact
achieving something in some area. Well, they did see themselves ac44.eving -

sOme movement in the areas that I have tailed about. T4,y began to feel they

really had some power; they had some ability to influence what went on in that\
plaet.

. .

,.,....

.

.
.

Then they got into what would be.seen from a labor-managekment p ht of °

view as a much tougher area relating to how the jobs were laid out d the way

the jobs were performed. They.got talking about the supervision; the nature

- of superVision, the kinds' of people who were supeivisors, foremen, the content,

the interaction between foremen and line workers, the r9lationship. They got

into operations-in areas like the throughput of the product, how didsome-

,thing move from one line of operation to another; they got Into designing

changes in how those things happen. They got into layout and types of machines;
,there were lots of machines in this plant, in which operations Included every -,
thing from refining raw metal all the way through to producing the finished
product. They had smelting and die-casting operations, and buffing and
polishing and grinding and chroming and electroplating going on, a pretty

.complicated operatibn. They got into flexible working hours;_pretty -

revolutionary still from the standpoint of most managers. It means a worker

doesn't have to' be at the plant at 8 and leave at 5 if he doesn't 'want to, as

long as he does a day's work. He can come-at 9 and leave at 6, or 10 and 7,
or whatever, as long,as he does his job and is there for 8 hours; he can adjust
his working time somewhat to the other things happening 4n his life. That

was pretty significant for farmers who were still carrying an a farming activity

_even though they were working in an auto plant. ,

. -
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0- They got into removal of quality control functions; this was again a
very signi ant thing particularly, from a standpoint of management. They-

changed the function of what quality control inspectors were there to do. These
were peeple who.up to this point'had been there simply to scrutinize parts
going by and spot errors and take'the part back to wherever the error had
occurred and file a reprimand. Qualitycontrol function was pretty much
eliminated as such; there was still a qualitS,,control test to be done but the
task was 'now performed by-the worker? and not be a quality control inspector,
and there is a real,message in that. I have heard a lot of people. talking

about ways to make the worker fitthe task. Well, I suggest to you that t.he

fact that a task exists to be done, like quality:controlio doesn't mean that
there has todbe a job called quality control. You can trave.,other people who

do other things do quality-Control as well as the other thirigs they do. THe

. fact that4there A a task that is called sweeping up doesn't mean. that we, have
to have a sweeper-upper. It is possible for a manager to sweep Up his-own.

/ office, fob instance. Revolutionary, but there it is.,
-

At about.this point thelltecesfet hit the bottom, especially in the auto,
industry, and the plant-had to clopivfor about three Weeks. It was an

extremely i4erpiting phenomenon that the qualityOf work committee ker4
meeting on its dim time, and if any of you are. familiar with labor forces,'
you know that people just don't dothings oA their,own time.. I mean normally
you'do`not find assembly line workers doing anything on their own time.
If they're doing anything beyond working hours they're getting time-and-a-half
or dobbletime or triple time or something. This committee kept meeting on.
its own .time and it concerneritself essentially with Helping to communicate'
to thp laid-off people what was happening, what the dutlook was and the fact
that manAtment was making every effort to open as soft as they 'could. There
was a real coWduiti, here now for management and,employees to communicate with
each other and tilere was, I ink, ,much less alienation and hostility than
would have been'generated in s closed-down situation had it not been for
this committee., A community ha begun to develop.

The plant reopened and the in stry began.a slow recovery which you all
knot. about by nbw because now Detroi is predicting. the biggett year in the , .

last ten. A trend emerged in the plant: The 'standard quotas and the general'
productivity standard that h d been set and that had existed for a long time
back to the pre-project days was now b ing met in 6 hours and 5 hours or some-
times even 4 hours Out of 8. An individual or a crew that, prior tothis
point, had needed 8 hours to put out a standard, quantity that had been set
by the industrial engineers and pepple up in management who had the wisdom

e;

to set standards suddenly were getting their work done in 70%, 60%, 50% of
the time. °Well,a natural management_regction to tifat is, "we can double
procit.ction," or 'similarly; "we can cut-the workforce and continue to put
out the same number,of units." But you remember the company haiPpromised
there would be no speed-up' or layoff as a respttif the project. So the thing

, e
1st that came out of that was what the workers an the managers there called

"idle'time." And what they,did'was setup a system whereby when you as.an
individual or as a'crew had reached your quota the rest of the day was yoUrs,.
you could do whatever you wanted to. Ag'I said, half these people were farmers

1 2
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and what they wanted to do was go home and farm and that's what they did.
At least an equally large,bunch were beer drinkers and this was of considerable'
boom to the local saloon econ5y because they guys went off and spent a lot,
of time drinking }Seer on their earned idle time. A goodly number of them,
however, were people who decided they wanted to use their time for improve-

.

ment of some sort, some constructive activity. What they did was, and
this is now the joint labor-management group and lots of other employees
and managers who by this time were brought into the decision process,
they set up a school. The school exists on plant premises, on working time.,
and is taught largely by the6workers themselves. There were a number of
skills that the people said they-wanted to learn, different people wanting
to do different things, and there were a number of people in .the workforce,
as it burned out who had the skills to teacii'some of these things. 1,n situa-

tions where there was nobody around' who could teach something th4.r....sOmebody

wanted to learn they went out and got an outsider from somewhere. That
school is now going; it involves something like 60% 9f the workforce in the'
plant; they are studying things like welding, sewing, machining, cooking,
nursing;` first aid, secretarial and clerical skills, bookkeeping., accounting,
really'quite a gamilt of things that are being eagerly absorbed by this group,
that found its own way to get that educatibn. .

. It ig mportant to note that this is a re 1 productivity gain; you:ve got
the same output now being turned.out 70%, 60%,= s metimes 50% of time;

there is no way that that isn't going to be seen as a productivi gain even
by the most_dyed-in-the-wool traditional economists. In this particular situa-
tion the gain is all going' to the workers. The Irkers get. the time off,
yet they get paid for 8 hours, they get the same pay that they got for the 8
hours that they put in before the project. They've got the one, two, three,
and four hours off they didn't have before, they are going to school during
that paid time, and they are learning the skills that they. themselves decided
they want to learn, which they are teaching themselves. That is, I think,'
a classic example of winvwin.

I want to say'two brief things about what,this all says about education.
One is a very specific and obvious one, and the other not so obvious but
perhaps\more significant.

.The obvious education-related `result is the school and its popularity.
A participativemosystem in'a working situation Can and often.will produCe
"explicit education as en outcome.

to-

The less obvious point is that, even without the school, education is
what happened. 14eople learned how to dp their jobs bette Thy learned how
te'change the organizations° jobs co ld be ddne better. They-iearned that
they could change themselves and their interaction with each othertand with
the larger system. Most important, they learned that they could leain...

, /..._ All of these kinds,of learning, vocational learning' n a very basic
sense, a "work" education, I sUbTit that sort of learning will inevitably
be a major Outcome' of a real participatory

'
system.

,:
4. .........
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Futtire Think? Training and,D"pvelopriient . . .

j Where DO We t_Go from Here?
.by.Do4prkpatTick and Kevin O'Sullivan*

,

Keepers of. the Watchtower

a

At a time when respect for most .of ohr...191titutions is at an all-time

low . . . when politicians and clergy and law enforcement people are all
}having their troubles keeping our world glued together . . . who are.the
"Keepers of the Watchtower'? Who can we turn to for answers,affecting the
human condition . . . the negative side-effects of industrialization . . .

the reasons behind a fairly consistent history of man's inhumanity to man?

P

We're going to.suggest that perhaps at least some of'the keepers of
that watchtower are here-tin-this room today. In plain terms: Who is better
qualified to deal with the essential issues of human nature) humanIslynanlics
and the Productive development of human resources than we are?

Admittedly our track record as a prOfession has been uneven in most
areas affecting the substantial improvement of the human condition. But then
again, we're really very young at this business. The accumulating fund of
knowledge leading to a true 'science of Human Resource Development has only
recently been put to use.

ti .

H. G. Wells pointed out that "Human History becomes more and more a rade
between education and caiastrophy . . ." And as the world seems to spin
faster with each passing day, his statement has more relevance today than
ever. Here Oe are, the end product of thousands of years of civilizing and

. culturing . . . and yet a glan6(6 at a newspaper front page reminds us that
have some long miles to run in our race with catastrophy.

MoSt philosophic disctssions of the state of the nation and the world
always revert back to the simple concept that we are gregarious, social
creatures. We need each other. And we need to rely on education, training,,
and human resource development to keep our community of creatures,together
and viable.

*Highlight quotes from a multi-media preSentation by Don Kirkpatrick,-
President of The American Society farTrainingand Develop-nt.and Executive
Vice President Kevin O'Sullivan, as featured during The 31st Annual Natio
Conference in Las Vegas

.Nevada. Mr. O'Sullivan repeated-the presents ion
at the 1975 National Vocational Education'Personhel Development Semi
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The Rediscovered Emphasis

Maik Twain recognized that fact years ago,when he wrote: "Training
'is everything. The peach was once a bitter almond; and cauliflower is nothing
but-cabbage with a college education."

The Unparalleled groWth of our profession in recent years implies that
the word is getting around. ,Whether we're talking about companies or
countries, we can see the rediscoyered emphasis on such basic principles
as the,appreciation of human valdes . . . teamdbuilding . . . productivity .

positive redirection ft aggression . . . interpersonal sensitivity .

creative problem-solving. And constructive two-way communications between
.parent and child, superyisoz3 and worker, salesman and customer, anteven
occasionally, politicians and their constituency.

And let 's not forget landmark social movements like women's liberation- -

which at the moment has an increasing number of male chauvinist pig persons
in begrudging retreat . .

Respected spokespeople from many sectors are, joining the vanguard on
, of fense. Listen to this ringing endorsement by Di. Laurence Peter: "Men,

occupy the upper levels of any hierarChy. Why should we deprive women of
their rightful place in incompetence? We shouldn't disciminate against women
just because of the shape of. their skin . . ."

Dr. Peter, as you know, is the\author of' the Peter Princiahich
states that, "In anSr organization, a employee tends to rise to his or her
natural level of incompetence." The obvious challenge, then, for our pro-
fession,' is to analye the implication of- the peter Principle--and then
stave off its happening to us--and to the people we serve.

A Lingering Image

Years ago, the image of the so- called "Training Director" applied in large
meaSurd to unsung individuals who were occasionally seen Carrying flipcharts
from room to room--or who saw themselves as marking time in a temporary way-
station on-their track, to future assignments in personnel, marketing, or
administration. The image still lingers in places where trainersvhaye, not
yet understood--nor documented--that their efforts can have bottom-line
significance in supporting an organization's effiriveness and achievement.

Show us training and developmpnt professionels who are recognized for
competency and contribution--and we'll show you individuals who began with
belief in themselves and then made believerS of their management by proving
in quantitative ways that their programs were accountable, productive, And
cost-effective.
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The APC"Formula -

0
As we plan for the future,dt's well for all.of us to keep that simple

-APC formula-in mind: Accountability,. ProduC vity, Cost-Effectiveness.
Are our programs and systems accountable in thei achievement of practice

objectives? Have we helped individuals to become increasingly.procutivQ
efficient, and competent? And is bur operation cost-effective when the
level of output is matched aghinst the input 'of both financial and people
resources?'

If the answer. is "No," partiqulaaly in-a tight economy like ours,.we're
likely to see a continuation of the familiar axiom that "When budgets are
cut, tralpigIriTrthe first to gO . . ." But b.7her, we can prove accountOility,

productivity, and cost-effectiveneSs, we are in a greatly strengthened posi-
tion to assume rightful partnership as consultants and contxibutbrs to our .

organization's fht-u.s.e\progress and ,

Oncoming Generations . .

And looking
our profession .

will distinguish
ment vecialists

toward that future, what kind.of
. . five, twenty, or fifty years
oncoming generations of trainers
--and ensure their sucohss in the

Willing to Pay the PRICE

We belitve
that success . .

The "Price" for
of five words:

- dence . . , and

Pr\gmatism

indiiduals wilt be leading'
from now? What qualities
"and human resource deyeilop-

,

years tp come? -

that success can come to anyone willing to pay the pri.cOor
. and We have an acronym t9 help us, ilaustrate what we 'mean:

futureuccess in our,goofession is based ontle Market value
Pragmatism . . . . Imagine on . . . Confi-

Excellence. k

-
"Pragmatism" means simply that -we must truly by practical, 15robAem-

solving change agents when we engineer our various environments for learn -

ing . conscious of constraints, -systematic in approach/ and mindful

that every pr ram must be oriented to specific results. Some critics like

to label us as Ivory Tower Types.--"The Happiness People"--involved as we
Are with esotericconcerns-likejob enrichment, humanistic management, and
personal satisfaction in the workplace. After all, hold practical is all that

stuff?

)
k

As we know, it's very prattical . . . and is one reason that American
Business is finally beginning to realize that it has much learn from the

Japanese--the Swigs--the Swedes : . . who believe ir-Csuch c ncepts-,-and whose

productivity margins far surpass,our own in U.S. Industry. What'do we mean .

by "Pragmatism"?' Simply a combination of practical realism . . . and practal
idealism . . . in support of practices to improve human productivity and the

human condition. . A

0 ,
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Resilience

1

.. ,

"R" is for "Resilience" . .. optimism . . . the talent to bounce back
when a stone wall suddenly presents itself. All of us who have ever had a
good idea shot down know the value of this special internal resource.

It'§ been said that a-sale in most markets is only closedIYftJ an
average of five calls . . . and that 80% of 'the sales are closed 20$
of the salespeople. What do*those 20% have'that the 80% don't? A lot of
talents, -of course, but among the most important are persistence, good hUmor,

O

and "Resilience."

Imagination

"I" is for "Imagination" . . . the special quality which gied trainers
see?1 to, possess in unlimited. supply. The understanding that the mind rs.like
a kaleidoscope with billions of bright, unique bits of information and experi-
ence which can form new patterns, new mosaics, which in\turn inspire and
illustrateil'ew ideas.

It has been well documented thattcfLtive thinking can be taught>through
encouragement and reinforcement of a kind of counter-discipline approach to
prpbMri-solving. The practitioners point out that what we call classic
creativity if essentiailimpa dynamic blending of Knowledge and Imagination .

followed Subsequently'by valuation and Application.

It isn't always easy ,to free ur imagination to do its natural thing.
'The simple act of freely turning our mental kaleidoscope tends to be

increasingly conditioned and restrained .after about the age of three or favr,
As our friend Mark Twain onceobserved, "Isn't it too bad thatwe'have to
interrupt a child's education to send him to school . . ."

The capacity for imagination means the-willingness to'explore'new ideas,.
new approaches to old problems. The joy of letting our minds run free,
while Suspending disbelief and judgment. The fun of playing with concepts,
knowing that, the hard decisions can always be made later on. We just need to
remember that the important non-rule of the game is total dedication to the
serious business of fooling around . . ."

Confidence

Arid when you enter into the Work Phase of choosing among competing of
contradictory ideas, it's helpful, to carry "Confidence" with you. Confidence
that you can validate and quantify yoUr achievements--and build q1. successes
accomplished in the past.

Virtually every motivational specialist stresses that theme oVer'and over:
Concentrate on your streAgths--and capitalize on them. Ignoresybur weaknesses

° unless they excessively slow you down. Always.come back to 'recognize the
.

many things you do well. And Practice them as often as you can!
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rSelf-confidence tends to inspire confidence in others -whose confidence
Ir. in turn inspires confidence in you. It's a positive reinforcement cycle
which perpetuates and strengthens itself eternally. Sometimes.that kind

of se'f- generating confidence is called "Chutzpah" . . . and every iiirder

this world has ever known possessed it to some degree . .

Excellence

And finallythe letter "E" in the "Price" we'll need to pay for future
success- Standing for "ExCellence."' Granted, we may never achieve all we.
may, aspire to; but.the'important thing is to keep trying. In the final

analysis, excellence is a continuing Olbcess rather than a short-teim result.
Successful practitioners know that excellence is not a state of the art so
much as it is a state of the mind.,

John Gardner went right to the poiiit* when he said: "We must learn to ylr

honor excellence in every socially-accepted human activity--and to scorn ,4

shoddffiess, however exalted the activity. An excellent plumber is,infi tel

more admirable than an incompetent philosopher. The society which s ns

excellence in plumbing because plumbing is a humble activity -and tolerates, '

shoddiness in philosophy because it is an exalted activity--will haVe neithlr
good plumbing nor good philosophy. Neither'its pikes nor its theories will
hold water."

Enthusiasm .

\
.

. ...

Another word we might have matched with

'

the letter "E" is "Enthusiasm."
It's been said that "charisma" is enthusiasm focused and amplifidd. Projected

vibrations which draw people to you--so that thef can'warm themselves by the
inner fire which you are willing to share with them. "Enthusiasm" is a special

kind of gift. Some call it God's light in humankind. And yet, all too
,

often, particularly today, it seems in very short supply. Enthusiasm is some-
,

thing we're born with. And one of life's challenges--and the challenge of
thp future--is to retain that special energy within us as we make our way in
the world. The alternative may becthat we will soon grow old before out time.

A Temper of the Will

With his gift of eloquence, Douglas ly
is not ,a time of life;, it's a state of min
cheekf, red lips and.supple knees; it is a
the imagination, a v4gdr of the emotions.
springs of life.

cArthur said it this way: "Youth

It is not a matter of ripe
temper of *the will, a quality of
It is a freshness of the deep

4

"Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years. People grow old

by deserting their ideals. Years wrinkle the shlin; but to give up enthusiasm

wrinkles the soul.

1 2 d
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"Worry, doubt, self-dist5ust, fear and despair--these are the long years
that bow the heart and turn the greening spirit back to dust. We are as

young as our faith, as bld as our doubt; as young as our self-confidence, as
old as our fear; as young as our hope, as old "as our despair.

I

"In the central place of our heart, there is a wireless station. So long

as it receiveqmeassages of beauty, hope, cheer, grandeur, courage, and_
power from the earth', from people, and from the indefinite, so long are 0,!e
young.

"When the wires are down and all the central place of our heart is
covered with the snows of cynicism and the ice of pessimism, theh we are grown
old even at 20. And may God have mercy upon our soul!"

0

Credits

* * *

ti

"Introduction" and "Panelists" film segments courtesy of Henson Associates
(Attn." Al Gottesman), 227 E. 67th St., New York, New York 10021.

p

%a ,

"Edifice," "Fooling Around144 and "Parable" film segments from "Why Man
Creates," courtesy of.Pyramid Films (Attn." David Adams), Box.1048,
Santa, Monica, California 99406. .

J.

"History of Instructional Technology" adapted 'from an idea by Dr. William,

A.vDeterline.
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SIMULTANEOUS PROGRAM SUMMARIES.

4

On Wednesday evening, October 29, -1975, seven simultaneous programs
were ptreqented concerning selected research 'and development efforts in per-
sonnel development. Each seminar participant attended the one'session which
was of most interest to him/her. This section presents summaries of each
of the simultaneous program presentation.-

t
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Metric Education for Vocational' _

Technical and.AdatEdUcation
by Wayne E. Schroeder*

a

O

Transition to the metric system of measurement has been underway for a .

long t e in the United States. The pace has increased during recent years,,
not because of legislative changes but from the prOticalities of the marked
place. Current legislative developments will encourage the full changeover".---
..to metric within the foreseeable future. Among the many long-range require-
ments for this transition is'a need for workers to think and act metric. It

is believed that, restructured programs for present and prospective workers,
especially within the field of vocational, technical, and,:adult education,
can contribute significantly to improved worker competence and attitude
regarding metric measurement.

Recognizing this need and the potential for development, the U.S. Office
of Education sponsdred a three-year project at The Center for Vocational Edu-
cation. The overall intent of this project is to encourage curricultm
infusion relating to metric measurement within thewOcational education Class=
rooms and laboratories which in turn will lead to_ metric thinking and action.

Project tasks and resulting products are viewed asinterre4ated. A first

- effort centered upon the preparation o an annotated bibliography of 369

instructional and reference materials, o anized to.permit access by type of

material, occupational cluster, educatio 1 level, author, title, and producing

agency. Lists of suppliers, resource per ons, and'organizations are included.

A position paper dealing with the issues and problems of implemenjing
metric instruction in occupational and adult basiazducation(programs in the
United States resulted from a second project task. .Included: are sections on
meqri4ation issues, the metric system, vocationa17technical curriculum, /

4
ad4;t

;4.

basic education curriculum, and instructional strategies. This posi-

tiontion paper not onlp provides a valuable input to the development of other
products but serve's as a useful resource for profes4ionalpersonnplwho are
interested in metric education.

**Wayne E.Schoeder is Assistant Director, Information and Field
Services Division, The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
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The ihrgest single effort.within the project is the dev opment of

instructional packages, for 75 occupations. Activities rela e to selecting

occupations; developing objectives; dkriving general and specific content's;

devising teaching and learning sequences; assembling or develqping texts,
visuals, exercises, tests, and references; and producing"the packages.
Activities have been divided between project staff, teache'r consultants,

and production personnel. All instructional packages will be tested with

teachers and students, aid refined upon the basis of collected data.

Metric instructional packages are being developed for three addlt basic

education levels. Content and instructional strategies are based upon a
special advisory committee's recommendations, and program site visit observa-

tions. AR adult basic education specialist has been developing thefproductg
which also will be tested anti refined. .

I.

, Implementation of the instructional materials will pe aid 2d by the

conduct of in-service education workshops and the preparation tf'an implementa-

tion guide. A performance-based in-service education workshop program

be planned and conducted for vocational, technical an'adult basic education 21
program personnel in each of the ten DHEW regions. Approximately, 750 persons

are expected to exhibit competency with the metric,system and the instructional

Materials as a result of the ten.workshdps. A guide is to be developed which

will,,help state supervisory /personnel, university teacher educators,,local
administrators, and instruional personnel implemdnt instruction in metrics

in local programs. Content for the-guide 174ill be. based upon field trials

with the instructional materials and tested in the in- service education pro-

grm.
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National Occupational Coinpetericy Testing
by.Harold,D. Garbett*

a

His for and" Purpose'
o

In vocational education, we,do'not have the money or the time to follow

traditional education patterns. We have been forced to find. some new and

better ways of doing things. The development of effective educatiOnal systems

.is the challenge of every vocational educators I would like to discuss with
.-

you a new and refreshing approach designed sucifically to upgrade vocational

teaching and ultimately the skills and kn8w1q-dge of the vocational student.
We have had some very positive experiences in working with a national com-
petency testing program and are finding benefits which raise some interesting

questiops. I wonder why this concept of national testing was not adopted.

many years ago--it srms so practical,and realistic now.

This competency testing program is effective Ar vocationally oriented-
persons and includes both a written'and a performance' examination. I would

like to talk to you for a few minutes about our involvement.in this testing`

program and some-of he benefits we ee in rthe'future. National OcCupationa.

Competency Testing is now established and, is gainin4 recognition natiOnwin,

as a common bond and a cooperative venture of vocational educators. The

National Occupational Compeitency Testing Instituie.(NOCTI), located'at,35
Colvin Avenue, Albany,ANew'York, grew out of a three-year Research and
Development Project supported by the U.S. Office of EducatiOn. The National

Occupational Competency Examinations were developed by skilled tradesmen, '
technicians, vocational educators, and test development specialists from many
areas of the nation. The examinations'are designed to measure the knowledge

and skill levels of vocational teachers and potential teachers wczking in
business 'and industry. 0

An early issue of NOCTliNews contained an article entitled, "An Overview
of the Original National,Occupational Competency Testing ,Project," written by
Dr. C. Thomas Olivo, Regional.Representative for pocTI and a'professor in
the Division of Vocational Education at TemiOlecUniversity in_Zhiladelphia.
Dr. Olivo explains:

*HArold D. Garbett is Assistant Director,' School ofVOcational Education,

Idaho State University,,Pocatello, Idaho.
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Rutgenk University served as the control center of the Nation41
Otcupational Competency Testing Project under the direction of Dr.

.)Carl Schaefer. Dr. C. ThoMas Olivo, the Project Director, i>rovided,

administrative leadership in plannNg:the major activities, pro-
cesses, and products; establishing guidelines;'and structuring a
permanent organization. Dr. Adolf Panitz, the Associate Director,
'provided professional services in -implementing the plant, de-
signing the products, communicating results, and conducting
analyses.

0

The remaining Principal Investigators (Dr. Carl Schaefer, Mr.
Richard Nelson and Dr. Melvin Barlqw) and the Planning Committee .

of outstanding knowledgeable vocational educators served in over-
all planning related to coordination, Management, promotion,
establishment of advisory councils, and recommending Beffaten, the
U.S. Office of Education Project Officer.-

Written and performande tests were developed in twenty-four,major
ii0ustrial occupations. Twenty-four interim Pilot Area Test
Centers were established in strategic locations throughout the
United States with each Center field testing at least ten of
the twenty-four tests.

Each of the tests was deve]1pped under the'diiection of, a Pilot
Area Test Coordinator who had demonstrated a capability to bring
competent occupational specialists together and to get maximum
Interaction and output. The efforts of these coordinators were
suppleMented by the ProPct Director and Associate Director through
group and individual conferences.

Outstanding resource people fr industry (management, raftsmen,
and labor organizations), i ustrial teacher trainers, military

.
test personnel, and othe contributed to their knowledge and

. experience to test opmept and administration. The Pilot
Area Testing ers werp located to provide easy access for the
occupational competency testing of candidates from other states.

-Further explanation,,9f the research and development that brought about

NOCTI and its birth is giien by Dr. Milton E, Larson, Professor of Vocational
'Education at Colorado State' University and'RegionalRepresentative for NOCTI.
He stated:

PHASE I of the project established the6feasibility of forming a

Consortium of States for Occupational Competency Testing. It also
established,thepracticality of making.multiple-level occupa al

competency analysis on a national level. During this pha , a com-

prehensive literature 'survey and on-site study of efforts by public
and private industries, military and other organizations was made.
A "Handbook" and other guides ,for test development and administra-

a

tion were developed. Two tests were developed an field tested
in four regions of the United States.
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PHASE IT of the project concentrated on the ievelopment an4 field r

testing of ten additional competency tests. Tegt dever6pers and '

examiners were. selected.

PHASE III included the development and field testing of twelve

additiowal competency tests. Additional test adminisErators 4nd

examiners were added to those previously selec*d. Test data.

was statistically analyzed. Steps were taken to perpetuate
functions and services performed by establishing The National
Occupational Competency Testing Institute. ,tea

The National Occt-fational Competency Testing Institute was
conceived as a means of improving the quality of vocational
education through improving theAualificationslof those who
beach and those who work in Trade and Industrial and4Technical
fields. . ....
Each of the NOCT10examinatio as two sections: a written test that

covers the,kinds of knowledge gained on thp job,tec11.00a1 and, Actual knowl-

edge, understanding of principles and problem-solving abilities, and a per-
.

formhnce test that enables the candidate to demonstrate the skills that a
competent craftsman or technician ises in hiS daily work. I believe there

has been' increasing interest in NOCTI tests by all facets of industry and

education.
M . t

In the January 1975 isspe of School,Shop, in ank article entitled, "NOCTI
Seen as Major Breakthrough," Dr. Carl J-N_Schaefer, Professox of Education at

Rutgers University and Regional Representative for NOCTI stated:
,-

/

It is obvio to a number of us in the field . . th4 theational
Occupations Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI) represents a major

breakthrough that has-been long overdue . . . during Ois time of
"comfetency based ax performance based" teactier,education,lfhe bOCTI

effort represents a major,step, only now,being realized. Unfor-

tunately, competency based teacher education has concerned itself
.only with pedagogy and not s ject matter expertise. The NOCTI

effort in essence says one can t teach what (is) not known.
Thus, it represents a major cont ibution to the refinement of the

4

"state of the art."

.

Th% Idaho Test enter at Idaho State University
c''

. ils 4
.' Idaho State University has been named thOldaho Occupational Competency

Test Center and is responsible for occupational testing, in cooperation with
the National Occupation'al Competency Testing Institute., We haire a Consortium

in Idaho which acts as an advisory group toovr test center. Thit,gt6up is

composed of vocational teachers and administrators at high School, post=

secondary, and state levels. We now-recognize.6e'need for adding:per- '

,

sonnel from business and industry:'.
. 1

''...
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The NOCTI program is an d)?tfemely important development and will con inue
to .4f,,Iand in its significance to vocational - technical education, teacher

edu %=rs, and the bdiinesSes and industries served by vocational education.
Idaho State Univtrsity participated in the first national testing program in
April 3974, and has been involved with NOCTI testing. sinct that time. At the
-present, NOCTI examinations are administered nationally twice a year, in the
spring and, in the falls, Hopefully in the future, we will be able to expand

and `test as often as there is a need.
o

it?

The Idaho Consortium recognizes three major purposes for the 'NOCTI

examination: (I) Credit -- Assessment of acquired competencies and the granting
of appropriate university credit- toward a baccalaureate degree program foi
vocational educators. Through successful completion of the NOCTI examination,
Idahb State University will award up to 50 semester credit hours toward a 120
credit hours teacher education degree program; (2) Certifidation--TO help
participants qualify and meet State of Idaho Certification Standards for
Vocational EducAtors; (34 Diagnostic--Candidates"t4king the NOCTI examination,
help vocational edication serv;industry by determining the present skill
level-of the craftsmen and ,technicians in these fields. This diagnpstic factor
also provides a basis for'determining Specific needs in in-service workshops
and institutes for individuals already teaching. Those.who successfully-com-
plete the examination receive a certificate of competency from Idaho State
University.

We have seen a great /deal d'enthusiasm for this programkwhich has' helped
rally tremendous support from the Idaho State, Department of Vocational
Education, Idaho Vocational Educators, and Idaho State University. I would -

suggest that 1ther stateswlooking for.ways to solve their problems in improv-
ing vocationak education pr4grams throilg impsroved instruction could benefi0

greatly by looking-at this plan.
1. .

I would. like to.quOte.Dr. Milton Larson Once again fr."'' ar cle entitled

"Let's Put Our Shoulders to the Wheel--Nbw!" taken from an issue o, NOCTI .

News. Dr. Larson stated:

The most valuable' movement of the decade for Trade and Industrial
and Tethnical Education may be oocupatibnal competency testing.
After all, the Competency of-teacher4 is the first step in building
a quality piogram of education. The improved method of determining
teacher competency, in the specialty is the use of the NATIONAL OCCU-

PATIONAL COMPETENCY TESTS.

1
Some states areusing the results of the tests as one factor in
deciding the qualificgtions of candidates for the Vocational

" teaching certificate; others,are considering this approach.

A large number otcolleges and 4yersitieg-are recognizing
.

the function of the competency test as a method of establishing
proof of acquired skills and knowigdges as a basis for credit
leading tp thenoaCcalaureatedegree:
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While these functions are the primary concerns of NOCTI, time may
result in the identification of other appropriate and related
uses

The merits of the occupational competency tests Suggests their
,woPth for improvementof Trade and IridilStrial and Technical
education, and for progress towards the baccalaureate degee.
Now the challenge ik to expand the uses. More individuals
and more states need to participate in the NOCTI movement.
Now is thetime to lend your support: help buildsastrong
consortium of 'states, take the time to promote NOCTI in your
state and tell the story of the NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCY
VESTING INSTITUTE and fts program.

May I share with you for a few minutes some highlights of a recent survey
I conducted on a national basis concerning National Occupational Competency
Testing?

Vs.

Survey Report

In working with the testing prograv and exchanging ideas With other
vocational educators concerning competeAcy testing, I became interested 4'
the direction being taken with NOCTI by other colleges and universities. Last
spring I conducted a survey asking for additional information concerning the
use of NOCTI examinations on a state by state basis, and I was gratified by
a 97% response from the then 32 Area Test Coordinators across the nation.
The latest information available indicates that there are now 34 Area Test
Coordinators representing 35 states.

In our survey, just prior to the 1975 spring test, we tabulated a total
miw of 991 tests that had been administered/ to personstAlq24 occupational fields

since the 1974 spring testing. Since the prog4gm is riew, I believe this
-

number to be exceptionally goad. Although all of thd 24 test areas had.
been utilized in testing, it was evident that some fields were\more popular
than others. I suspect there is aclose correlation between the number of
vocational programs compared to the popularity of the tests.

The._examipation fee for participants ranged from a minimum)of $80 to a
maximum of $150 with $100 being, by far the most common cost to the individual.
The system developed in each state for the payment of these candidate fees
varied greatly and many were subject.to change as the state--' programs grow.

Howeve ;, at this point, 'a little over half of the 'rea Test Coordinators
reported that their states placed responsibility for paymeht of the candidate
fees solely upon the candidate, 4 states required the candidate to pay the
fee or partially pay the fee. ',Under some circumstances, various other sources
or plans were Available to assist or replace the candidate's resporisibility;
and 8 states have a plan whereby,the candidate's fee is paid entirely by
other sources. It is my feeling at this time that each test center should
budget to take care of most costs involved in administering the tests and
that the test participant's contribution be limited/to a minimum fee. 'How-
ever, some of the factors'that need to be considered when es,tiliolisiling fees
!are:

143,
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1. What is the motivating factor'fOr the individual in taking the test?
A

2. Ig he attempting to convince certification boards that he should be
4

certified?

3. Was he asked by his administrator to take the test in orderto
assist the state in, establishing norms for the state within a
particular occupational field, and/or for diagnostic purposes?

4. .Does the candidate wish to earn college credit leading toward a

degree based on his/her occupational experience and expertise?

5. Or-for other reasons we-may have time to dr§cuss here this
evening.

.My next question'was in regard to whether or not academic credit leading
toward a degree in vocational teacher education was awarded to those persons
who successfuly completed the NOCTI examination, and if so, what would be
the cost per credit hour to the applicant? Twenty-eight of the 30 responding
Area Test Coordinators replied "yes," academic credit leading toward a
degree in vocational teacher education was awarded to those persons who
successfully completed.the NOCTI examination. The cost per credit hour to
the applicant rdnged from no charge to a $20 per credit hour charge. The

number of credit hours awarded ranged from 9.to 64. There was a variance
\\among universities, of course, as to whether the credits were semester

hours or quarter hours and the type of degree to be completed. For instance,

Milton Larson reported a maximum of 64 quarter hours awarded at Colorado
State University with no charge to the candid4te. Idaho State University
awards a maximume...of 50 semester hours with a chargeof $2 per credit hour.
Leroy Mohn, Area Test Coordinator in Pennsylvania, reported that at the 90
credit Idin'T'of a 128 credit B. S. program, the 'student is.permitt.pd to

t

purchase 24 cr--, is (by examination), at $10 per credit hour. And Thomas
Arcy, Area. st Coordinator-in Iowa reported that Iowa State University
awards to 45 quarter hours credit toward a degree programrafter the
ca ate has acoumulated 15 hours on cepus and completed, written, per-

rmarke and oral exams.' The total cost is $15 to the candidate. It is

appawt that there are no two programs operating in exactly the..same
manner, but I must emphasize one important point. The states in many cases
are allowing people to use their-invaluable work experience and through the
testing program, help them obtain a vocational-technical teacher education
degree--a very positive trend inmy estimation.

The majority (21 of 30 responses) of the Area Test coordinators reported
that the NOCTI eXaminationwas not tied to their state certification stand-_
ards in any way, However, approximately half of the coordinators added that
steps were beinTtaken in this direction, or that Plans were now under dis.-
cussion or pending aPproval,'and that the NOCTI examination would probably
be a requirement in the future for state certification. The remaining nine
Area Test Coordinators explained that the NOCTI examination was tied to
state certification standards in one or two of these ways:

1 3
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1. Some allowed the NOCTI test to serve in lieu of up to four years '

work experience, or in place of trade experience that was suspect
or lacking.

2. Some states require a passing grade on an occupationalcompetency
test for licensure of certification in the particular occupation in
which the candidate holda*appropriate experience.

3. One coordinatorIttated that they simply allow the NOCTr test to serve
as proof of a candidate's proficiency 'in his trade or craft.

4. One coordinator stated that entrance into the state funded teacher
training program was dependent updn successful completion (70% level)
of the competency examination.

Over halfolf.the Area Test Coordinators reported that no minimal test
scores for each of the NOCTI exams had beenestablished in their.stateso
The remaining revealed a large degree of difference at this point. For
instance, one coordinator mentioned that cutoff scores were determined locally
at each test center with different minimums:for earl occupational field,
depending upon establishment of national norms. 'Another coordinator said
that each personmust pass at,..least 50% of the written and performance testa
requirements before credit is grantee, While sti4 another coordinator placed
itat 70% in both_the written and pe formance tests.. In Idaho,'miniMum
passing scores are 90i of the nation mean in alk test areas, However,
minimum test scores will be reviewed a er each spi%ing and fall testing and
are subject to change_by the Idaho Cons tium fot Competency Testing.

. ,

In general, the comments We received in icate favorable experience with

;
"ripest use of the NOCTIexaminations and a ood attitude toward its c 1.1-
tinued use'in the future.

In closing, may I suggest to you that if you have not already investigated
the occupational competency program in your state that you do so soon. I

believe,you will find it not only a rewarding expdrience, but that you will
have taken a step forward in a never-ending journey to'the perfection of
higher quality vocational programs. In education, could anything bring more,
satisfaction to an educator?

Copies of the NOCTI Survey Report are available here today along with
11daho's twofold NOCTI Brochure. Please feel free to take a copy of each.
Additional copies are available through my dffice.
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Cooperative Adult Education Study

by Allen B. Moore* and James C. Granger**

President Gerald Ford in an August 1974 Commencement Address proclaimed
a new emphasis for industryfeducation Cooperation 'across the United States4

,
I propose a great new partnership of labor and educators . . .

Accordingly, I have asked the Secretaries of Commerce, Labor
and HEW to report to me new ways to bring the world of work
and the institution of education closer together.

With any new thrust, it is important to look at what is currently happen-
ing and to study those efforts which may offer models for future development

and refinement. Na ntw emphasis can begin in a vacoum, without knowing
what has happened and what is currently happening.

V
. The overall goal for this Center for Vocatioal Education project

sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education was to identify, study and
disseminate information about Cooperative Adult Education programs which are

cur entiy in existence in order that the programs themselves may act as
mod is and their experience may improve future collaborative efforts.

r
The field of industry/Tiducation cooperation for adult education is

barge and it has, in many stttes, a long history. There are management

development programs, college/industry personnel exchange, and tuition
reimbursement plans available in almost all industries and businesses. Inter-

action is ongoing everyday and covers many levels of cooperation--from feet,
reimbursement plans to teacher/worker exchange.' It would be nearly impossible
to cover the whole range of adult education in cooperation with business and

industry in one study.

0

*Allen B
Education, The

**James C.

Education, The

. Moore is a research specialigt at The 'Center for Vqcatiofial

Ohio'State University, Columbus, Ohio.

. .

Granger 26 a program assistant at The Center for Vocational

Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio.
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The project focused its attention on one area of industry/education coop-
eration for adult learning. Not that any of the other types of.programs are
les important but in order that a more complete study may be undertaken, and
to provide the specific Information'requested by the U.S. Office of Education,
the project was limited to one area of cooperative_ education efforts.
This area is industry/education cooperation for adults with less than a high

school education. Specifically, those programs which were somewhatnon-
tradition'al,in that then showed "true" cooperation and that they were com-
pletely locally administered. However, since many of the project results are
related to the process ofcooperation, the findings may be widely transferable
to other] joint efforts.

The project may be thought of in two phases, identification and
study. The identification p1ase consisted of contacting some 15,000 persons,
inquiring as to whether they knew of programs which met the parameters listed
above. Contacts were made w th, all public community and junior college of
the American Association of ommunity and Junior Colleges, all public school
districts with over 3'500 students, all members of the National Council of.
Local Administrators in Vocational Education, all state and regional
directors of vocational.educatitn and adult education, state industry-
education-labor Coordinators, as well as a host of otheT suggested and
identified persons. Some 238 persons were identified as potential directors
of cooperative adult education programsthrough this process.

f
With all of these contacts, mailings,,and follQw-ups, it is still clear

that not all programs in the United States have been identified. The goal
of the project was not to identify all the cooperative programs in America,
but to study a sufficient number to provide information for decision making
and fostering other such efforts.

'

The study plPase of the project began with the development of criteria
by.which the identified programs could be examined. A panel was selected
with representatives from industry, adult, educators, state department of

adult education directors, labor organizations and local program directors
participating. This panel was selected tor .their representative views and
expertise in cooperative adult education. The panel followed something of
a needs assessment process in developing the criteria in, that the main
question asked was, "What ought '(in the ideal sense) to be a part of a good

cooperative adult education program?"

The criteria identify twelve wide areas of concern and under each of
these a varying number of more specific statements clarified the general
topic. Thethe specific statements formed the basis for the development of
the questionnaire, telephOneintervIew and site visit data gathering
instruments used tostudy the identified programs. The twelve areas of

concern or criteria developed by the panel were: (1) Needs Assessment;

(2) Objectives; (3) alpffing; (4) Procedures and Materials; (5) Pre-Planning;,

(6) Funding; (71 AdmiAlstration; (8) Job .Placement; (.9) Communication;

(10) Evaluation; (11) Accepting and Screening Participants; and (12) Counsel-
ing.
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A mail questionnaire was sent to the 238 program directors which were
specified from the identification phase. Seventy-one of the program direCtors
responded that they were currently carrying on programs which met the para-
meters. Many directors reported more than one program. Thus, a total of
108 programs were identified and reported in the product named A Partial
Listing of Cooperative Adult Education Programs.

From this group I 108 programs, 29 programs at as many,different sites
were selected for telephone interviews. The project staff contacted the 29
program directors and gathered information about criteria specified by the
panel. The information gained from these 29telephone interviews was then
formed into the abstracts which, became the prOduct known as Abstracts of
Selected:Cooperative Adult Education Programs. The directors of the program
reviewed and commented on these abstracts prior to their publication.

Reports on the on-site visits made by the staff.and project panel were
prepared with the title of Case Studies of Selected Cooperative Adult
Education Programs. These reports contain the information gathered on -site
which is related to the twelve (12). areas of concern. The directors of the
programs visited, reviewed and commented on the case studies prior to
publication.

A publication of guidelines which are related to the twelve criteria
is found as Guidelines for the Development and Study'of Cooperative Adult
Education Programs. This product is designed to be a practitioner's handbook ,0
to be used by local program directors and state staff. While not professing
to be the final word in .coloperative adult education programming, this'publi-
c4ion does provide. some practical suggestions for the development and evalua-
tion Of cooperative efforts.

The last publication product resulting from the project is a paper
,entitled Discussion of Industry/Education Cooperation for Adult Learning. .

As the project prodeeded it became apparent that there were iome-important
issues related to cooperative adult education which needed further clarifica-
tibn. This publication reviews 14 issues such as developing interagency

. -

contacts, who ben,efits who.pays, and industry's view of cooperative pro-.%
grams. These topics are.dfscussed iri order to aid futudevelopment of
cooperative industry/education effor

Ir

s.

Conclusions

Through this project it is evident that cooperative, adult education is
an important component of many educational agencies across these United

States. There are a great number of types of cooperative arrangements. Some

programs identified had industries working with public schools, vocational
and technical institutes, community colleges and state departments. Industries
are providing direct funding, materials, release time and facilities for these
programs. Generally these programs are meeting their goals and those involved

with the results.

I
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Some specific areas which are uncovered relating to cooperative pro-
..grams may now be noted:

1. Many of these programs are begun because educationai agencies are.
facing declining enrollments and they are looking for new popula-
tions to'serve. Industry.is looking for inexpensiv? training methods
and is willing to implement basic ectilcatiOn programs in hopes that
it can upgrade employees' skills, improve morale and, perhaps,
affect safety on the jobs.

2. Whenever two systems interface (in this case industry and educatilpn)
there is the possibility'of one system becoming subservient or a
subsystem of the other. That is, one system stops trying to meet
its own goals and becomes committed to the other system's objectives.
Cooperative programs are very susceptible to-this oondition. The

way to prevent this from happening is to have both systems or
'&genciet clearly state the goals to.ayhich they are committed and. to
"stick to them." Clear communication of both parties' overall
goals is one of the most Important aspects of cooperative programs.

.

3. Cooperative programs require a strong leader,one who will meet'
head-on with both agencies.' This leader is also the key linking-pin

. between the-cooperating parties. Having such a leader.as a,linking-
pin is necessary but can also be a problem .° The/problem arises when
the leader becomes so "key" to the program that Without him'or her
the cooperation is lost.

..-

4. 'In the same vein, documentation is very important to cooperative
programs." By putting things in writing the two parties, which in
some ways "speak.different languages," can be clear as to the pro-
gram's needs, objectives and evaluation.

Some other findings in brief include: busitiess is generally eager to
cooperate once the "ice is broken"; unions Want .1nd need.to be informed
though they'may not have the time for heavy involvement; and, absolute clarity
of what participants call expect from'involvement is a necessity. ,

Mr. Elliot'Estes, President of General Motors Corporation, in a speech
given before the professional organization of industrial trainers, commented
on one of his industry's strategies toward training:

'

The fourth and final strategy is the wider use of the external
educational training resources that are available. We are trying
to develop closer relations with schools, especially high schools
and community, colldkges.. We believe this may give industry and
education the chance to form a new-and mutually beneficial alliance.

We can see that industry is ready for cooperation, cooperation is possible;
now the question is how great can the future be?

1 4,1
t
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Relationship eb Vocational Education

It is our belief that the future of cooperative adult education can be
greater with the continued active involvement ,4F vocational eUrators. Many

of the programs we studied were fostered by-RerSons in the field of addrit
education. It is the combined expertise o aalt educators and vocational :

educators which fully "round-out" the programs under study.,, Each brings a
knowledge base to the program 411kt is necessary for a truly quality effortt.
The ideal.is a four, pronged approach, combining industry management, repre-
sentatives of organized. labor, vocational educators and adult.educators.

One specific area in which the expertise Of the vocational educator is
valuable relates to career or vocational counseling. During the study of
cooperative,programs it was clear that guid4ice programs, where they existed
at all, did not adequately serve adults. The important strides which have
been made in vocational guidanceneed to be adapted to adult cooperative pro-

.

grams and infused into these programs.

A second area concerns the relationship of the participant's work to the
educational programs. Several of the sites we visited lacked a strong linkage
'between the program content and what the participant does on his or her job.
For example,"participants interviewed expressed the desire to learn math as
it specifically applied to their job. One industry was in the process of
converting their machinery to metric dimensions. The methods and procedures
vodationalleducators have developed, and use, which apply the curriculum
to experiences on the job would be very helpful in this type of cooperative
,program for adults.,

Finally, the evaluatidn of cooperative adult education programs'could be
improved with the increased input from the field of vocationaleducatiOn.
Again, the methods and procedures used in vocational education to measure
program success and plan for improvements need &If be adapted and put to use
in cooperative programs.

These three were only an indication of the great number of areas where
vocational education has and can continue to contribute to cooperative pro-

. grams for adults. These programs ,can open whole new populations whi Can

be. served: By cooperating with industry, educational systems can ind new

friends at tax levy time or when state priorities are beirig set. e future
of these types of efforts is exciting and it will take the continued combined
expertise of the.adult and vocational educator to see it. through,.

A
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Competency Based Post-Secondary

(

by Leo Schreiner*

Teacher Ethication Program

ring the past several years there has been'an increased emphasis on
the development of new, and the revision of existing, instructional programs
for teacher edlication: Many studies and conferences have been conducted
to identify st/ategies,for development of curricula for effective preparar
tion of teachers in prOfessional education. The most recent movement for
improvementmpro7ement of teacher:

.

education is that competency" or performance-based
teacher education. . t..

.

. .,

.---.:,,----

The competency-b ser d teacher education movement has come to mean many
things to many diffe nt people. There were many different Interpretations
of its meaning written during the early years pf t'lletmovement. The term
"competency-based teacher Td cation" is a more coraprehensive:concept for it
tends_to focus attention or e. specification and assessment of consequence

.

competencies as Bell as cognitive and performance competencies.
k .,

Regardless of the terms used to describe Competendlrbased teacher educa-
tion, there must be more agrdemept. as to the composition of programs based
on this concept. Teacher educators seeking assistance in improvement of
their curricula may gain directionsby studying basic concepts identified by
people such as Houston (1972:27) who stated:

1

SPECIFIC ASSUMPTIONS: Prior to identifying gpalsrand cOectives
of a program developers often identify the aSsumptionsrOton which
tio program is to.be-based. These often refertio,ibut arc not
limited to, ..ffssumptions about individual differences; learning,
societal forces, teacher rotes, schools and eciUcation,'and
institutions. .These basic assumptions are often belfefs or pro- ---
fessional hunches,, sometimes based on se,gearch and'sometimes based

. 9on environmental conditions:

These are xcellent points:to remember in developing any ypfogram whether

c
it be seco dary curriculum or the 'curriculum for teacher education. Yet,

vocational teachers have been taught for Years tbat curriculum or courses

y

../
*Leo Schreiner is Program Director for Occupational Education Personnel .1

Development, Texas Education Agency, Austin, Texas: ''L

..
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of study cannot be properly developed without first doing an analysis of the
, occupation to be taught. Houston (1973:33) indicated that occupational
analysis is appropriate for developing programs of teacher education:

TASK ANALYSIS: Sometimes referred to as role analysis, in Ihis
*approach the teacher is observed in the act of teaching. These

observation records are then analyzed and a teacher preparation
curriculum is based on-that analysis.

Houston and Howsam (1972:5-6) further described competency-based teacher
education by listing the following characteristics of competency-based instruc-
tion: (1) specification of learner objectives in behavioral terms;.02) speci-
fication of the means for determining whether performance meets' the indicated
criterion levels; (3) provision for one or more modes of instruction pertinent
to the objectiVei, throUgh which learning aCtivities.may take place; (4) public

sharing of the objectives, criteria, means of assessment, and alternative
activities; (5) assessment of the learning experience in terms of competency
criteria; and (6) placement on the learner of the accountability for meeting
the criteria. It became apparent that a common factor in defirting and de;ielop-
ing,competency-based teacher education programs was that all such programs
must be developed on the basis of identified teaching competencies.

A competency-based secondary teacher training program has been implemented
in the state of Texas. Dr. Billy N. Pope (1972) and Dr. Bill Lovelace (1975)
have been instrumental in the research, desigmand continuing implementation
of the system in the north Texas area of the-state:

The system for human resources' deveidpment A presented in Figure'l.
The explanation and further details of each comment is 'explained, in outlipe
form on the following mes.

ANALYZE
REQUIREMENTS OF

SYSTEM

go

FIGURE 1

DEFINE
REQU TIEMENTS FOR

PREPARATION OF
PERSONNEL

DEVELOP
OBJECTIVES .

AND
EVALUATION

A

1/041.:7SOURCES

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

RECYCLE
._TO-Mt/ENT
OBSOLESENCE

ANDAND VADIDATE
PROGRAM FOR

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPROVEMENT

CONDUCT AND
EVALUATE
PROGRAM

fir
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L

T. ANALYZE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

A. Obtain Data to Describe' the Sys

...-

1: Its purpose or objective

t

2. The functions required to achieve the objective

3. The teacher's resjonsibilities in the system.

4. The components or subsystemin the systet

'5. Materials and equ pment required to support sy em

6. Established procedures for operation of the system
P.

7. The effects of environmental factors on operation and maintenance
Of the system

II. ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM PhOVIDES

A. Developmental Data for:

1. Performance and design requirements

2. System equipment ifnd personnel functions

3. Equipment and facilit4es required to support system operation

and maintenance
4

4. Human (job) 'performance requirements

.

5. Personnel, training, training equipment, and technical requ

ments

B. Planning Data for:

'1. Stating purpoe or objective of system

2. Identification 'of user

3. Management responsibilities of user

III. JOB PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Identify Tasks Required of Human Component of System by Analysis:

1. Job of tasks

2. Job performance standards,

1
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A

,
.

B. Identification of Tasks and Performance Standards Provides
Specifications of:

1. WHAT is to be done

2. WHY it is to be done

3. WHEN it is to be done

4. WHERE it 'Is to be done ,

5. WHO ,is to do it

6.' HOW it is to be done
' T

7. HOW WELL it is to be done

IV. ANALYSIS OF JOB RETIREMENTS

A. Provides Data for:

1. Determining qualitative and quantitative requirements for
improvement and/or preparation of pei.sonnel

2. Translating duty and task data into instructional objectives,
instructional standards, and criterion-referenced evaluation

3. Continuous updating of job requirements

B. Will:

1. Identify all tasks, equipment, and materials needed/to do the
job

2. List the conditions under which the tasks are to be performed

3. Emphasize$Arnique dUties and tasks to describe the nature of
the work

V. DEFINE EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

A. -Develop Instructional Standards

B. Select Method(s) for Preparing Personnel

C. Identl y Factors Affecting 4plected MethodsN

D. Identif X ources

It\
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INSTRUCTIONAL STANDARDS

A. Are Used to:

Devel4 formal courses

2. Prepaee learning objectives, instructional materials, and

evaluation criteri

3. Establish, internships and practicums

4. Perform follow-up on grdduates

13: Are Developed by:

1. Identifying quantitive requirements

a. 'Personnel performing task

b. Relative importance of task;

2. Determining qualitative requirements

a. Frequency of task performance

b. Learning°4efficulty

c. Interval between training and use

d. Prior experiences of trainees

VII. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Facilities

B. Materials and Equipment

C. Personnel

D.' Funding

VIII. -METHODS OF PREPARATION

A. Formal Courses of Instruction
1

Existing courses

2. Re ised courses

3. New courses
. .

B. Workshops and Institutes for Updating

C. Cboperative Internship or Practicug

15u.

e.

0
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FIGURE 2

TASK ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

Instructional
Assignment

Function or
Duty

v. I

1

,

.
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.
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.

.
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t,TASK

-.
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carry out
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....
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f

EQLyIPMENT

USED

(List all
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needed to
carry out
task)

.

.._......---1/

1:
.

.

,

MATERIALS'

USED

(List all
materials
needed for
completion
of task)

_

1

I

.

WORK
ENVIRONMENT

(Describe
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environment
such as,,..".,

classroom,
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,t :,
I
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SOURCE
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..:
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Program to Prepare Entrepreneurs

by Christopher J. Kalangi%

The major theses of my presentation, as-outlined in the attached list
of statements were that successful entrepreneurs are needed now more than
'ever; that they can be trainedk.that while vocational 'education lends itself
excellen4y to the development of entrepreneurS, having traditionally been
oriented to preparing its students for eiployment, it does not have programs
to develop entrepreneurs; that knowledge about and instructiOnarmaterials
for the development of eptrepreneAs are lacking; and that comprehensive
programs for the development of entrepreneurs through vocational/technical
education are urgently needed.

Suggestions for,"Fa statewide ptogram included the following:

1. Introducing the concept to decision makers, key change agents,
students, teachers, entrepreneurs, bankers, and community leaders
through conferences and stminair.

2. Enacting state legislation for facilitating the development of
.entrepreneurs through Vocational education programs.

3. Developing curricular materials for career awareness,-exploratidn
and decision-making

4. "'Training teachers to teach entrepreneurship and counsel students
'and alumni.

5. Conducting research to study/deVelopivalidate instructional materials,
teaching cases, instruments for identifying potential entrepreneurs
and the results of programs.

the discUssion th followed the prese'ntation, there was qopsensus

amon q attendees on the theses presented..

i
*Christopher J. Kalangi.is a research specialist at The Center for

Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Among the issues that came-up for discussion were state legislation,
4the problem of a single teacher teaching the entire course on entreprenuer=
ship which is multidisciplinary in nature and the,level.or levels of formal
education at which entrepreneurship,courses should be taught. Relative to
these issues,the participants opined that while state legislation may be
useful, concerted,action by the school communities to introduce the teaching
of entrepreneurship in schools 'would produce positive results; that training
was necessary for teachers'to be able to,teach entrepreneurship courses
`effectively, with team teaching and the use of consultants seen as necessary
in instance; and that while entrepreneurship courses could usefully be
taught at all levels of schooling, at the lower levels, instruction should
begeared to awareness, changing to knowledge and motivation, the development
of skills and decision making through the higher levels.

The outline of the presenitaticn made follows.

A PROGRAM TO PREPARE ENTREPRENEURS
(A list of statements)'

Statement 1:

1

Entrepreneurs are needed now and always to -

. provide eMployment,°-

speed up economic development
. promote regional growth
. foster the process of individual initiative
. strengthen the fabric of democractic societies.

Statement 2:
4se

Entrepreneurs are a gpecial type of people -

with, certain motivations, attitudes and aptitudes oharaCteriticellyj
associated with them. And potential entrepreneurs can be identified

.with reasonable accuracy. . .

r

Statement "3:

Entrepreneurs_ are made, not born -

Research has proved.that people can be taught/trained to change
their motivations and to. become entrepreneurs. .

a

Statement 4: 1

The development of entrepreneurs is not the same thing as the develop-
ment of managers -

15 Ai
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Entrepreneurship includes managing but management per se does not
include entrepreneurship although it calls for enterprise.

Statement 5:

Vocational/technical education has traditionally preparid %students for

employment and not for self-employment -

Statement 6:
,000'

Vocational/technical educatiOn is well suiteettthe development of
'entrepreneurs -

Because research indicates that:,

.

. technical skills and/or past business experience increases self-
confidence of a person which in turn enables him to take the
(calculated) risk that is so necessary in entrepreneUrship:

younger people have higher confidence levels.

Statement 7:

Knowledge about and instructional materials for the development of
. entrepreneurs through vocational/technical education are lacking -

0 .

. Some individuals in vocational/technical education do not know

what entrepreneurship means.

The 'ERIC SysterA did not appear to-have the word listed in its
A ,set of key terms. 7

A recent Gallup Poll among'college students showed that "a, strong
anti-business mood is prevalent on the college campuses of
Arierica" and that ^at the same timeilla lack of knowledge and under-
standing of the free enterprise system is widespread."

Statement 8:

Existing car eer education materials do not present entrepreneurship as

a viable career option -

Statement. 9:*
S.

A comprehensive program for the developm 4ent of entrepreneurship through
vocational/technical educatiOn is indicated -

( ?

ro

including

. orientation of decision-makers and key change agents

155
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. legislation a

' ". training selected teachers in'school systems

. development of a wide rl,nge of instructional materials approprite
for different' evels oflstudents with different objectiNs

,J1

. research on developing/validating instruments for identifying
potential entrepreneurs and instructional materials

. career guidance programs both for students and alumni

Statement 10: nie

k

More specifically, a statewide pro§rsm
F

to develop entrepreneurs through
vocational/techny&t education could'include the following:

AO%

Introducing tie copceptr

. A state level Conference/seminar of policy and decision maker§,
key change agents, students, teachers,-active entrepreneUrs,
bankers; civic and community leaders.

4 .

. Followed by mini-conferences and discussion groups at lower levels
down to each school system.

Proposing and enacting state legislation for items such as:

. required instruction in the free enterprise system

. 'formation of agencies to assist and catalyze. entrepreneurship
development (similar to Ag. Extension)

. Setting up selected vocational/technical schOols as Regional
Entrepreneurship Development Centers

. participation of-existlng businesses

. providing financThl,.legal and tax assistance

A

developing attractive incentives to prospective entrepreneurs.

Developing curricular materials pn entrepreneurship for: .

career awareness at the elementary and high school levels.

. career exploration at the freshman post-secondary level

. deciding upon/setting up businesses at the sophomore post-
secondary level

. helping interested skikledadults to make bp their minds and act'

4
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Training teachers at all levels to:

understand the importance and relevance of entrepreneurship to
national needs and its place in vocational education

introduce programs in their school systems

. teach courses in entrepreneurship,

counsel students and alumni

I

establish needed linkages with existing firms, entrepreneurs,
associations, civic groups, governmental agencies, etc.

Conducting research to study/develop/validate:

instructional materials

. teaching cases

instruments for identifying,potential entrepreneurs

0.
idtntiffing su6CeSS/failureausj

results of 7ocational/technical educatiOn programs in entrepreur-
ship on the Students.

\g4
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Involving Business and
Industry in Curriculum Design

by Lawrence Coffin*

While talking with employers, especially ina small business, one of
the major problems in occupational training is its absence. It is true that
many people are graduates, of training programs found in our educational
institutions. When one analyzes these programs being offered, it is quite
evident that a large number of them are standardized across the country and
surprisingly meager'comp4ed to the number of occupations that exist.

Training needs are not met for a variety of reasons. Our training
systems, over toe. years have developed Patterns which tend to discourage. *

occupational training that does not fit an accepted pattern.) Vocational
high schools tend to select programs inwhich.the me-Aod and, content meet
the requirements of t4e public school system. Trade schools usually select
occupations for which training requires C great deal of laboratory and Shop
work. InstituteS of technology tend to select programs with a high degree
of scientific content and universities provide training for professional
occupations. However, when one analyiei all these programs being offered,
many employees and employers cannot take advantage of them due to their
lack of flexibility.'

In most cases a training program is usually planned around a,block of
time and schedules are usually_espablished. Once a start date for the
course is set and the course is underway,, an individual desiring to enter.
the program at a later date finds it quite difficult if not impossible.

If industry is to take advantage of training programs in institutions
a flexible continuing education program must be established with the following
points in mind.

1. Individuals must be able to enter and exit the program at any time.

2. A training program must be established suitable to the individual's
needs.

*Lawrence Coffin-is Director of Program and Staff Development,, Holland'
CharlottetoWnPrince Edward Islarid, Canada.
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3. The curriculum should be identified by people currently working in

the occupation.

4. Evaluation should be as realiqtic- nd meaningful as possible in

keeping with the evaluat4on in the work environment. ,

It is the objective of this paper'to outline an approach to individual-

ized instruction 'Currently being used at Holland College, Charlottetown,

-Prince Edward Island. This approach enables industry and indivi4uals to
take the maximum advantage of programs being offered in educational institutes.

"Approach to Analysis

One of the most important areas in &training' program is',:the accurate
identification of skills performed by workers intthe occupation. This

paper will refer to an analysis which was made identifying the various skills

required fo an executive and administrative assistance.
9

This analysis was made following the DACUM (Development of a Curriculum)

procedure for occupatipnal analysis. This is a method developed by the Nova
Scotia NewStart Co-operation and utilizes the identification of behaNiioral

objectives. Only observable bedavior is identified and the accurate specifi-

cations of these objectives is critical. The knowledge content is assumed
to be supportive to the acquisition of identified skills on the chart and
therefore need not be defined at this stage of development.

It is important to note that the Chart (Figure 1) is not prepared

ts, people in ednotition. Task groups for analysis purpos adt drawn from

the occupation or'industry for which the chart is being p . A task

group consisting of a minimum of five persons and usually ro d ten is

convened and in effect identifies what a person should be abl to. do. Members

selected must either be working as technicians'or supervisor . Selection of

task group members skills, or those a new employee would have to acquire are
placed of the far left and the more difficult are placed on the right. As

aplindividual is being trained th6 order of progression is towards the
14:Ant. However, the orders of progression from left to right is not a rigid

one."'

Program Development

Once the analysis of the occupation has been completed, the next major
task is preparing material for the program. For every skill identified on
the chart a learning package is prepared so that the program is totally

individualized.
,

A program development grid (Figure'2) has been designed to assist in
further analyzing each skill identified by industry. The grid is not designed

to produce hard and'fast.specifications of learning activities. 'Instead it

is to activate instructors to consider the range of pothntial learnin' activi-

ties so they can respond when tfie need arises. ,
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The first row on the program development grid is where the objectives

for edtn s,0.11 are recorded. It has been learned by experience' that writing

objectives for each skill has enabled the instructor and trainee to have a

mate-"precise'picture of what the skill involves.

After the objectivs have been written,. the next step is to define learning

activities. This is the process of'assessing each identified skill on the
DACUM chart and visualizing appropriate work-oriented activities through which
the individual can gain experience and through which his achievements can,be

evaluated.

`In-most cases it is relatively easy to replicate industrial eXperiences"--*-

in the learning.environment for most skills identified in the occupational
analysi8:

.r
The next stage of development is the specification of the appropriate

learning environment for each skill. It is important that this be doge on

the basis of individual examination of each skill and it's related learning
activities. ,Selection of the learning environment for each skill is ndrmalay

a matter of deciding. between the'job environment and the simulated environ-

ment of the ins titution.

Locating and assigning human resources is the key area fora successful
program. 0 must be sure that all skills on 'the chart are Adequately coveted

by available uman resources. This involves assignment of instructors to
skills and arrangements to bring in resource persons to handle any skills

that cannot be handled by the instructional team. The adviSory committee from

industry frequently assists in the identification of resource-people from the

soinmunity.

The next part of program development is preparation,of lea rning

packages for, each skill. SelectiAg printed material is the first step normal]:p

taken and theireasons are obvious. First, thdrS a wealth of printed

materialVatailaele for most occupations. Second, printed materialt are much

less expensive than other media. Third,Thrinted materials have Araditiqnally

been a primary source of information.

Developing printed materials may be required as availIble m4,t_erial is

often geared to a higher or lower level Of sophistication than is required

in a particular program.

%.

4.e.."--

Use of audiovisual material is most desirable. Not only do they iDebvider °

.
_

Alternate media and Modes of presentation but they permit learners to observe f
.

and medel desired perforManee. While they could rely onthe instructor to .

model this performance for them, the individualization of the program ill

place excessive demands on instructor time if such resources are pot vailable.(%
*.

._/- .

When there is alack of suitable commercially made audiovisual materials

it will become necessary for the instructors to develop suitable material.
Certain occupations involvir a.good deal of which might" be termed techniques

14b, 1 6 't
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in which the physical performance 'or movement of the skilled performer is
critical. It is essentia that there be provisions for capturing technique
in the form of forMal dem ations or provision for observation of skilled
persons performing the task . Video tape is a most useful device for'quickly
recording action or performance to provide an opportunity fog learners to
model such a performance. .

Normally a varietOof audiovisual materials is usually the best solution
to serving the needs of learners. Figure 3 shows a development model for
the DACUM learning program.

Implementation.of.Program

When the learning resource 'Center has been established and the program
deveMed, the next phase is the implementation of this methodof training.
We have to look at the implementation from several classifications:

1. The new trainee

2. Apprenticship trainee

3. , Employee retraining or upgrading

We will start with new trainees,asthe aethod of training will be similar
for the other categories. The'oecupation under discussion will be the field
of electronics technology.

It is quite likely that a wel planned orientation program will have -

to be undertaken by the learner. I ost cases this will be. his first
encounter with an individualized .,type of training Where he wilnbe required to

1. Accept responsibility for his education

2. Make a self - evaluation before being confirmed by the instructor
b

-3. ,Prepare his own -work schedule
ti

4, Work with a rating method baGdon'perfOrmance

'Part of the orientation prOgram will involve the learner for fie first

time with Ks chart. The chart should be regarded as the most important
document in the program and used.properly will be the basis of plotting
try learners progress and deterigining when the learner has asufLcient
number of skills to enter the workforce.

v

The first task the learner must perform. is to analyze his chart and
identify any skills in which he has gained competence from-previous experi-
ence. To do this' he must use the pefTormance rating scale that is found
on the far.right of the chart (Figure 1). This is what is known' as an

6
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entry rating andffor every sliillrtea the instructor must confirm'the rating
by'being assured that the learner can perform td the level indicated. These
ratings are quite Often adjusted once tne learner is aware to the objectives
for each skill and wnat industry expects.

Once the entry ratings are contirmea the student starts to work towards
his specific occuatipnal objective. The learner may need encouragement to
make the initial selectidn of learning tasks. however, a cnoice must/be made
even if the decision is changed at a later date. A wide range of real projects
should be available so that the learner can get started. ProTects usuall
involve number Of'skills found on the chart wnich may result in a rating
for several tasks. Each skill that the learner performs is rated 4d as
the le er continues to work on projects he will develop a skill profile
required by indu§try. Figure 4 is a diagram snowing now a learner goes through
the program, an& for every project or learning activity the learner is cycled
tprougn this process.

a

When the learner aeyelops a skill profile suitable to tne electronics
industry he.tnen goes into the worxtorce. As he comes in con:cact with
new skills he is encouraged to nave his employer rate him on his cnart.
Thus the learner continues. to,clevelop his Profile. It the leazndiThappened
to be in an apprenticable tree, as he develops new skills'he would'be rates
on his chart and would continue to furtner develop his skill profile.
The adlantage would be when the learner zeenter$ the training center he can
work.on skills that He has had no expeziencd.with Andi'4so upgrade previous
ones. Thus hit training is always meaningful and t individual develoi:A to
his maximum potential. The chart is extremely impOrtant as it can be the
criteria on which a licensing body issues a license:

The last area concerns the .inaividual that is already in industry and
requires retraining. With this type of document the employer in consultation
with the employees can establish a skill profile of each worker he snould be
encouraged to keep building on that profile. As the tecnnoloyy d'nt tech-
niques of the particular industry change, one should analyze wnat skills are
required to remain competent. Thus haviiig a record of the employee's
skill profile, when retraining is required a program dan be identified and
the employee need only develop the new skills required

The most important feature here is the efficiency of the training pro-
gram which shduld be a maximum due to the fact that employees are being -

retrained almost on
at
a prescriptiop.basis. and with no requirements on a large

block of time. The time will be determined by the individual on a basis
of:41ow many new skills are required or how many need to be upgraded. It is

also quite possible that the employer will release an employee_for a few
hours a day and with this type of program it would not interrupt or
disturb anyone in the learning resource center.

Conclusion

In conclusion,, the success of a program is directly proportlpna+ to
the planning of the program. qt has bein the intention of thiepaper to
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briefly outline an approach to education which involves business and
industry in the planning and development of program. In so doing, industry
and individuals will be able to take maximum advantage of our educational
institutes.

.Schools can be open year round and many more people can be enrolled on
a part-time basis using the facilities for a few hours per day. Learning
resource centers can be established and people from industry along with
educators can act as a resource people.

'OW -7-
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. Performance-Based Curricula
for Professional Development

by Glen E. Fardig* 4 1P

aft

The Center's materials for°performance-based teacher educationare basp
on the 384 important teaching competencies for vocational t achers identi

in in the series of Cotrell studies. A teaching competency is defined as an

observable teacher behavior requiring skill in the 'performan and performed

to enhance pupil learning. These represent the lifetime professional
,skills of the expert teacher, and do not include technical occupational

skills.

The instructional materials now in the final field-test'st'age of )

development pare in -the form'of 100 individualized learning packages, called

modules. These modules encompass all 384 comi5etenciand are organized
into ten broad categories: program planning, instructional planning,
instructional, execution, instructional evaluation, instructional management,
guidance, school-community relations, student organization, prOfessiorial

dev6lopment, and coordination.
r---

, In addition to the generally accepted characteristics of performance-
based "materials, The Center's modules have'the.f64owing features.

1. Each module fdcuses on one or more -verif ie teacher co etencies.

2. Modular design provides flexibility for pr gram co,i

.z..41,

ction.

3, Learning experiences allow for individual ongroup,inst uction.,'y

4. All modules are s itable for preservice or in- Service educatiOn.

5. Most modules are s -contained.

e6. Optional resources include printed and multi - media materi4.s.

7. he desig n permits'u of'situation-speciltic terials.

8. Each. module culminat with evaluationr of the specified teacher

competency in an'ac 1 school situation.

. 11 ---,,-

*Glen E. Fardig is'a research specialist ebr The Center
4
for Vocationa3T

Edu tion, Thy; Ohio State University, Columbup, Ohio. .

;
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A typical instructional segtence begins with the statement of objectivers),
iresents the required cognitive knowledge for the competency, provides planning
activities, provides for practice pr Simulated activities, and ends with the

.demonstrated competence in,an actual school situation. Optional learning
activities are provided for enrichment and,for students with special interests.
Alternate activities are provided for act4vitieS requiring peers. Student
feedback is provided at key points in the learning process. 'Demonstrated
competence is held as the constant, while time for qpmpletion is the variable,

The PBTE curricula is viewed as a total delivery system, to be selected,
organized, and managed in a aerghe pattern for each implementing institution.
The handbook for module development can assist the institution in development
of augmenting instructional modules. The'student guide orients students to
the PBTE approach. The resource person guide assists the resource person
in the performance of this crucial'task. The implementation guide presents
g4idelines for the program administrator in the process of installing a PBTE
program.' Local schools provide the setting needed for the critical final
performanceof the competencies.

A .Each'teacher education institution is expected to develop its own
design for the implementation of PBTE, taking into account itsown goals,
its students, the educational environment, and the-supeort available. Fox
preservice vocational teacher programs, 2Q or 30 modules may be selected
as .a required core, and another 10 used as electives. In- service programs
may identify a small group of moOles essential to the teacher direct from
the occup4tron, while experienced teachers will,build modularized programs
based on their vwn perceived professional and personal needs.

Presently the revised modules are undergoing final testing at 17 insti-
tutional sites across the county ''. ArraRgements for publicati and dissemina-
tion are now being made, and av0.1abilify dates being esbablist, -Rri4es
for the consumable dules are expected to be competitive with traditional

dials. .
t.
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section six:

Reports of Special Interest Groups:

_trategies and Techniques for

Providing Better Industry- Education

Cooperation

I.

6

4
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP REPORTS

Inter4ction among participants sharing common professiona l responsibil-

ities was viewed as a valuable technique for facilitating the achievement
of the seminar's objectives. Seminar participants, therefore, divided them-
selves according to rvice area ortfunction. The following seven special

interest groups wer established: <

- Instructors in Trade an Industrial Education Programs

Inst±uitorsin Home Economics Education Programs

It.
- -InStructors in BusineSs and Office Education Programs

.- Instructors in Agricultural Education *Programs

Instructors in Distributive Education Programs

Instructors in Health' Occupations Education Program

-.Administrators and Supervisors of Personnel Development Programs

Each, group was charged with identifyingland discussing strategis and
techniques for providing better' industry-aducat. .cooperation. The most

salient outcomes from each of-the special interast groups follow. These ,

repprts attTpt to share some'of the'dialogue thattoccurred during two
afternoon s4ssions.

^,1

e
1 7
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Trade and Induitrial Education
Leader: Irvin Lathrop*

Recordgr:, Leonard Torre **

4
4

Vocational education een called education with.a purpose and,was
developed in response to he social and'economic needs of our society.

.-Today, as it has been f nearly 60 years, vocational education is concerned
40th people and work. While the purpose of vocational education remains
the same, changes in economic and social structure's of our nation have
resulted in changes in the occupational requirements of the labor force,
-vocational goals of the people and the kind of people to betrained. The

need for .industry/education cooperation has never been greater. Yet, there

pare few problem in the field of vocational education that are as complex
- as that ofdevelaping,'brganizing, and,implementing effective programs in

which labor, industry and education full cooperate.

.

Some/of today's.unemployment can be blamed Proc&connections between
schogling and jobs. To prepare individuals to move frEM the world of
sclaooli,ng to the world of work, vocaiona; educators should be collaborating
with labor,andIndustry to bring the two worlds closer together.

The charge of the discUssion group for trade.and industrial education
'was to generate potential method r increasing involvement of busi:neSs

and industry in preservice and* -service personnel development,programs.
The Seminar group of 3eindividu is met to identify areas in which labor,

stry and education could collaborate in the design and implementation'
preservice as wela as in-service personnel .development programs. Mo4t

of the participants concurred that the 'discussion shoUld,focus upon:

1. 'Guidance functions)
to

4

4
2. Curriculim

.".

4 j i

r , Nr'
*Irvin- Lathrop, Chairman,'Departmept of Industrial Education,

California State University, Long Beach, CalTIOT-nia.'

**Leonard Torres, Professor of Industrial Education, CaliforniaState
.University, Long Deach,'California.

S
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3.. Facilities

4. Financial lesources

To develop strategies for Labor, industry, education, cooperation in
personnel development, the seminar group was divided into four subgroups.
Each of the subgroups focused their attention 'on the four areas aid made

....4SyyttestiOns Obimplementilt a Cooperative effort.

,

The:strategigs developed by the subgroups and agxeed upon by the entire
- seminar -group consist of the following: f

. *

0

Guidance Functions

Counselors are the link through which young people learn about work.
Therefore we should, have: .

1: occupational counselors from Industry to work with school counselors

-..

2. indristry/education excAnge programs for all educators ,
.-, ,

,*

0,

3. an establishment of video taped occupational information

. , .

Curriculum

-go"through all the procedures of applying,for an en lee "job.

.
4. a program where industry provides educators with an opportunity to

v

.

,...
I

,

1. Business management procedIrs
r

could, be applied, to curriculum
development. 0 0

2. Industrial personnel work with teachers in developing Spe5ific -"

, courses of instruction. .
. 40.

3. fljtilie advisory councils to their fullest.extent in the develop-.
.

ment of curriculum. -
, .

4. Arrange for industrial personnel to providetechnical in-service
workshops. .

Facilities
.,.

' k. w
ot.

'1. Arrange for short term on-the-job training in.industry:

. . /.
.

2. Utilize industrial personnel for advice4pertaining .o purchasing
,bf equipment and supplies.

I
3. Direct contributions of equipmen supplies, and shop areas for

instruction:

4



4.. Provide ofr.campus centers for occupational training.

Financial Resources

1. Industrial support for carer fairs.
., 1 ..

..
...

2. .Scholarships and grants for increasing technical competencies of
, .

.

recipients.

Advisory Committees. It was obvious to the grqup that in the'short
period of time allotted to the discussion of industryeducationtcooperation,
the:topic could not be exhausted. However, it was the consensus of the entire'
group that the key to better industry-labOr-education,coopera.tiqn and per-
sonnel developmen4 was the wise and judicious use of advisory committees.:

1

A

1

1.

'

4-

c.

A
4.

.
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Home Economics
Leader: Elaine Jorgenson*

Fifteen participants spent two afternoon's discussing the techniquA,.
needs and concerns listed .below.

01
I. Current techniques being used for better cooperation between industry

and hgme economics education:,

- Field trips to various industries '
.-- Resource pe.4sons from various businesses and industries

Slidepresenttions prior.to field trips
- Utiliiation of equipment and facilities from nearby institutions for

occupationall foods aid clothing courses, ,

.

-'Aavisory councils that include persons from business and indust
frd.raduate course consisting of seminars and actual work experience

II.
,r

Needs'and concerns identified relating to ocpational home economics_,' '

education: $ , f'

.

, ,- ,

L OC.O4ational training, in ddvupational hate economics for adU.lts '
,,

--4CertiFicatiop requireMents for occupatiOnalhoMe economics'
4011,

- ,Handsipn exp es in industry for
.

prospective teacher2 of occupi-
,- :tiona1 home 'econo cs;

- Occupational home conomics programs fo studenth with special needs
1

r
1' ..

. -

.. V
. 1. )

*

ow. '

4 -

4.111 "44,

W ."*.* t
c

\
4

.: - - sr . .,. *
.... 4 .

*Elaine Jorqnson, Heklk Home
UniweisityyjSpallwatbr, lahoma.

%-' ,.--,

)
0' ' , .,

, . .r.
', ,

.

-

.,

°

.

(

Economics Education, Oklahoma State

4

4

4
, ^

.
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Businesp and °ice Education

.

Objectives Discussed

Leader: Neva P: Maddox*

Recorder: Otto Santos**

(

What are the participants doing or suggesting that we do to generate

.

.

more involvement of business and indus try in preservice and in-service.
ersonnel development programs? 'Also, how can we -,generate more

communication between buAlvss and education?
w

6 '

O

8u4gestions

4

Require students to participate in an on-site industrial experience:
for example, a two-week module. This might necessitate the hiring of

na,,pupervisor to direct an internshp program at the. college level.

Develop a .practicum'at the MaPtersbleVel as a culminating experience.
The students' would find their own jobs in this case. The teacher
would coordinate the program through 'a seminar concept.

g
Generate required hours of teacher oriented work experience as a,require-

ent for graduation'and/or,crtification. The 4iours suggested range

from 2000 to 8000 working hot*. Concenlp.exprssea were: Do,we live.

the job or get a shadow experience? Do teachers limed to be physically=

present tb get data on what the job is? Do'we sugge ,abroad experi=

ence with a management oriented,work experience ilqui qtMent?
n

Work experienceneeds to betmanagement oriented rather than employee

oriented. This will allow teachers to cope witha mariagemeht orientam

tion to the'world of work. This ip essential for teachqrs'in.*Ock

programs.

. . ..

*Neva Maddox, Head, Office Administr4ion and Business EduCdtion,
Southwest Missouri State University, 'Springfield; Missouri.

,..
.. '

,
4 ,.

**Otto Santos, Assistant; PrlEessor of Vocational and Techni al Ecluca-

tion, The Ohio State UniversieY;" Columbus, Ohio.

%, a'

. r: ..'
I .1.89
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Teathers and teacher educators should join ASTD and other profesOonal
bu§iness organizations in order to keep abreast of buziriess.teChkiTleS;
and procedures as well as innovations. This is a good ay.,pueof pro-
fessional growth.

Have a,career day in which studentS are brought to industry as pills of
an awareness program.

Use an advisory committee as a vehicle to bridge the communications gap
'between business and education. There was much discussion on this topic.
Points discussed were political structure, goals, techniques, business-
man's involvement, ideal situations, criteria, and continuity of
committee personnel. /

..
.

Use the concept of a weekend college in which businessmen are joined
together with education to discuss communication problems.

On thAisecond meeting date,, Mr. Pat White discussed the Kentucky
Appalachian Staff Exchange projett. This is a new program in'lich 83'
teachers were placed in 110 business settings.-

Each vocational-teacher educator reported on hiss internship program
for teachers.' Per much discussion, the following questions were
railed: .

1. Is an intern p in.indtstry actually benefiC.ial to a teacher?

2.v What are th6 specific objectives for on -the -job training and/or
internship programs?

a. What competencies are the interns able to demonstrate that were'
not demonstrable prior-to the internship? .0 i

b. Is typing for eight hours a day or working at any repetitive
task a valuablelearning situation? ,

,

c., Should the'internship.be more`lhanagement oriented?' )

. . I.
.

,

3. What are the guillOelines for'receiving'College credit?

a:' Should students wcelve pay?
b.

4
Should the school pay a business

pay?

allowing a student to work? #
c.1, Should student. perform other academic work in order to receive

.

credit? How much?

4. HoW can we get more people in business to coopera%R i#i internship
pr rams? ,

Can educators talkthe "language of business"?
.Can educators afford,the cost of belongid.ng to many Professional
business organizations without being on an expense accoQnt?

Al

4.1

We: d.not solve any of our problems, but we did raise several questions',

that we would like to have, answered in the future. As .Mr. Lattanzio. from
connecLcUt stated, "It it amazing4.1411Pcomforting'to find outthateducators '

f from all over.the United States are having the same .probleMS,that you have."
. ' . .

t.) . / ..,
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Agricultural Educaticin
LeSder : H. knelpl*

O
Record& : R,hard. DOuglasst*

a

ei
The special interest gro p_in agricultural education met §eminar

e 4sessions on- Wednesday, Octob r 29, and' ThursdNy, ,Octobers30, 1 5 focusing to)

upon the seminar objective ' to determine strategies aand..techniques for pro-

viding better industry-edu ation cOOperalion," All Participants were actively

involved in contributing i ees, sharing _experiences,. and shaping a*feW general
statements of recommendati n. The "following.srMary is presentedtby presenting

a concensus statement followed with-a related complementaryjarecommendatiOn.

a
. - a

1. Traditionally, students .in.yOcationalhgrigulturik haVe been taughf
the art of .eRrepreneurshipts owners acid manager's' of agrlcultur

enterp
,

rises- As such, dtudentd are involved directly with agr
cultural businesd and agri-industry. Teaches. ofvt6ca agri-

culture should become competent in the areas, of -eelino s', management,

.° and produpti h in. order to:teach and-Ad1Hse sudgnts

ea

.
.

2 Students should -be abler to, perfdrm, tAie necess.ary c. petencies to

survive in jobs c-i'whiCh, they -ale trained Alt ihey enter-jobs in

hiluiness and industry,: Teachers=° esponsiblh for i structing
agriculture dtudents should work cooperatively wit 4 emp foy e r s - or

prosp4tive employers''in planni4g _an!! conducting in tructional:

programs and work eueriences. -Progr'am evaluation s uld based

upon industry tvalugtion of theAperformarieelof _studen com leting,

spedifie training_prcagr,amd : This implies 41, Systeme ti plan fen-

placement:Ina, f 61row--up, and ccintibuous .eValuatiOn.
.. -

- 7 .. ,
.

Hunan -,relationship ,skil-ls:-a-re elttremell) important .foi holdinfi a. job I

_ in---any business` or,. indiadtrY.." - Teachers. should be irgined to ,aAdist

, students s-and trainees in -developing cpmpetencies ana favorable 1

of and,getti ng along with

fellow workers end -slipervisdrs " --°
.

. , .

*Earl H. Knebel-, P;:ofes'scir-And Head, epaitmBent .of Ag cultural

Ldl4cat on', Texai College St ticini',.Texs.
e

**Richard s, Inst ter of AgrIcUltural Zduoationi: University

..of:Netrraska raska: .

I

.4.! , . :NP: 'ft'-'.--':' ....; -- . ... ," .":4

.." . 'A
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4. Advisory committees with representatives from business and industrYM
should-be involved by teacher educators and agriculture teacheis
in program planning, curriculum development, and program evaluation.
Teachers of vocational agriculture and teacher educators should
'become experienced in communicating and 1.7orking effect4vely, with
advisory ommittees

5. The exp rtise and resources from bu'S'i. ess and industry should be

\\. involved, in 4port functions in the nstructional prograths in
vocational agriculture. 'Teachers show betrained to make effective
use of such resources in enriching the instructional programs for

_....which they are responsible. ...

6, The FFA as the national youth organizIation representing vocational
agriculture can and should'play a vjtal role it enhancing commun
cations between business and industry and vocational education ii
agridulture. Teachers of vocational agriculture should. 1e trained
to-make effective use of FFA officers and members in communicating
with business and industMai the local, state, and national levels.

.
7. niere is a recognized need for technically trained workers in

agriculture. Community colleges and post-secOndary institutiong-
c4n best serve individuals needing training in many 'technical areas
inipgrieulture. More emphasis and more need to be allocated
fo'r.training technicians in agricultuie. 6s.

..-

8. Crises and emergency needsarise'in manpower training programs in
agriculture, Often, these needs ar4.se with little lead-time
'awareness or with short range anticipatIon. An example is the current ,.

--., need for trained tedvicians in the field of pesticide application.
Teachers of agriculture,particularly at the post-secondary level,

rt
..

.

seem to be logical coordinators and directoks of such training pro-
grams: It as recommended that.thoscresponsible for adminiStering

. and directing training programs in Am.rCational education in agri..1-,
culture positively;,positively as they have historically,

.

in confZonting past criqes, andyln iTplementing training programs,
to mec the unique and contemporary manpower-needs ,of agiculture,,
posthe United States. i

.

-,

- 9. Vocational agriculture in the secondary schqols and post-secondary,
., agriculture p4.12grams have served the needs of special:groups 'such-.

. as thv socioecd,Omically disadvantaged and the handicapped. It is
. tvcommended,that students and adults who. are genuinely interestvl

i

% and committed to training programt.kor agrimetral occupations from
these specialN,categorie4be served in order to prepare them for
employment in agricultUral occupatians,. "Business and industry need

r
to be involved in cooperatively and conducting,such train-vt
'ing prograMs. : ,

. . -. '. ,

1Q. The broad concept^of career edUcaticih seems to be Aiversally ,..e.--,g.

,, acceptable to vocational educators ikagriculttre. :Proleeg53ona,1
i,

educators -in vocational education lin agriculture 4cpuld aid, in
,

ol ) communicating the concept an philosopy of. career edUcation.td.'
business and industry.

.
;
192'
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Distributive Education

.r
. Leader: Steven Eggland*
ReCOtder: Richard Campbell**

It was agreed upon by tbe-participants in the distributive education'
group that even though distributive education has an exemplary record in this
regarek indUstry-education cooperation should continue to be a high priority.
Several strategies and techniques for providing better industry.-education
cooperation were developed and reaffirmed by the discussion gioup. They were:'

1. That teacher edugailkon
C
should work wib usiness to develop a

_ preservice 490.stributive occupaIdonal p aoEicum fOr distributive

7

teacher education.- This'oSuldbedone at the nafional, state or
local level and Would_great4y-Increase the quality4of distrib'utime
teacher -education in,theipccup.ationaf preparation realm.

`-
),i.....,_

. That distributive education enthusiastica1lycooperate with industry
in their villingness -Ep help assess the attitudes of distAibutive

,.,..: education students in-regard to economic understanding.

. ',.

3. That exchange progams be developed:to get distributive education
teachers back in63-distributive businesses' on a full- or partC'time

. 0
.

Nis in order to
:

,)Update-their understanding of marketing and
distribution. ,c. -.:'. ":'

.

. .

4. That industryTedud4liqn Ooperation &Lila be more fully utilized in
., . ,

the area of distribtzt.1;697:3,i'r the first two phases of ,the accepted:

USOE career education -d.. ,,t, .o:qv. 4,!' 4

'

.

--y..,,;.:,,

4

.

5. That a dialoguewith distlillutive industry be nurtured dealing with
the improvement of eConomieducati*." A! r

a _
. .

J-.-- 4

, '6. That-a creative -of distriblItive teachers and industries be explored'
)

.- .

at tile national, state ar 'aocal 107.els that would foster OpMmunica-
tion letween and among tegohers and industries. . -,--.

. :' .

*Steven Eggland, AssociAe_professor and, Iii.stributiVeTeacher Educator:
) niveysity of fqebrasa,

I
Lincoln,:'N'abraska. :

,

,

'**Richard Campbell; Administrative Comsul-ant for Cooperative Education,
hebfaska State Department of Education :,.Lincbln, Nebraska. , .

4
.1'8 0
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Discussion
e'd

Health aticin`t Education ,

:Leader:" Norma Jean SChira*

J ft

. ,

. .,.

The discussion was opened with comments from the group about "Planning
for Peak Production Periods." /The following conclusions were-the resulN of
the discussion. - . .

.
.

1. It is impbssible to plan for "peak production" in hospitals aid
-other healthagencies. 1

-

2. All health agencies u e many of- tha,feducational perso
health occupaiorl per npel,.for s er relief and v

and other
n periods.

3. All health agenes h some very sgpcific needs for personnel
e.g., medical-records pp soAel, eleCtricalya:Atroinic engine
for maintenanc new onitoring equipment.

The group then began dis on ho-W the resentations the general
sessions applied to health occupations education. This discussion tilted -
in orienting some of the members to health occupa ons.advisory commi es,

and the general concept of career educatio and c ,eer ladders. A generk,1-
summary of the topics discussed and the onclusions reached folloNp.

I. EMP1OYEE.EXCHANGE TeacheFs on Actual Jobs

A. Heplth occupationseeduOation instructSrs are actual y in occu-
pations work,area through the'clinical experience rotatiop of

'students. 4

B.- There isa need for more involvement.of the hospital/health
- staff and. supervisors in the-educttional program to promot
standing of the health occupations programs.

*Norma Jean Schira is an assistant professor and Coordinator'of
Occupations Teacher Education, Wetern Kentucky University, Bowling Green,
Kentucky.

4 t
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1: Closer cooperation of'health occupations educati staff .and

`the hospiAl/heilth agenc staff.

2. Involvement c the hospital/ ealth agency staff in health.ocC
pations education program k\isoryNorwmittees and other'coor

,dinating-Ebmmittees.
-

3. Involvement of the hospital/hea th a ncystaff in the deve op-
ment of admissios-ind.-S'electio teriaa How many classes

would be full if all ,health, upaelons educatibn programs t ok

only studAtsin the upper 1/\0' a 51.ass?

ISSUES AND PROBLETDAAS FOR HEALTH OCCUPA EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

A. Open Door Policy o, Community Colleges'and Vocational Schools
s

1. Need personal interviews,./as admission criterisatflp in
evaluation of entiar. -

C)

2. Need to develop methods of granting advanced standing for

----'N'N.\

knowledge a0d skills learned previously.

r

V

3. 'T open entry-open exit ,trend creates some problemtjin health
occupations education programs because of limited facilities_
which. limit admissi&s.

4.. Most health occupations education curricula are not set up for
open entry-open~ exit.

B. Equipment

The equipment for health .occupations education programs is expensive.
ProramIgneed to consider rental opportunities that may be availab-le
from ecillpment companies.

C. Cboperation Between Agencies

1. The educational agency may not hale informed the hospital/health"
agency of the purposes and goals of the edv6tionalrrrogiam.

2. There seems to bea rack of knowledge about the types of health
occupations education programs available by both the hospital/
health agency and the educational agency.

3. The educational (institution may not be keeping their end of
the bargain to prepare health occupations workers for the health
field.

D. Federal Legislation

1. Federal legislation is encouraging health occupations programs
for the disayantaged_and handicappe

..i'
i F

.. /1
....

1' 0
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a. This creates problems in health occupetions uc4tion /

eSpeclally with educable and trainaS'le retarded as the tYpet'

of jobs in which they can functiOn is very limited.'

0

b. May defeat tbe,purpose of career ladder in health because..

miny of these pepple will.not be able to progress to higher
level positions'. #

Professional Orgarrizations

'
, s

qe,techtlical proqrams, -Cr any program, which
.

leadeto A
credential of'some type is controlled by professional organi-

.6
.

zations. r ,.
. .

. . 0 .

e.2. This control ey p'rofvssignattorganizations does not encourage.,
career mobility within the health field.

# , . .',-- 4-
. . .

. .

3., Health occupations educatiOn program development requires
? close cooperation'and rpletionships with these 'organizations.

, !

4

F. Small Rural Agency Versus the Medical Cente?'and Large Agency 7/ ,

.sr . a .

oTir

(

.1.' There is a neecrfor some type of 'communication system s uch aff.

a telephone system to<onnect'the small. agency with the lar er
agency for consultation and other types pf.tielp..

..i- r" - . ,
2. `Small astenqies need workers who are "generalists" and can be

taught to function in many areas,' not the "speCialists" whO.

function in a specific area. r
. . . ,

. ,

3. Localism in health occupations edwationf programs bas
created' a problem by "floodl'ng the market" with workers,.

III. HEATLH CARE AND SERVICE FIELD
4,, 0,

6.
.

rk\ c

A. Current Picture
lig

.,-
.

1 The general fiWld of health *s expanding faster than the public
and health profAsionals are' aware ()rand are wil,ling to accept.

. ,

,,.,-,,. - ' . ., ,

. . .

2 The dtvelopment'of heAlttimaintenanceorganit ations and group
practi4s inVflvelmeny new areas and opportunities in,l-lealth.

care and service.
' .

d ,
3. Many new careers ar9 opening up inJhealth such as tilt medical

- _
computer.prognmmer and the biomedical technician.: Who will,

co
_ prepare these people? Where fill theyibe Used?

4.,
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B. r Education

1. Career education in the secondary schools has made more students
aware of oppbetunities in the world of work, but career educa- .

tion in health has been limited.

1

"e

=

a. _Need to identify more options in ealth-.

b. Need to inform counselors of the,sopportunities
-
in the 'health

field for moeeffetive counseling in both career and
vocational education/. V

. s

c. Need to be more aware ofthe non-hb'spital health career
,opportunities.

* .

d. Need to, broaden the background knowledge of health careers
and health occupations teachers at the entry level, and ,to,

have them become more aware of the various opportunities
in health that'are both hospital and 'non-hospital related.

rOr
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i1. Career education n the secondary schools has made more students
,

aware of opppe. tunities in the world of work, but career educa-
tion in health has been limited. I

.J

a. ,Need to identify more options in thealth.

b. Need to inform counselors of thesopportunities in the health
field for moieeffe4ive counseling in both career and
vocational education/. V

c. Need to be more aware of')the non-hOspital health career

,opportunities.a.

d. Need to broaden the background knowledge of health careers
and health occupations teachers at the entry level, and yto
have them become more aware of the various opportunities
in health that are both hospital and 'non-hospital related.

°

era&

I

1.

ff.
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Itifi4fipistiators and Supervisors of
.PerSconneliiiDevelopment Programs

,
Leader: JeAy MossJr.*

Forty-eight people spent about three hours in fairly A.ntensive dis-:

cession which facuied on the following kinds.of questions What kinds of '

cooperative activities between business/indUstry and education might be of
particular benefitito personnel development programs in vocational education?
What kinds of activities might be,particularlihelpful to business/industry?

' What are some of .the difficulties iniimplementing these activities?

Space limitations does not permit complete reporting ofAhe'manyand
varied ideas Produced by the diScussants. It is hbPed that the following

very brief summary is reasonalAy representative.
,

ry

e.

e A. Some Cooperative Activities Particularly Useful to Personnel Develop-
ment Programs inVocational Education

.1.. Exchange teachers (e.g., using industri.ad traiDers in teacher
'education pr6grams and vice versa)

.

2. Utilize work stations in business/industry (for worexperience)
as a credita1le portiOn of-the pre aratory'and'in-service pro-
grams of vocational teac4rs.

' I .

3. Arrange:for.buSinessrindiustry tours as a means of familiarizing
-non-vo6ationl teachers with workenvironments4encl of helping OP

vocational students explore occupations'. .

4. Reguidrize and improve the selection of part-ttime instructors
for.adult vocational programs (e.g:, make'it a training experii
Once for carefully selected industry7business personnel).

5. Use superviped industrial. training experiences as an alternate

for the typial student teaching clinical experiepce4in public
schools. Jr 4

,

' *Jerome Moss, Jr., Chairperson, Vocational and Technical-Education,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

4
fh.
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1

6. Cultivate the industrial training market for potential'plaCe-
ment opportunities. for graduates from vocational teacher edu-
cation programs.

ri.
7. Use.the,technical expeKtise pf bUsiness/industry employees and

their familiarity with management/labor relationships more fre-
quently, as instructional resources in teacher education pro-

.grams.
. ,

'8. Usethe facilities of bUsiness/industry for conducting aspects
_Of teacher education programs.

.
9. Include business /indu'stry representatives from trainio depart-

ments on gartera/ and curriculum developMent advisory committees.
-

Some Cooperative Activities Particularly Useful to Business/Industry

1. Develop courses and programsOf study to help prepare and/or
update industrial trainers.

. . . .0. ,

2 Conduct mclasses for supervisory, anoPother management personnel
,

in business /industry in areas of our special (educational)
. .

experitise-

3. Assist organizations (labor acid management) in the systematic
improvement of instructors or apprentices.

4 Help employer-Sponsors work more, effectively with'students in
:cboperative education programs (e.g., teach them how to cr4ate

.

and use training plans).,

5. Utilize employer feedback on"employee performance in des gning
vocdtidnal, teacher education prOgrams.

,/
6. Plan and conduct prOgrams of reseArcn in S'abh areas as job

restructuring, gUality of working tificial"bar iers
to efficient manpower utilization.

7. Assist in the development of curridblums .for use by i dustrial
tra.ihers.

8. Aft as.liaiSonlbetween bu'iness/industry and other e uCators
so that business/industy* (and labor) vidwson gener 1 curricu-
lum issnes might be.hearcr.

C. Some, Problems. of Implementation

1. .Conceptualizing dad creating themechanismt for imp ementing
cooperative activities.

.

A
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2.. Accumulating the necessary resources for both planfiing and

implementatiA (time, competency,. money).and adjusting to

the use of new funding sources.

3. Coping with the differences in the educational philosophies

of industrial trainees and vocational,.eduCators.

s r

0

S

t

itlf

C
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TUESDAY

p

PROGRAM

ti

1975 National Vocational Education_
Personnel Development Seminar,:

. . _

"Industry-Education Innovations
iwcPersonnel Development"

Omaha Hilton Hotel
Omaha, Nebraska

October 2831, 1975

7:00-9:00 p.m. Registration' .

8:00-9:00 p.m. Sociall our (Cash Bari
(

WEDNESDAY

8:30 a.m.

PRESIDER

FIRST GENERAL SESSION-,_
,

Haz11Crain, Coordinat6r
Vo ational-Technical Education

iyersity of Nebraska

WELCOME TO CORNHUSkERIFATE

Dan Fahrlander
'Coordinator of Vocational Education

Omaha Public Schools
Omaha, 'Nebraska

.

Glen Strain
Assistant'Commissioner for-
ocatIonal Education, Nebraska

GREETINGS. FROM THE CENTER

Robert E. Taylor, Direcfm--
The Center for Vocational Education

198

A

OCTOBER 28, 1975
A

Grand Ballroom Foye4
'Grarid Ballroom Centel*. ,

..g4

OCTOBER 29, 1985

Grand Ballrdom West

0

4
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4.. '4 -

SEMINAR EVALUATION

Kty AdaMZ)mack }Newton
.Graduate Research Associetes
The Center for Vocationk Education

9:00 a.m. KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Industry and,,Education Stand Together
- John W. Thiele, Director of

Industrial and Community Relations
Whirlpool Corporation

10:00 Coffee Break

10:30,a.m. OVERVIEW GP PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT IN
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Charles C. Drawbaugh, Professor
'Department of Vocational-Technical

. Education, Rutgers University
.

' 1

11:30 a.m. Lunch (Individually Arranged) .

SECONDS GENERAL SESSION

1:00 p.m. PRESIDER

Carl Blank, 4dministrator

Vocational Education Personnel,
Development, Nebraska .

-

LABOR LOOKS ATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

2:00 a.m.

3:00 p.m.

Ken Edwards, Director'Of Skill
Improvement Training, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

USING CASE STUDIES AS"AN INSTRUCTIONAL
DEVICE .

Camas L. Donovan, Director of
Sales Training, Bank Building
Corporation

Coffee Break

4

j(k)

as,

.

Grand Ballroom Foyer

)

Grand Ballroom West

Grand Ballroom Foyer,
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S:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
,

J.

SEMINAR SPECIAL *INTEREST GROUPS_

Instructors-tn Personnel Development_;_
Pfograms !

es, .

Trade'ond Industrial EduCation
Irvih,Lathrop

Home Economics,Education
Elaine Jargen'son

. - > 1 .

,,Business-and Office Education
Neva Maddox,

Agricultural Education
Earl Knebel

Distributiye Education
. Steve Eggland

Health OcdupatiOns
NormaSchira

Administrators atld Supervisors of
Personnel Development Programs

JeroMe Moss

(VarioUs other special interest groups,
attending the seminar who.feel they have
a sufficient number of persons who, are
interested in meeting a4 a group may
contact the seminar directorior a
special room assignment()___

:00 p.m. Adjourn

EVENING PROGRAM (Simultaneous SAsions)

CENTER SHOWCASE

Metric Education for Vocational,
Technical, and Adult Education

Wayne Schrbeder, Assietan't Director,
Information and Field Services

.

. DiVision, The Center for Vocational
gducation

p!bo p.m.

40.

Grand. BLIroom Center

I
quite1032

Grand Ballroom jest

SUite 932

Wyomirig Room

Conference Room-

0 ,

Grand.Bal400M West

"

7s

'.Winnebago Room

209._
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N

A'Program to Prepare Entrepreneurs . Nebraska Room'

Chris Kala'ngi, Project Director
The Center for Vocational Education

Cooperative Adult Education Iowa Room

Bernie Moore; Projebt Director
,:games,Grangerr Program Assistant .

r' The Cedter for VWational Edncati6n
7

C .

V '
Glen Fardig, Research Specialists

I

The CentKfor Vocational Education

WINDOW ON RESEARCH

Involving Business and Industry in I,eWis Room

Curriculum'Design
e' ,

Lawrence Coffin, Program Dir edtor

Program and Staff Development
Holland College

. '.
1 Competency Based Education for.pos-
Secondary Teachers

Leo Schreiner, Program Director
Occuphtional Education Persodnel
Development, Texas Edutetion Agency

Performance Based Curricula for
Professional Development

Mis souri Room

e.

THURSDAY

National Occupational Competency Testing'

Harold Garbett, Assistant,Director
NOCTI, Idaho State University

A

Clark Room

Capital Room

, THIRD GENERAL SESSION OCTOBER-30; 197,8
.

0 o

8:30 a.m. PRESIDER, , Grand Ballroom West

Howard M.'Fortney
EPDA ProjectCoordinator
Alabama State Department of
EducatiOn

A
.

, INTEGRATING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EFFORTS AND
ISSUES INTO THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM 1

4

Althea Simmons, :National Director'
. for Education,. NAACP

4
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I

9:30'a:m. Coffee Break Grand Ballroom Foyer
r .

10:00 a:m. PROGRAMS OF_INDUSTRY-EDUCATION COOPERATION

Moderator .

Robert Craig Director of
"Communications, American koiety
for Training and Development

'

AN INDUSTRY-EDUCATION-LABOR COUNCIL THAT
uPWORKS

Pad], Musgrove, Executive Director
Tri -COunty'Indg -Education -Labor
Council, Illinois Central College

'

Ronald D: MCCag, Director
Research and Development, Division
of Vocational and Technical Eddcation
Illinois Office of Education

AN ANALYSIS OF 2HE 'CIAMUNrCATION PROCESS

IN INDUSTRY-EDUCATION-LABOR COOPERATIVE
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENN

-

lc*

Claude P. Duet, Assistant Professor
of Education,. University of Neworleans

.'

EFFECTIVE TEAMWORK IN INDUSTRY - EDUCATION' T

COOPERATION

Wayne C. Baekes, Supervisor, p cial

Needs Assessment Supervisor, CETA .4

,Bism'ark, Nbrth Dakota

James BHandock, Labor/Employee -

Relations, Manager., Federal ElectrtOal
Corporation, Langdon, North Dakota

. ,

LaDonna Elhardt,,Dtpartirtent of Home

Economics, Magic City Campus, Minot,
North Dakota

0
Lyle Sorum, Assistant Superintendent

'12 noon

Fargo' Public School

Lunch (Individually Arranged)

4
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3:00 p.m.

4
r.

SEMINAR SPECIAL INTEREST GROW.PS

Trade aid IndustriSI Education
c.

rY
Home Economics Education

Business and Office Education'

Agricultural Education

Distributive Eduiation

Health OcCupations

2Administrators and Supervisors of*01

Personnel Developm'nt Programs
o

-.5:J0 p.m. PRESIDER

4:30 p.m.

Coffee Break

FOURTH ENE/ZAL

. Rodney Chabbers, Assistant.
Professor, VOcational and .

IndustrialEducation,'
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS

. William F.H. Ring, Principal Engineer"'
Calspa Corporation, Buffalo, New York

Adjournment

6:00 p.m. Hospitality Hour (Cash ear)

7:00 p.m. SEMINAR DINNER

Toastperson .

I
'4,-

Duane Nielsen, Chief, Vocat
Personnel Development, USOE

PIreserrEation or CVE Distinguished

Seryice Award to Betty 'Simpson, Dean,
Sch41 of-Family Sciences'and Consumer
Services, University of Wi'Sconsin

by

*Please note challgd ih meeting room

2 0 .3

Winnebago Room*

Lewis Room*
F

Grand Ballroom West '.

Kansas Room*

Wyoming Room

.Conference. Room

Grand Ba*room East

Grand Ballroom Foyer

Grand IkalltooM

Grand Ballroom Center
.

.

Grand Bailrobm 'East

as

L

a
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N FRIDAY
*-

- 9:00 a.m. PRESIDER.

Robert E. Taylor, Director
,The Centel' for Vocational Education

A pro gram for Improving the'Quality
of Working Life 4

Nicholas Bizony, Associate Diretor .
National quality of Wbrk*CeAer

FIFTH GENERAL SESSION

O

Dallas G. Ator, Agsociate Director
The Center for Vocational Education

COGNITIVE MAPPING OF STUDENTS

. Derek Nunney, Vice President fel"
Academic Affairs", Oakland community-

College

0,

OCTOBER 3r,"19.75-

Grand Ballroom,WesC

1:30.a.m. "Coffee Break Grand Ballroom Foyer

11:00" a.m. , COGNITIVE MAPPING OF STUDENTS"

Derek Nunney '/

Discussion/Quegtion & Answer

a, ,Period

12 noon SEMINAR LUNCHt0Na 4 Grand Ballroom West-

.

Toaspersori 6;!
4

Dwane .Niel- sen, 7hief VdCationalk

Personnel Develbpment, USOE.,

Future' thin }: 'TrainingAnd DevelgOment .

Where Do We Go From Here?

Kevin O'Sullivan, Executive Director
American Society for Training and,,,,

1

Development
5

2:30 p T. .Special Touts ;.to points of interest in .the.

Omaha Area

"Mastercraft Fuiniture Cirporation

-Metropolitan Technical Community College'

.Boys Town

20,1
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LIST OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, PRESENTERS, AND PRESIDERS

Jo Adamczyk *

Vocational Coordinator
AArep:Vocational.Program
Adams County, Colorado 80303

Kay Adams
. .

..-Graduate Research Associate
The Center for Vocational, Education
-1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Douglas W.Alexich
Associate professor,. Education.

State -Univer;i.ty College at Oswego
105 Poncher Hall

Oswego,New YOrk 13126

Robert E. Andreyka
Florida State University
Tallahassee,' Florida 32306

Joseph Arn
EPDA Fellow
University of Nebraska'
Lincoln; Nebraska 68508.

Richard Ashmun
Professor bf Distributive'Education
University 'of Minnesota
270 Peik Hall,

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 .

Kenneth L. Aten
President
Mid Plains Community College
North Platt, Nebraska 69f01

Ator-

Associate Director
:The Center for Vocational Education
1960. Kenny Road

.Columbus; Ohio 43210

Dennis Ayer
Clevelarld State University
Cleveland, Ohio

Irving E. Bch
Advisbr. T & I Education
Rutgers University Graduate School
kof Education

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Richard Baker
Adburn University
P. 0. Box 27
Auburn, Alabama .36830

Willard M. Bateson
Professor
Wayne State University
College of Education
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Shirley Baum
-

Instructor-Hohle Economics Education
University of Nebrska
136 Home Econbmics Building
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583

Burrell Beck

Metropolitan Technical Community
Colleges

13202 I Street
Omaha,.Nebraska 68127

Authur O. Berry
Director-, Vodational-Technical °

Education
UniverSity of Maine
Gorham, Maine 04038

2q
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Nickolas Bizony
Associate Director -

National Quality of Work Center
3049 Normanstone Terrace, N.W:
Washington, D.C. .20008

Stephen A. Blanche ,

Manpower'Affairs Division
Department of Economic Development
One Weybosset Hill
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

Carl Blank'

EPDA Director
SLte Department of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

-Wayne C. Boekes
;Supervisor, Special Needs

Assistant Supevigor CETA
Bismrok,'Nortit Dakota 58501

Annell4Bonner
Professor and Chairman
Department of Business Education
University of-Southern Mcssissippj.
Hattiesburg, Missj.ssippi 3940,1 ',

Joseph Borgen.
Vice Presiderit, Instruction

-Des Atties Area Community College
-Ankeny, Iowa 50021

LaWrence Borosage
Professor of Education
Michigan State University

'East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Richard A: Bringelson
Executive Officer and SeCretary
Board of Trustees

10.7, Nebraska-State ColI9ge
' Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Dan R. Bruffey
Certification Consultant
North Cgroiina Department of Public

Instruction
_ Raleigh, North Carolina' 27611

y

N

Lila M. Burrington
Director, Business Education a
SecrtarialAdminis,tration

Fort._ Hays State,College

BoX 116 Fot Hays
Hays, Kansas 67601

Jim Burrow
Instructor of Business and Seconda.ryx

Education '

.University of Nebras1L-Lincoln
311 Teachers College
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Anne Campbell
.commissioner of-Education

State'Department of Education'
233 South Tenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Richard Campbell
Consultant
State Department of Education
233 South Tenth Street
Lincoln, NebrassIGa 6g508

J. Rodrfey Chambers,

A Astistant'Professor of VoCatonal-i

Industrial. Education
V.P.I. & S.U.
316 Lane Hall.
B;eksburg, Virgini.1 24061

Donald Claycomb. _

University of Missouri
Columbus, Missouri 65261

1 -

Carl E. Clods
Coordinator, Vocatitinal Education
University of NebrglIa:-Omaha

- .4014 F Kayser
P. 6. Box 6 Downtow
Omaha,_Nebraska 68101

Station

f

Lawrence Coffin
Director, PrograM & Staff Development
Holland' College.

r

Charlottetown, Prince Edward island
CIA 421
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R. J.tCole
Chief Supervisor, Adult V. ational

Opkeratioris

-- Department of Education
Halifax, Province of-Nova Scotia

' B3J

Franbis E. Colgan
Management Consultant
State Department of Education_
233 South Tenth Street'
Lihcoln, Nebraska 68508

06

Lyle Colsden
Center fge Vocational and
"" Technial Education .

'Kearney State Colleg&
Kearney, Nebraska .68847

George K. Cooper
Director, IMPACT Project ,

Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois 61920

Calvin J. Cotrell.
Professor & Chairman, Division of

Vocational Education
Temple University\
Ritter Hall Annex'
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19121

Robert Craig
Director of,Commifilications
Americafl,Society.for Training and

DevelopMentr
P.O. BOx 5307
Madis6n, Wiscansin. 53705

Hazel Crain
'Coordinator of Vocational Technical

Education'
' Univers,itV'of Nebraska
105 Baricroft Hall 3F

,Lincoln, Nebraska 68588

"C. A. Croffier

ExeCutiye Director, Nebraska Advisory
Council` for Vocational Education

N4106 Henzlik Hall Lim
Lincoln, Nebraska 68-508

Rob&rt- A. Crowley
Coordinator, Curriculum & Planning

liawkeye Institute'of1echnology
1501 East Orange Road -

Waterloo, Iowa 50702

Carl. C.'Cummins
Dean of Instruction',

.,' California 'State 'polytechnic

University,
San LuisiObispci, California 3403,

Roy D. Dipon oe
Chairman( Agricultural pducati n
University of Nebraska,

302' Agriculture Hall
Lincolr?)- NebraSka 68503

Larry L. Dlugosh
Assistant Supervisor Persbnnel
Elkhorn Public Schools
Elkhorn, ,Nebraska 68022

David T. Dotan
Assistant Dean, Community and

Technical College,
Universitx.of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325

James L. Donovan
Director, :Sales Training

Bank Building Corporation
1130 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

, 4

Richard L. Douglass
Assistant Professor of "Agricultural

Education
University of. Nebraska
302 Agriculture Hall, East Campus

UNL
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503

Charles L. Downing,
Supervisor, Vocational Educatior;

Duval County S &hool Board
1450 Flagler Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
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James E. Doyle

Dean of Vocational InstructAon
Mid- Plains Community College
North Platte, Neb4,,s,ka 69101 °

.

Lawrence C. Drake'
Professor of Industrial Education
Southwest Missouri State' University
Springfield, Missburi 65802

Charles,C. Drdwbaugh -

Professor of Vocational Education
kRutgers University
la Seminars Place
New Brunswick,'New Jersey 08903

Claude P. Duet .

Assistant Professor of Education
J. University of New Orleans

Lake Front, New Orleans, Louisiana
70122

Cecil Dragger Ai.
Associate Professor, Technical

Education N

Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074.

ti

Anne Dykstra

\ Director, Area Vocational Program
Adams County, Colorado 80303

* c
Niel A, Edmunds
Assistant Vice President Academic
Affairs - '

Wayne.State college ,

Wayne Nebraska 68787

Richard H. Efsall
,4ate Board for Community Colleges

and Occupational Education
1525 Sherman Street, Room 207
Denver, Colorado ,B0203

L-.......
Ken Edwards -

Tirector,df Skill Improvement
.

1 ..Training s-,,

International Brotherhood, of
Electrical Workers

11,25 15th Streets N.W. ...

:lashington, D.C. 20005
2

Steven A. Eggland
Assod4ate Professor, DE
University of Nebraska-
Lincoln Nebraska 08508

LaDonna Elhardt
Jl

Home Economics Instructor
4

Magic'City Campus
Minot, North Dakota 58701

Arthur Ellum
State Department of Education,
Vocatipnal-Technical Division

105 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Max .Elsman .

Education Daily
2430 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Walter Erdkamp
Director, T & I, Technical and

HO Education
state Department of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Padl E. Evans
Department Head, AgriculturAq
Business

University of Nebraska School of
TechnicaX Agriculture

,Curtis, Nebraska '69025

Bernard R. Fagan

Associate Professor, T &I Teacher Ed.
'University of Kentucky
`College of Education

.Lexington, Kentucky 40506

0

Dan Fahrlander,

Department of Vocational Education
4469 Farnam Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68131

Glen Fardig
Research Specialist
The Center for Vocatiopal Education- ---
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
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Mary FSulkinberry
University of Southern Mississippi
Box°5213 .

,, Hattiesburg, Mis b iss ipp t--ag4-ar---

Cherly1 Fedje

EPDA Fellow
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68505

y
Howard Fortney
EPDA Project Coordinatorc'Division

of Vocational Edtication

COmmunity Colleges
Alabama State Department, of

Education
Montgomery, Alabama 36106

Lynne Frazier
University of Missouri

. Columbia; Missouri 65261

Denise Frobose
Northeast Network for

Curriculum Coordination
Rutgers University
10 Seminars Place -

New Brunswick, New Jersey .08903

Robert E. Gades'
Associate Professor of Business

Education
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 t
Harold Gam.
Associate. Dean, Career Education

Division
Des Moinerea Community College
Ankeny, Iowa- 50021

Harold D. Garbett
Assist*LDirector, School of

Vocattinr1 Education
Idaho State University
Pocatello, Idaho 83209

Chester Gatisman

Central Technical Community'
College Area

P. 0. Box 1468
- ,Grano Island, Nebraska 68801

////p.onald Gilsrud.

Manager, Adult Extenqion Program &
Staff Curriculum

916 Vo-Tech Institute
3300 Century Avenue North
White Bear Lake, Minne$ota 55110

7
B. E. Gingery
Director, Agricultural Educallion
State Department of Education
233 South Tenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Jim Granger
Research Associate
The Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio- 43210

Nancy Groneman
Instructor, Business Education
University of Nebraska
Lincoln,' Nebraska 68508

V. B. Hairr
De tment of Public Instruction
E u ation Building Room 566
R_leigh, North Carolina 27611

Gale Hagee
Univerity of Missouri
,Columbia, Missouri 65261

Japes. B. Hancock
Employee Relations Manager`
Federal Electric Corporation
817'Third Street
Langdon, North Dakota 58249.

Thomas Hanley
Manpower Affairs. Division
Dbpartment of Economic Development.

-One Weybosset,Hill
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

,,

Pat Hannon
Product Utilization
The Center for Vocational Education
.1960 Kenny Road
'Columbug, Ohio 43210
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'
. Lorraine (Sunny) Hansen

Counseling and Student Personnel
Psychology

University of Minnesqta
139 B Burton Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

-

Richard M. Harkless
Director Management Institute
Pepperdine University
Los Angeles, California 90044

Marge Harouff. ,

Director, Home Economics
State Department of Education

South Tenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Beverly A. Harter
Director Vocational Education

:Plattsmouth Community Schools
9th and. Main Streets

Plattsmduthi Nebraska 68048
---

.- Lynn Hausmann

University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65261

Jorge A. Herrera

Member,, Michigan State Advisory
Council for Vocational Education'

200 North Capital Avenue Suite601
Lansing, Michigan 48902

Mary Hirsh
Health-Occupations Supervisor
Nebraska State. Department of Education
233 SoAlth Tenth Street

Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Richard KHofstrand
In-Service Staff Defelopment
Administrator

Illinois Office of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

Birdie H. Holder
Instructor
University of Nebra---
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

a

Q

Doyle Holder
Head, Vocational-Technical P ograms
'College of Education
Denton, Texas' .76203 -

Donna Holmquist
. Instructor

University of Nebraska-Omaha
414'D Kayser Hall
Omaha,' Nebraska -68101

j: Catherine P. Hopkins
Coordinator-Career Education
Worcester Public Schools
20 Irving Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

r.

Jame T. Horner
Profe sor, Agricultural. Education
uAver ity of Nebraska
302 Agriculture Hall East Campus
,Lincoln, Nebraska. 68503

Denver B. Hutson,
o,

e
Coordinator, Vocational Education
University of Arkansas
College of Education
Fayetteville, Arkansas-,-p, 72701

Larry Inaba
Program Specialist, Industrial-

, Technical Education
Department of Education-
P. Box 2360
4Honolulu, Hawaii 96804

Ann Irvine
Home Economics Consultant
Iiincoln Public Schools
720 South 22nd Box 82889
Lincoln, Nebraska 685'01

Everett B. Johnson
Education Specialist,
Baltimore. Public City Schools
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Frank Johnson
University of Southern Florida
College of Education
Tampa, Florida 33620
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-Lonnie Johnson.
Southeast Community College

.2120 South 56th Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68506

Margaret H. Johnson
Professor, Business Education
University of Nebraska

. 303A Teacher's College

,Lincolnr, Nebraska 68508

John L; Johnston
Professor of Industrial Technology

Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761

Buford Jones \
Chairperson of Vocational Education-
Consultant of Business Education

Lincoln Public Schools
4

720 South 22nd Street, yoi 82889
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

. ,John E. Jones

Director, Educational Services.
Area gdOytion Agency #13
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501

Elaine Jorgenson,'
Head, Home EconomicsEducation
Oklahoma. State University

Stillwater, Oklahoma ,74704

Chris Kalansi-

Project Director
the Center for Vodaf.ional Education

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

G. Timothy Kavel
Delaware Technical & Community
College, AdministratiV-e Office

O. Box 897
Dover, Delaware 19901

H. C. Kazanas
Professor and Coordinator,
University of Missouri
ColuMbia, Missouri 65261

7

Ralph Kester
'Research Specialist
The Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Elvin J. Kidd
Supervisor, Vocational Education
Jefferson CountyLBoard Of Education
BirminghaM, Alabima 35226 411

Earl H. Knebel
Professor and Head of Agricultural
Education

Texa,s A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843

Daniel,E. KOble
Research Specialist
The Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny'Rogd

-0,40Ttimbus, 0hib 24321p :

Shirley KreUtz
AgSociate Professor
University of Nebraska
135 Home EconoMtcs Building
Lincoln, Nebraska

Floyd Krubeck"

Kearney State College.
2315 Fourth Avenue
-Kearney, N'hraska, 68847

E. L. Kurth
Auburn University '

P. 0. Box 27:

Auburn, 'Alabama 36830 .
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A: T. Kynard
Prairie View A&M University
Prairie, Texas ,77445.

Fay G.. Larson

Assistgrit Director, Nebraka
Research Coordinating Unit

University of Nebraska
Box 33, Henzlick Hall
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
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Vic Larson
Omaha Public Schools
3819 Jones Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68105

Irvin T. Lathrop .

Chairman, Industrial Education'
Department

California State University,
Long Beach, California 90840

Gino J. Lattanzio
Director.of Work Experience
Berlin High'School-

'1'139 Patterson Way

,Berlin, Connecticut, 06037

EY'elyn.J. Lavaty -

Supervisor, Special Vocational Needs
Nebraska Education Department
23 South-Tenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 '

Bob Law
Coniultant, Trade andIndustrial
Education,. r

Lincoln Public Schools
720 SoUth 22n Street .

Lincoln, Nebraska 68510

Ivan E. Lee

Instructor, College of Education
University of Nevada-Reno
Reno, Nevada 89507

1

Jerry A. Lee
President

Platte Tecnnical Communiy College
Columbus, Nebraska 68601

Patricia Lewis
Secretary
The Center for Vocational 'Education

- 1960 Kenny Road .

ColUmbus, Ohio 4'3210

kobert°A. Lewis
Counselor
Shawnee Mission Public Schools,
Shawnee,Mission, Kansas 66204

.

O

Helen B. Lipscomb
Consult at Program and Staff

Deyelopment
fL9.1a4da Depeatment of Education
Kh25t` Building a

. Tallthassee,- Florida 2304

Norman AT Luik'en

Director, ,Industrial and Technical
DepartmenX

Des Moine7NArea Community College
,Ankeny, *IoWe 50021

Gary Lund

Associate 'Dean of Instruqtnn
Northeast Technical ,community College
801 East Benjamin Avenue

*

Norfolk, ,Nebraska '68701-

Charles M. Mack '
4

4
Virgin Islands Advisof Council=

Vocational Education
,Second Floor/ Hamilton House
Christiansted,.St. Croix
Virgin'Isla.nds 00820.-

,Neva P. Maddox

_Heade Office Administration-Businee
Education

Southwest:Missouri State University
Springfield, Misso41 65802

JohnA S. Matthews

pirector,,Occupational Teather
Education ..

University of Zelafare
Newark, Delaware 19/11'

Clifton H. Matz
Assistant Dean for Career Program
.ParklaACollege
Champaign, Illinois '4820

t
Ronald D. Mcei.ge

Director,, Researqh and Developinent
Illinois Office of ,EXIdu4cion

100-Nwth First Street:
Sprirtgfield, 62777
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CarLe-g. McEntire

Assistant Professor, Director of
Education-Industry Exchange Program

University Of Central' Arkansas

Sylvester H. McMillan
Consultant, VpcationaL Education
Staff Development

State DeOartrifent of Education

302'Statle...Office Building

Atlanta; Georgia 30334

Betty McNulty,
-Career Education NewS
230 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Riihard R. Mc4orter
DirectorS.E.K. Area Vo-Tech School
Coffeyy.ple, Kansas 67337

Clement Milbrabb
Career Counselor
Rock Valley College
Rockford,. Illindis 611b1

R. Elbin Miller
Vocational Counselor,
Shawnee Mission Schools
Shawnee Mission, Kansas .66208

Perry Mock
Profescirl, School of Business and

Econbmics
Central Missouri State.University
Warrensburg" Missouri 64093

0

A. L. Moore
Director, Jackson Campus
.inds Junior College

3925 Sunset Drive, HJC
Jackson, Mississippi -9216

Bernie Moore'
Project Director
The Centel' for Vocational 14Ucabion
L960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio ,43210

9.

10. ,

.Jerome Moss

Chairperon-. Vocational and Technical
EducaiOn f

University of Minnesota
125 Peik Hall,
Mipneapolis, Minnesota\ 55455

P6U1 Musgrove
ExecUtive Director, Tri-County

Industry- Education -Labor Council,

Illinois Cqntral College
Peoria, Illinois 61635

* Dale Myers
Assistant Director
Area VocatiOnal technical School
Kansas City, Kansas 66104

James R. Myers
4

Director, Industrial Education
Florida Junior College
Jacksonville; Florida 32202

. obert Nelson
Chaii-man; Division of Business
education

University of Illinois .

Champaign, Illinois 6r801
-

Mark Newton
-Graduate Research Associate
The Clter for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road -
Columbus, Ohio 43210

1

Duane M. Nielsen
.... .

Chief, Vocational Education Personnel
Development

U.S.. Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202,

Gwendolyn Newkirk ( .

Chairffian and Professor

University of Netpraska

....

-Co lege of Homeltconomics
Li coln,' Nebraska 68585

Wilsbn E. Nighswonger
Talent Assessment Programs
7015-021by Avenge
DeS Moines, Iowa 50311
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erek-Nunney-
Vice President for Acad AffaiLs

Oakland Community College
2480 Opdyke Road
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48013

..)p,lerrill A. Oaks ,

.

. AssistantProfessor and Coordinator-T
Induttrial Education '

! Wishington State Uhiyersity
1
"elevelki-171 Hall

! Pullman, Washington 99163
.

Thaddeus.O'Brien
Educationat Research Council
Clevelanditio

James A. O'Bryan

( Virgin Islands'Advisory
Vocatlonal Education .

Second Floats-, Hamilton House

^Christianst,ed, St. Croix

Virgin Islands 00820

Michael T. Oravecz
CoMmunity/TechnicalCollege
University of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325

Kevin-O'Sullivan
Executive Director

k.-

American Society for Tradning,and! '

Development
P. O. Box 5307
Madison, Wisconsin 53.705

Laci le W. Patton
Chairman,Department of Vocational
'reaper Education".

Central State University
Edmond, gilahoma 7303d

Hobdy Perkins
'University of West Florida
Omega College
'Pensacola, florid& 32504

. ,

Reno W. Pfeil tit

Director, Vocational Education=
Ralston Senior High School
Ralston, Nebraska 68127

^1

S

l*eusbr
Faculty

Platte Technical Community College
Columbus, Nebraska 68601

JoannePrimavera .

v

University of MisLouri
Columbia, Missouri 65261

. ,

4

, -1

Rolland A. Pywell r
4

State'SuperNilsor, T & I and Technical
Education

Idaho gtata Board for Vocational
Education

Boise, Idaho 83720.

Verda Rauch 4

Associate Professor, Business
Education

Universityvof Nebraska-Omaha
Omaha, Nebraska-. 68101

Ropert Reed
Ifistructor, Building Construction.

Micf--Plains Community College

North Platte, Nebraska 69101

William F. H. Ring
Calspan Corporation
P. O. Box 235
4455-Genessee Street
Buffalo,\Nework 14221

.
t.

-Donna Robertson
-Instructor, Business Edu ation
fFOrt Hays,Kansas State College
, Business Department

Hays, Kansas 67.601

J. Jerome Rohrback, Jr.
Assistarit Professor
Ast Georgia College
"Room 202, Education Center
Carrollt6n, Georgia 30117

Milterd E. Rosendahl
State Consultant
University of Iowa
pepartment of Public Instruction
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
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. Raymond Ross
Professor, Vocational Education
Central Connecticut State College
New Britain, Connecticut 06050

Kenneth Rowe
Teacher - Educator, D.E.

Arizona State University'.
Tempe, Arizona' 85281

Merle Rudebusch.
_Director, Special Vocational, Programs
State Department of Education .

.

233 SouthoTenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508-

E. Robert Rudiger
Head, Department ITE and Chairman.Stater\

Advisory COuncil VE
University p£. Wi,sconsin-Stout

-Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751

if

Harley Schlichting
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri _65261-

.Leo Schreiner
Program Director -
Occupational Education Personnel

Development
Teias Education Agency

'20t East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Wayne Schroeder
Assistant Director, Information and

Field Services Division
The Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road -

CO14mbus, Ohio 03210
.

Leon Sanders
Platte Tech ical Community College
P. O.. Box 1 27

Columbus, Nebraska. 68601

Otto Santos
The Ohio.State University
1945 North.High Streets
ColumbuSi Ohio -43210

Robert D. Sartin
Superyisor, Teacher Education.
U.C.L.A., 43 Moore Hall.
Los Angeles, California 90024

David E. Sawyer
Executive Director
Alabama Occupational,Informafion

. System
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Norma. Jean Schira

Assistant Professor-Cobrdinator,
Health Occupations Teacher Educa

Westen Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Kentpcky 4'2101

Dayton., Ohio. 45402

Jean Selby
Assistant Professor, _Home Economics

Education
University of Nebraska-Omaha
Omaha, Nebraska 68101

Thomas J. Seymour
Coordinator of Post-SecOndary
Vocational EducAron

State Capitol
' Helena, Montana 59604

-John R. Shaffer
Coordinator, Curriculum Services
Career Education.DisseMlnation

Services
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts
02181,

John Sheldon
Omaha Public Schools
3819 Jones Street
0maha,^Nebraska 68105

Ned J. Sifferlen
Chairman; Division-of Business

tion TechnologieS J
Sinclair Community College
444 West Third Street

ti
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Althea Simmon§a,
National\Direclir fOr Educationi,

,NAACP National Office
1790?Broadway
New York, New York 10019

Elizabeth Simpson
Dean,'School ofFamily Sciences
and Consumer Services

University of Wisconsin
Linden Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Thomas Smerz
Sauk Area Career Center
138th Street & Crawford Avenue °

Robbins, Illinois 60472
113

Lyle Smith"
Alabama Occupational Information
System

Montgomery; Alabama 36109

,f,y1sp SOrum

Assistant Superintendent
Fargo Public Schools

4 11104 South 2nd-Street

Fargo, Northtakota 58102

Carl Spencer
Director, Career Education Project
Lincoln Public Schools
.720 South 22nd Stret
Lincoln,

%

Nebraska 68510

Hiram J. Spurlin
Consultant, Vocational Teacher

* Education
f FloridaEducOioh Department

Knott,building
Tallahasee, Florida 32304

Henry J. Srel
Director, Cakeer & Vocational -

Technical Education
Allegheny Intermediate' Unit

Sdite 1300, Two Allegheny Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15212

Ruth Stovall
D4ector, Program Services
State' Department of Education
State Office Building-
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Glen H. Strain
Assistant Commissioner of
Vocational EducatkOn:'

State Department of Edu
233 South Tenth Stree
Lincoln*,- Nebraska 68508

on

James R. Stratton
New York State Education Department
Room 1941, Twin Towers'Buildingk

99 WashingtOn Avenue ,V

Albany, NeW, York 12230'

Allen Suby,

Director,,,Secondary Educa?ion,
Des Moines Area Community College
Ankeny,, Iowa 50021

Wade T. Swenson,
Assistant Professok-Industrial
Education

Mookhead State University ,

Moorhead, Minnesota 5656'0

.Richard J. Swinney
EPDA Coordinator
College of Education
University 'of Nevada

Repo,.Nevada 89507-,,

Robert E. Taylor
Direct&

.4(

The Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny`kad
Columbus, Ohio 43210

John W. Thiele
Director, Industrial and Community

Relations ip _-

Whirlpool Corporation.
,6400 South Jenny, Lind

.Ft. Smith, Arkansas 72901
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L. D. Timmerman
Associate Prqfessor
Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa 50311

Floyd D. Toth
Chairman, Vocational Education
Valdosta State College
School of Education

. Naldosta, G4orgia 31601

'Leonard".Torres
`Industrial Education Department
California. State University
Long Beach; California 90840

Bill Trabert
Education Consultant
Nevada Department'of.Education
400,West King Street
Carson y, Nevada 89,01

43

Dennis Tyson
Dean of Instruction
Central Technical Community College
Hastings, Nebraska 68901 °

Vidal Velez
Director, Puerto Rico RCU //,

State Department of Education
P. 0. Box- 359

Hato Rey, PUerto Rico 00919

Virginia Vieregg '

Chairman, Nebraska StateAdvisory
. . COuncil for Vocational Education

1016 West division Street
Grabd Island, Nebraska 68801

Roy 'Vieux ,\ 'o
Coordinator; Career Division
Dakota State College .

MadiSon, -So th Dakota 57042

George Vince t
Stag of Rhode 1,sland
One Weybosset Hilt!

____r-.-____Providence, Rhode Island 02903
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Pauline Wa.ggener

Murray State Unitzgrsity
Applied Science and Technical

Building
Murray Kentucky 42071 .

Twila Wallace
Platte Technical.Community College
P. O. Box 1027
ColumbUs, Nebraska 68601

Robert J. Weishan .
NThicational-Technical Education

IF Service

P. 0. Box 928 '

Lahsing, Michigan 48904

Richard West
Belden Corporation
Richmond, Indiana 47374

Yvonne Weyr,ich

Black Hills State College
Spearfish, South DakdM 57783

Edward White
Manpower Affairs Division
Department-of Economic Development
One Weybosset Hill
Providence, Rhictde Island 02903

Leland White.
Vocational director
Moorhead State University
Moorhead, Minnesota 565 0

Patrick E. White
CoOrdinator
Perdonnel Development Unit
2035 Capital Plaza Tower
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Darrell D. Wieker
AsAistant Professor-
Wayne State College

.Wayng,. NebraskR 68787 -

Martha Williams
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712
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Chester R. Williams
Virgin Islands Advisory Council"

. Vocational Education
Second Floor, liamiltonHonse
Christiansted/ St. Croix
Virgin' Islands 00820

4
PL1,Donald Winkler.
:drector. Trade and Technical

01 ,

Instruction '

Mid-Plains Community College
NorthPlatte, Nebraska 69101

L. Craig Wolverton

South-Western Publishing Company/
5101 Madison Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

4

Jerauld 8'. Wright'

St4te Advisory Council on
Vocational Educl,tion

P. Q. Boxy -5312

Raleigh,North Carolina 27607

Lucille Wright
Clqveland State University
Cleveland, Ohio 44121

Robert Wooldridge
Professor and Chairman,
Education

Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
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Robert Young
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Casimir E., Zielinski

Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville

Edwardsville, Illinois 62025
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